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Summary (English)

This thesis is about linear and multi-linear analyses of electroencephalography (EEG) data and classification of estimated EEG sources. One contribution consists of an automatic classification method for independent components (ICs) of EEG data and a freely available implementation as an EEGLab plug-in, “IC Classification into Multiple Artefact Classes” (IC_MARC). Four artefact classes (blinks, heart beats, lateral eye movements, and muscle contractions), a neural class, and a mixed class (representing none or a mix of the other classes) were considered. We showed that classification is possible between subjects within studies over all classes. When generalising across studies a high classification rate of neural vs. non-neural ICs was retained but the multi-class performance dropped. In another study, we used IC_MARC to compare the ability to separate artefactual from neural sources of six linear decomposition methods. This study showed that high-pass filtering data at high cut-off frequencies improved artefact removal performances in an Event-Related Desynchronisation setting, providing similar performances of the three included Independent Component Analysis variants. IC_MARC was also used to inspect effects of artefacts on motor imagery based Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) in two studies, where removing artefactual ICs had little performance impact. Finally, we investigated multi-linear classification on single trials of EEG data, proposing a rigorous optimisation approach. To enforce orthonormality of projection matrices, objective functions quantifying class discrimination were optimised on a cross-product of Stiefel (orthonormal matrix) manifolds. Supervised feature extraction outperformed unsupervised methods, but the choice of supervised method mattered less. We suggested completions of methods to include both PARAFAC and Tucker structures. The two structures provided similar performances, making the more interpretable PARAFAC models appealing.
Denne afhandling omhandler lineære og multi-lineære analyser af elektroencefalograf (EEG) data og klassifikation af estimerede EEG kilder. Et bidrag består af en metode til automatisk klassifikation of independent components i EEG data og en frit tilgængelig implementation af denne som et EEGLab plug-in, “IC Classification into Multiple Artefact Classes” (IC_MARC). Vi betragede fire artifakt klasser (blink, hjerteslag, sidelæns øjenbevægelser, og muskelsammentrækninger), en neural klasse, og en mixet klasse (denne repræsenterer andre klasser end de nævnte og kombinationer af dem). Vi viste at klassifikation imellem individer indenfor studier var muligt over alle klaser. Ved generalisering imellem studier forblev klassifikationsraten høj ved skelnen mellem neurale og ikke-neurale komponenter, men multi-klasse præstationen faldt. I et andet studie brugte vi IC_MARC til at sammenligne evnen til at separere artifakt og neurale komponenter for seks lineære dekompositionsmetoder. Dette studie viste at højpas filtrering af data ved høje skæringsfrekvenser forbedrede evnen til fjernelse af artifakter i et Event-Related Desynchronisation paradigme og resulterede i sammenlignelige præstationer af de tre inkluderede Independent Component Analysis varianter. Yderligere brugte vi IC_MARC til at undersøge artifakters effekter på motor imagery baserede Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs), hvor det at fjerne artifakt ICs kun havde lille effekt. Endelig undersøgte vi multi-lineær klassifikation på single-trial niveau i EEG data, hvor vi foreslog en stringent optimeringstilgang. For at sikre orthonormale projektionsmatricer optimerede vi objektivfunktioner der kvantificerer klassediskrimination på et krydsprodukt af Stiefel (ortonomal matrix) mangfoldigheder. Vejledt feature udtrækning afstedkom bedre klassifikationpræstationer end ikke-vejledte metoder, men det specifikke valg af vejledt metode var mindre betydningsfuldt. Vi introducerede PARAFAC og Tucker strukturer i metoderne og fandt at deres
præstationer var sammenlignelige. Dette gør de lettere fortolkelige PARAFAC modeller attraktive.
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The thesis deals with linear and multi-linear modelling of electroencephalography (EEG) data. The thesis presents a method for automatic classification of independent components of EEG data and three studies employing this classifier in other analyses. Additionally, the intrinsic multi-linear structure of EEG data is exploited in a study of single-trial classification using multi-linear methods.
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The following symbols and conventions retain their meaning throughout this work (with possible exceptions in the papers attached as appendices). Lowercase letters not in bold denote scalars ($a$) while lowercase letters in bold denote column vectors ($\mathbf{a}$). Row vectors are written as column vectors transposed: $\mathbf{a}^\top$. Matrices are written with capital letters as $\mathbf{A}$ while curly capital letters $\mathcal{A}$ denote tensors (multi-linear matrices).

Number of data objects: $N$

Number of classes: $C$

Number of data objects in class $c$: $N_c$

Number of modes: $P$

Size of the $p^{th}$ data mode (or dimension): $J_p$

Number of components/factors for mode $p$: $K_p$

Number of channels: $M$

Number of temporal samples in an entire EEG recording: $T$

Number of temporal samples in each epoch: $T_e$

Identity matrix of unspecified dimension: $I$

Identity matrix of dimension $q$: $I_q$

Transpose operator: $\top$
The $i^{th}$ row of a matrix $X$: $X_i$.

The $j^{th}$ column of a matrix $X$: $X_{:j}$

The element in the $i^{th}$ row and $j^{th}$ column of $X$: $X_{i,j}$

Regularisation matrix: $R$

Matrix containing model errors: $E$

Tensor containing model errors: $E$

Projection matrix for mode $p$: $U^{(p)}$

Class of an observation, $X_n$: $\text{class}(X_n)$

Frobenius norm: $\| \cdot \|_F$

Matricising along mode $p$: $(\cdot)_{(p)}$ or $[\cdot]_{(p)}$

Projection vector for binary class separation: $u$

Projection matrix for multi-class separation of data: $U$

Projection matrix for the $p^{th}$ mode for class separation of tensor data: $U^{(p)}$

EEG data matrices are represented as $\text{channels} \times \text{time}$ so that each row corresponds to an EEG electrode.

The following abbreviations are used throughout the thesis:

ICA: Independent Component Analysis

IC: Independent Component

SSD: Spatio-Spectral Decomposition

TDSEP: Temporal Decorrelation source SEParation

DATER: Discriminant Analysis with TEnsor Representation

CMDA: Constrained Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis

DGTDA: Direct General Tensor Discriminant Analysis

IC__MARC: Independent Component Multi-class ARtifact Classification

EEG: Electroencephalography
ERP: Event-Related Potential
BCI: Brain-Computer Interface
CSP: Common Spatial Patterns
Part I

Introduction
The word electroencephalography (EEG) has its roots in the Greek words: “electro”, “encephalo”, and “gram”, which mean electrical, brain, and picture, respectively [Tyner et al., 1989]. This is a fitting description of EEG, as a picture of the electrical brain. In 1924, Hans Berger was the first to record the human EEG in order to study the functioning of the human brain [Tyner et al., 1989]. EEG data is recorded from the scalp with a number of electrodes, that can range from as few as two [Hugdahl and Westerhausen, 2010] or three [Rejer and Gorski, 2015] to as many as 512 [Hugdahl and Westerhausen, 2010, Ryynänen et al., 2005] electrodes. An EEG electrode registers the electrical potential between itself and a reference electrode. The electric potentials measurable on the scalp are mainly generated by post-synaptic potentials in dendrites of pyramidal neurons since such neurons are relatively large and aligned perpendicularly to the cortical surface [Buzsáki et al., 2012, da Silva, 2009, Kirschstein and Köhling, 2009]. When sufficiently many pyramidal neurons have similar activation patterns, i.e. nearly synchronous firing patterns, their electrical currents sum up and become measurable at the scalp [da Silva, 2009].

**Artefacts in EEG**

While EEG recordings measure electrical brain activity, they also include artefacts, which may be of technical or biological origin. The large amplitudes of artefacts relative to the electrical activity generated by brain processes complicate analyses of EEG data. We give some examples of artefacts in the following.

Technical artefacts are caused by equipment or other external sources. Examples of technical artefacts are line noise, loose electrodes, and gel or sweat short-circuiting electrodes [Fisch and Spehlmann, 1999]. These artefacts exhibit different characteristics. For example, line noise causes rhythmic activity at 50 or 60 Hz (power-grid dependent) while a loose electrode can cause spikes or long-duration slow waves in EEG recordings [Fisch and Spehlmann, 1999].

Biological artefacts originate in the subject’s own body and include eye movements, chewing, facial- and neck muscle contractions, and the electrical heart beat [Fisch and Spehlmann, 1999]. A heart beat gives rise to an artefact with a frequency ranging from about 15-32 Hz [Jiang et al., 2007] and a spatial pattern exhibiting a smooth gradient from positive to negative across the scalp [Radinitz et al., 2015]. Blinks and eye movements generate somewhat different signatures in the EEG [Plöchl et al., 2012]. While the different ocular artefacts have different temporal signatures and frequency content, they are all strongly localised in the frontal electrodes. Muscle artefacts’ spatial patterns look dipolar. That is, they have a strong positive value next to a negative value, and these are
concentrated in a small area, usually near the edge of the scalp [Radüntz et al., 2015]. Their temporal frequency is mostly above 20 Hz [Muthukumaraswamy, 2013].

Event-related potentials

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are patterns in the EEG time-locked to stimuli or responses [Luck, 2005]. As described above, EEG data also contains background noise unrelated to the stimulus, making it difficult to see ERPs in single trials and complicating analyses of EEG data. Since Hans Berger’s times, though, the ready availability of computers has made analyses of EEG data more approachable. For example, a standard way to handle random noise in EEG recordings is to record many trials of a subject responding to stimuli. By rejecting the most noisy trials and averaging across the rest, much of the EEG activity that is not time-locked to the stimulus can be cancelled out [Luck, 2005]. This should leave the ERP as the strongest remaining signal. The averaging method is widespread due to its efficiency and ease of use.

Typical ERP responses in specific experimental paradigms, such as the P300 and N1 ERPs, have been discovered using the averaging method described above [Luck, 2005]. The waveforms now known to be elicited by certain stimuli can be used to investigate how the brain responds in more complex experimental paradigms [Kim and Osterhout, 2005, Ye et al., 2006, Eskelund et al., 2015, Paynter et al., 2010]. However, the amplitudes of ERPs of some subjects may be quite low [Luck, 2005, ch. 1]. This can potentially complicate analyses of experiments by making differences between averages with and without ERPs smaller, thus making it more difficult to detect whether or not an ERP was present. ERPs are also used as the basis of various Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) [Guan et al., 2004, Zhu et al., 2010, Tobimatsu et al., 1999, Höhne et al., 2011, Chen et al., 2015].

Disadvantages of trial-rejection and averaging

The rejection of trials that are too noisy entails loss of data, leading to higher uncertainty in the final conclusions of analyses. Instead of rejecting entire trials, the noise can be subtracted from data. One approach to estimating non-neural activity in EEG recordings is to obtain auxiliary recordings of known artefactual sources such as eye movements and the electrocardiogram (ECG) simultaneously.
with the EEG recording [Geetha and Geethalakshmi, 2012, Plöchl et al., 2012, Hoffmann and Falkenstein, 2008, Quilter et al., 1977]. Although this approach improves signal quality [Jervis et al., 1989, Croft and Barry, 2002], it has some inherent problems. Auxiliary recordings require more equipment and possibly added discomfort for the subject. Also, some auxiliary recordings, such as the electrooculogram for eye movements, might not be possible to record exclusively, without neural activity. When noise is subtracted based on an auxiliary signal, some neural activity can therefore also be lost. This is not a problem for all auxiliary recordings, though. The ECG, for example is unlikely to record neural signals. Another approach is to estimate noise signals based on the recorded EEG and subsequently subtract the estimated noise. Makeig et al. [1996] showed that Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is able to achieve a high degree of separation of artefactual and neural signals into different Independent Components (ICs). Since then, many researchers have used ICA as a pre-processing step [Jung et al., 2000, Vialatte et al., 2008], [Schomer and Da Silva, 2012, pp. 1087,1185]. In order to use ICA for data cleaning it is necessary to identify the ICs that should be projected out of the data. Manual classification of ICs is a laborious task, making automatic classification methods appealing.

Similarly, averaging across trials causes a loss of information about variations in the spatio-temporal structure. For example, a long waveform with low amplitude resulting from averaging could either be due to all responses being of this type or by high variability in the on-sets of waveforms of large amplitudes and short durations [Luck, 2005]. By representing data as tensors, which are multidimensional generalisations of matrices, the inherent data structure can be retained and exploited during analyses. This approach has been used to investigate the structure of ERPs [Verleger et al., 2013].

Furthermore, the necessity of averaging across several trials before classifying whether an ERP was present limits the information transfer rate of BCIs. Tensor methods might be good candidates for improving single-trial classification performances since they utilise a larger part of the data structure than methods that suppress the multi-linear nature of EEG data. Also, a reliable single-trial classifier’s performance on data from a subject in a standard experimental setting known to produce an ERP could be used as a measure for the degree to which the subject produces an ERP. This could be used to screen subjects in neuroscience experiments in an objective manner.
Contributions

An automatic classifier of ICs is described in Chapter 4. Whereas others have worked on the problem of distinguishing neural from artefactual ICs, we extended the classification to distinguish between various types of artefacts. By distinguishing between different types of artefactual ICs, we investigated the different artefacts’ effects on motor imagery based BCIs and the artefact distributions in experimental paradigms that simulated out-of-the-lab BCI. These analyses are described in Chapter 5. By distinguishing between neural and artefactual sources, we compared various decomposition methods on their ability to separate neural from artefactual activity. This work is summarised in Chapter 6.

Although others have proposed supervised tensor methods for feature extraction [Li and Schonfeld, 2014, Yan et al., 2005, Tao et al., 2007], they employed heuristic optimisation methods. We proposed to rigorously optimise different objective functions and used the conjugate gradient method as provided in the ManOpt [Boumal et al., 2014] toolbox for Matlab. To enforce orthonormality constraints on projection matrices, the proposed optimisation was performed on cross-products of Stiefel manifolds, on which orthonormal matrices lie. We compared the classification performances to unsupervised feature extraction and to a method that combines feature extraction and classification [Dyrholm et al., 2007]. Additionally, we completed the methods to encompass both the flexible Tucker structure and the more rigid PARAFAC structure. This allowed us to investigate whether it is sufficient to model data with the PARAFAC structure. The PARAFAC structure only allows a factor estimated for one data dimension (columns/rows for matrices) to interact with one factor from each of the other dimensions, making this model more easily interpretable. Conversely, the Tucker structure allows all factors to interact across dimensions. The investigations of tensor methods are summarised in Chapter 8.

Structure of thesis

In Part II, theory used in the remainder of the thesis is described. Next, the classifier of ICs and the work employing this classifier is described in Part III. Then our work on supervised tensor decomposition methods is summarised in Part IV. Finally, the work as a whole is discussed in Part V. The appendices contain the papers that the thesis is based on and some mathematical details.
Part II

Background theory
When modeling EEG data, linear models are often used. Let $x_t$ be the recording at time $t$ for an electrode. Then an often used linear model is:

$$x_t = \sum_{k=1}^{K} b_k^\top S_{k,t} + e_t,$$

where the matrix $S$ holds the degree of activation of each of $K$ sources at each time point, $t$, and $e_t$ is the reconstruction error, i.e. deviance between the model and observed data. The vector $b^\top$ models how the sources are mixed when recorded on the scalp by the electrode. This formulation of the linear model assumes that the mixing of the sources is instantaneous in addition to being linear. Due to the frequency of EEG signals, quasi-static approximations hold such that instantaneous mixing of signals from inside the brain at the scalp holds [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, p. 409]. Since volume conduction is thought to be linear, the assumption of linear mixing is also valid [Lee, 1999, p. 147].

When observations from multiple channels are available, observation vectors $x^\top$ from each channel are collected as rows in the matrix $X$ while vectors $b$ corresponding to each channel are collected as rows in the matrix $A$. The matrix $A$ is referred to as the mixing matrix [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, ch. 7] since it mixes the unobserved sources, contained in the matrix $S$, to form the
observed signals. Collecting the errors in the matrix $E$, the matrix formulation of the model is:

$$X = AS + E. \quad (1.1)$$

The $i^{th}$ source is characterised by its spatial expression on the scalp (column $A_{:,i}$) and its temporal activation (row $S_{i,:}$). The formulation $X = AS + E$ is referred to as the forward model while, disregarding the error term in the following,

$$S = WX$$

is referred to as the backward model [Haufe et al., 2014]. The columns of $A$ are referred to as (activation) patterns while the rows of $W$ are referred to as (extraction) filters [Haufe et al., 2014]. Each pattern shows how the corresponding source is expressed on the scalp while each filter gives the linear combination of electrodes needed to isolate the source’s time series. Filters cannot be interpreted in a biophysical manner since the linear combination of electrodes required to extract a source signal is likely to include electrodes that are irrelevant to the generating source. Such electrodes might instead have recorded a noise signal that needs to be taken into account for source extraction. The following example, inspired by Haufe et al. [2014], illustrates the above statement.

Assume two electrodes, $x_1$ and $x_2$, record mixes of a source signal of interest, $s_1$, and a noise source, $s_2$, such that $x_1 = s_1 + 2 \cdot s_2$ and $x_2 = s_2$. Then the filter necessary to extract the signal of interest would be $w_1 = [1, -2]$. If the magnitudes of the filter coefficients were interpreted as being biophysically meaningful, we would wrongly conclude that electrode $x_2$ detected most of the interesting signal. Conversely, we would have:

$$\begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 2 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} s_1 \\ s_2 \end{bmatrix},$$

such that the pattern for $s_1$ would be $[1, 0]$, meaning that $s_1$ only projects to electrode $x_1$, as is the case.
1.1 Relation between filters and patterns

If $A$ is square and invertible, it is easy to convert between the forward- and backward models since $W = A^{-1}$ in this case. If $A$ and $W$ are not square, the backward and forward models still uniquely determine each other, but less trivially:

$$A = \text{Cov}(X)W^\top(Cov(S))^{-1} \text{[Haufe et al., 2014].}$$

This relation is necessary to interpret extracted filters and we used it to interpret both spatial and temporal projection matrices in multi-linear (tensor) classification models [Frölich et al., 2016].

A common assumption is that sources are uncorrelated, in which case $\text{Cov}(S)$ is a diagonal matrix. In this case, the effect of the source covariance is simply to scale each column of $A$. Since this scaling is already ambiguous in the model $X = AS$, it does not influence the information on the sources’ spatial distributions contained in the model. By taking this term out, a simpler conversion formula is obtained [Haufe et al., 2014]:

$$A = \text{Cov}(X)W^\top.$$ 

Formally, the covariance matrices in the above equations are the true population covariances. However, we have substituted the sample estimates since this is what would be used in practice.

The conversion from a filter to a pattern can be understood intuitively, for example by considering the simple case of a filter consisting of only one non-zero value, e.g. in the $i^{th}$ position, with that value being 1 ($w = (0, 0, \ldots, 1, 0, \ldots, 0)$). The effect of such a filter would be to extract all data recorded from channel $i$, and nothing else, as a source. The pattern corresponding to this filter is then the $i^{th}$ column of the data covariance matrix. This result is in accordance with intuition since activation of this source would be entirely determined by activation of channel $i$, and the spread of activation across the scalp corresponding to recordings by this channel is exactly expressed as the covariance between channel $i$ and all other channels.
1.1.1 Connection with least squares regression

The forward model $X = AS$, with the source time series matrix $S$ already estimated so that these can be considered fixed, can also be considered as a least squares problem \cite{parra2005, haufe2014}. In this context, we wish to determine the parameter matrix $A$ such that $\sum_{t=1}^{T} (X_{:,t} - AS_{:,t})^\top (X_{:,t} - AS_{:,t})$ is minimised. The maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter matrix $A$ is (see e.g. \cite{bishop2006} for details)

$$\hat{A}_{ML} = XS^\top (SS^\top)^{-1}.$$

Since we have $S = WX$, we can write this as

$$\hat{A}_{ML} = XX^\top W^\top (SS^\top)^{-1}.$$

With zero-mean data, this expression reduces to $Cov(X)W^\top (Cov(S))^{-1}$, which is what we arrived at before.
We now give an overview of the matrix methods that were used in this thesis. We describe the unsupervised decomposition methods Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Spatio-Spectral Decomposition (SSD), and Fourier-ICA. Finally, we describe the supervised method Common Spatial Patterns (CSP).

2.1 Unsupervised matrix decompositions

2.1.1 Independent Component Analysis

2.1.1.1 The model

We only describe and use the noise-free ICA model throughout this thesis. For descriptions of more general ICA models, see e.g. [Hyvärinen, 1998, Voss et al., 2013]. The noise-free Independent Component Analysis (ICA) model is:

\[ X = AS. \]
In ICA, the sources are usually referred to as Independent Components (ICs).

### 2.1.1.2 Assumptions

**Stationarity of source time series and mixing matrix** All observations in a row of $S$ are assumed to be realisations of random variables with the same distribution and the mixing matrix $A$ is assumed to be constant [Hyvärinen, 2012, Comon, 1994]. Together, these two assumptions imply that all observations in a row of $X$ should be realisations of random variables with the same distribution. If the rows of $X$ and $S$ contain stochastic processes, these assumptions imply that the time series must be stationary. These assumptions allow ICA algorithms to use observations from all time points to estimate a de-mixing matrix, $W$, yielding maximally independent source time series ($S = WX$).

While EEG source time series cannot be assumed stationary over long stretches of time, the stationarity assumption is likely to be fulfilled to a higher degree for several short EEG recordings of a subject performing the same task [Neuper and Klimesch, 2006, Korats et al., 2012]. An algorithm that takes non-stationarity into account has been proposed [Palmer et al., 2008]. Although the algorithm outperforms other ICA variants on a measure of dipolarity of extracted sources, the advantage is modest [Delorme et al., 2012]. The mixing matrix $A$ represents mixing of sources resulting from the physical structure of the head and brain so this can be assumed to be constant [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, p. 409].

**Linear and instantaneous mixing** The assumptions of linear and instantaneous mixing are apparent from the formulation of the ICA model and largely fulfilled by EEG data [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, p. 409], and [Lee, 1999, p. 147].

**Statistical independence** ICA is built on the assumption that sources are statistically independent [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, p. 152]. The assumption of statistical independence allows the use of all moments of the source time series in the quantification of their independence. This contrasts with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) whose goal is to decorrelate sources such that their second moments are zero. The stronger assumption of all cross-moments being zero provides additional information for source separation. If the rows of $X$ and $S$ contain time series, this assumption should be understood as instantaneous independence, i.e., that at each time instant each IC is statistically independent from the other ICs at that time instant. Some extensions to the basic ICA model make other assumptions on the time structure or also demand zero cross-correlation between ICs at different time points [Ziehe and Müller, 1998].
Since some brain processes may be statistically independent from each other at each time instant, ICA should be able to identify spatial filters that extract such sources. Some artefactual sources of activity are also likely to be independent from each other and brain processes. This is a better assumption for some artefacts than for others, though. While the assumption seems to be a good description for technical artefacts such as power grid noise and loose electrodes, it may be less appropriate for biological artefacts such as eye movements, which can affect input to the visual cortex, and eye blinks, which are known to be preceded by a signal to ignore visual input [Johns et al., 2009, Ridder and Tomlinson, 1993].

**Non-Gaussian sources** The assumption of at most one Gaussian source is necessary for identifiability of all sources [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, p. 153], [Gutch and Theis, 2007, Comon, 1994]. If more than one source is Gaussian, such sources cannot be separated from each other since their third- and higher order moments are non-existent. Hence the assumption of independence only implies lack of correlation between Gaussian sources, not independence, and any rotation of the estimated de-mixing matrix will also result in zero correlation between the Gaussian sources. This means that the part of a de-mixing matrix that is related to Gaussian sources can only be determined up to a rotational ambiguity. All the non-Gaussian sources can, however, still be separated from each other and the Gaussian sources [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, section 7.5].

Time series of biological artefacts are typically non-Gaussian. Eye blink time series, for example, are mostly zero, with occasional non-zero periods with characteristic shapes when a blink occurs. The same can be said of muscle artefacts and lateral eye movements, i.e. that their time series are mostly zero, except when the artefact occurs. Technical artefacts also have non-Gaussian time series in most cases. Contamination from the alternating current is systematic with the frequency of the alternating current, and hence non-Gaussian. A loose electrode is typically not loose during the whole EEG recording but when it is, its time series can exhibit various, typically non-Gaussian, characteristics (see Part I). Additionally, non-Gaussian neural sources seem to be common [Gómez-Herrero et al., 2008, Makeig et al., 2002]. Since both artefactual and neural non-Gaussian sources exist, it is reasonable to apply ICA to EEG data. After performing ICA, the extracted ICs’ time series can be subjected to tests of normality. If such a test indicates an estimated source is Gaussian, it should be kept in mind that it may be a mix of several (Gaussian) sources.

**Left invertible mixing matrix** The $J \times K$ mixing matrix $A$ for $K$ ICs must be invertible, or at least left invertible [Gutch and Theis, 2007, Comon, 1994,
Vigário et al., 1998], [Faugeras et al., 2012, p. 100]. This is fulfilled if \( J_1 \geq K \) and \( A \) has rank at least \( K \). Since the rank of \( A \) cannot be larger than the rank of the data matrix, at most as many sources as the rank of the data matrix can be estimated.

While the number of neural and artefactual sources contributing to the recorded EEG is generally larger than the number of EEG electrodes, we can ensure that the estimated mixing matrix is left-invertible by estimating at most as many ICs as the rank of the data matrix, \( X \).

2.1.1.3 Ambiguities

The ICA model has inherent sign and scale ambiguities since the model, \( X_{i,:} = A_{i,:}S_{i,:} \), is indistinguishable from \( X_{i,:} = (-A_{i,:}) \times (-S) \) and \( X_{i,:} = (\frac{1}{\alpha}A_{i,:}) \times (\alpha S) \) for some real number \( \alpha \). One way of resolving the scale ambiguity is to define rows of \( S \) to have unit variance. The sign ambiguity, however, persists.

2.1.1.4 Non-orthogonality

ICs are not necessarily orthogonal implying that removing one IC can affect dimensions of data that are also influenced by other ICs. Hence removing (or adding) an IC can either increase or decrease data variance in the space spanned by the ICs. Figure 2.1 shows (orthogonal) PCs and (non-orthogonal) ICs of randomly generated data to illustrate the difference between ICs and PCs.

2.1.1.5 Number of ICs

The desirable number of ICs to estimate is the true number of independent, generating sources. However, that number is, in general, unknown.

To determine the number of components in PCA, one heuristic is to establish a threshold of data variance that the retained Principal Components (PCs) must explain. After sorting the PCs in order of decreasing explained data variance, the first PCs that together explain as much data variance as the threshold are kept. The basis for this method is that PCs are uncorrelated since PCA forces PCs to be orthogonal, making their variances additive. This method determines not just the number, but the exact PCs to retain. Since ICs are not necessarily orthogonal, this simple PCA heuristic cannot be used directly for ICA. However, it can be used during the whitening pre-processing step, which
many ICA algorithms employ. In this step, data are subjected to PCA to obtain a zero-mean uncorrelated data representation. In this step, a number of PCs or a threshold on the explained data variance to retain can be enforced to obtain a lower-dimensional representation of data. Then the number of PCs retained in this step is the number of ICs estimated [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, p. 269]. Other methods to determine the optimal number and which ICs to retain have also been proposed [Hyvärinen and Ramkumar, 2013, Cheng et al., 2012], but no gold standard is commonly agreed upon.

Since there are many ($>> J_1$) independent sources in EEG data, often as many ICs as possible are estimated. Hence the number of electrodes, $J_1$, is the limiting factor on the number of estimable ICs. However, usually only the first 20-30 components can be interpreted as neural or biophysical processes or technical artefacts. The remaining ICs represent mixes of different processes or unexplained data variance.
2.1.1.6 Algorithms

Some of the commonly used ICA algorithms are the Extended Infomax procedure [Lee et al., 1999], FastICA [Hyvärinen, 1999], and TDSEP [Ziehe and Müller, 1998]. These all have the aim of finding maximally statistically independent components of data, but approach the problem in different ways. The idea behind the Extended Infomax algorithm is to maximise the mutual information between the inputs and outputs of a neural network [Lee et al., 1999]. The learning rule is derived from maximum-likelihood considerations which constitute an equivalent formulation of the problem [Lee et al., 1999]. FastICA, on the other hand, focuses on maximising non-Gaussianity of each estimated source by maximising an estimate of its negentropy [Hyvärinen, 1999]. This idea is founded in the Central Limit Theorem, which states that a sum of (same-distribution) random variables is more Gaussian than any individual one. Hence, by maximising the non-Gaussianity of a linear mixture of observations, each linear mixture should end up being equal to one of the original sources [Hyvärinen et al., 2001, ch. 8]. Finally, TDSEP minimises a weighted sum of the cross-correlation of sources across several time lags and a measure of dependence between sources across several time lags [Ziehe and Müller, 1998].

2.1.2 Spatio-spectral decomposition

Spatio-Spectral Decomposition (SSD) aims at finding oscillatory sources in a pre-specified frequency band [Nikulin et al., 2011]. To do this, SSD finds linear combinations of the observed signals such that the power of the linear mixtures is maximised in a pre-specified frequency band relative to surrounding narrow (1-2 Hz) frequency bands. The optimal projection vectors are found as the generalised eigenvectors corresponding to the highest generalised eigenvalues in the following generalised eigenvalue problem [Nikulin et al., 2011]:

$$\Sigma_s W = \lambda \Sigma_n W,$$

where $\Sigma_s$ is the average (over time) covariance matrix of the band-pass filtered data in the frequency range of interest. The matrix $\Sigma_n$ is the time-averaged covariance matrix of the sum of the band-pass filtered data in the two narrow frequency bands surrounding the frequency range of interest.

SSD is likely to be a good choice for extracting neural activity expected to be oscillatory in one or several relatively narrow frequency bands. On the other
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2.2.1 Common Spatial Patterns

CSP finds sources whose variance (or power, for zero-mean data) differs maximally between two conditions [Blankertz et al., 2008]. Hence, if the neural activity that differs between two conditions is expected to be oscillatory and have different spatial expressions on the scalp, CSP is a fitting method. This is precisely the case for motor-imagery based tasks [Blankertz et al., 2008].

Formally, filters $\mathbf{w}$ that maximise the following objective function are sought:

$$\argmax_{\mathbf{w}} \frac{\mathbf{w}^T \Sigma_1 \mathbf{w}}{\mathbf{w}^T \Sigma_2 \mathbf{w}}, \quad (2.1)$$
where the matrices $\Sigma_i$ are the covariance matrices of the two trial classes. The optimal filters are the generalised eigenvectors of the generalised eigenvalue problem $\Sigma_1 w = \lambda \Sigma_2 w$. The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest values of $\lambda$ maximise the ratio of the variance in class 1 to that in class 2 while the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest values maximise the ratio of the variance in class 2 to that in class 1.

There are different ways to calculate the channel $\times$ channel matrices $\Sigma_i$, e.g. as the average of covariance matrices from all condition $i$ trials or as the covariance matrix of concatenated trials of type $i$ [Kawanabe and Vidaurre, 2009, Allefeld et al., 2008, Yger et al., 2015]. Since covariance matrix estimates are vulnerable to outliers, it may be advantageous to use a robust estimate of the covariance matrices through regularisation [Kawanabe et al., 2014].

### 2.2.1.1 Regularisation of spatial filter estimates

The basic formulation of CSP is only rarely used since performance can usually be improved by regularising the spatial filters with a matrix $R$:

$$w^T \Sigma_1 w \quad w^T \left( (1 - \lambda) \Sigma_2 + \lambda R \right) w.$$  

(2.2)

A simple choice for $R$ is the identity matrix [Lotte and Guan, 2011]. Alternatives use information from previous trials or other subjects [Lotte and Guan, 2011, Samek and Muller, 2014]. For regularised CSP, the cost-function ratio is no longer symmetric between the two classes. Hence Equation 2.2 must also be evaluated with switched roles of the covariance matrices [Lotte and Guan, 2011].

### 2.2.1.2 Choosing which filters to use and classification

CSP can find as many filters as there are linearly independent channels, but usually only a few are needed to capture the class-discriminative information. When used in motor-imagery based BCI paradigms, usually two classes are used. Common classes are motor imagery of moving the left vs. right hand. With two classes, three filters are often chosen to maximise each of the variance ratios ($w^T (\frac{1}{(1 - \lambda)} \Sigma_1 + \lambda R) w$ and $w^T (\frac{1}{(1 - \lambda)} \Sigma_2 + \lambda R) w$), resulting in a total of six filters [Blankertz et al., 2008].
Features for each trial are found by spatially filtering the data with each of the chosen filters and calculating the logarithm of the band-power [Blankertz et al., 2008]. These features can then be used for single-trial classification.
Linear (matrix) methods
Chapter 3

Multi-linear (tensor) methods

Tensors are multidimensional arrays that generalise the concepts of vectors and matrices. Zeroth order tensors are scalars, first order tensors (one-modal) tensors are vectors, second order (two-modal) tensors are matrices, third-order (three-modal) tensors can be thought of as layers of matrices, etc. Representing data as tensors during analysis allows exploitation of multidimensional relations in data. Similar to the matrix methods described in Chapter 2, unsupervised tensor methods aim to find factors that reconstruct data with the least possible error while supervised tensor methods aim to find subspaces that separate the projections of tensors from different classes maximally.

For EEG data, this means that sources can be extracted or trials be classified while taking the variation in the spatio-temporal structure over trials into account. Since a, to some degree, consistent spatio-temporal structure is likely to exist in typical ERP and motor imagery paradigms, multi-linear methods should be able to model EEG data more efficiently than standard methods. The considerations described in Chapter 1 regarding linear modeling of EEG data also apply to multi-linear modeling.

One observation from Chapter 1 might be worth revisiting and extending to the multi-linear case. We have already seen why spatial patterns, and not their corresponding filters, should be used to interpret the spatial expression on the
scalp of a source. Sources isolated by multi-linear methods are characterised by filters/patterns for all modes. Assuming data consists of channel × time matrix observations, this means that a source is characterised both by a spatial filter/pattern (as for the linear methods) and a temporal filter/pattern. The unsupervised multi-linear methods used in this thesis estimate the forward model directly. Hence the factors extracted by these methods correspond to patterns and can be interpreted directly as the spatial and temporal expressions of a source. Conversely, the supervised multi-linear methods extract filters that optimise some objective function of the filtered data. Such filters contain both coefficients that enhance signals that improve the objective function and coefficients that minimise the influence of disrupting signals. Hence the filters cannot be interpreted directly. Analogously to the linear case, we pre-multiply the spatial and temporal filters by the spatial and temporal covariance matrices, respectively, to interpret the sources.

3.1 Tensor operations and characterisations

We denote the number of modes by $P$ and let $J_p$ denote the dimension of mode $p$. An index of mode $p$ is referred to as $j_p$.

3.1.1 Modes

The modes of a tensor correspond to the rows and columns of a matrix. A three-dimensional tensor can be viewed as a line-up of standing matrices. In a 3D tensor, elements with the same mode-one index are arranged in the same horizontal stratum (rows in a matrix), elements with the same mode-two index are arranged in the same vertical stratum (columns in a matrix), and elements with the same mode-three index are in the same line in the line-up of matrices.

3.1.2 Fibres

A fibre is a sequence of scalars, i.e. a vector. A fibre of a tensor is obtained by fixing every index except one. In a matrix, each row and column is a fibre. The fibre obtained when keeping all indices except $j_p$ fixed is referred to as a mode-$p$ fibre and there are $J_p$ mode-$p$ fibres [Mørup, 2011, Li and Schonfeld, 2014].
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Figure 3.1: Example of mode-1 multiplication of a tensor by a matrix.

3.1.3 Matricising

When a tensor is matricised, its elements are rearranged in the form of a matrix. This operation is also referred to as flattening. A tensor can be matricised along each of its modes, so which mode is being used must be specified. Matricising tensor $\mathcal{X}$ along mode $p$ is written as $\mathcal{X}_{(p)}$ and referred to as mode-$p$ matricising. Matricising is performed by arranging all mode-$p$ fibres as the columns of a matrix whose dimensions then become $J_p \times \prod_{q=1,2,...,p-1,p+1,...,P} J_q$ [Mørup, 2011, Li and Schonfeld, 2014].

In a two-dimensional tensor (a matrix), matricising along mode one has no effect while matricising along mode two transposes the matrix.

3.1.4 Mode-$p$ multiplication

The multiplication of a tensor $\mathcal{X}$ along its $p^{th}$ mode by a matrix $\mathbf{U}$ is written as $\mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{X} \times_p \mathbf{U}$. The multiplication can be performed through standard matrix multiplication by matricising the tensor to obtain $\mathcal{Y}_{(p)} = \mathbf{U} \times \mathcal{X}_{(p)}$. The final result is found by unmatricising the matrix product as illustrated for an example of mode-one multiplication in Figure 3.1.

We use the following notation for multiplication of a tensor along several modes with matrices $\mathbf{U}_{(p)}$:

$$\mathcal{X} \times_1 \mathbf{U}^{(1)} \times_2 \mathbf{U}^{(2)} \times_3 \mathbf{U}^{(3)} \cdots \times_P \mathbf{U}^{(P)} = \mathcal{X} \times_{p=1}^{P} \mathbf{U}^{(p)}$$
3.1.5 Kronecker and Khatri-Rao products

The Kronecker product of an $m \times \ell$ matrix $A$ with elements $a_{i,j}$ and a $p \times q$ matrix $C$ is defined as Mørup [2011]:

$$A \otimes C = \begin{pmatrix}
  a_{1,1}C & a_{1,2}C & \cdots & a_{1,\ell}C \\
  a_{2,1}C & a_{2,2}C & \cdots & a_{2,\ell}C \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  a_{m,1}C & a_{m,2}C & \cdots & a_{m,\ell}C
\end{pmatrix}.$$

The Khatri-Rao product is the column-wise Kronecker product and is denoted by $\odot$. That is, column $j$ of the matrix $D = A \odot C$ is the Kronecker product of the $j^{th}$ columns of $A$ and $C$: $D_{:,j} = A_{:,j} \otimes C_{:,j}$ Mørup [2011]. Hence the matrices $A$ and $C$ must have the same number of columns for their Khatri-Rao product to be defined.

3.2 Unsupervised tensor decompositions

The multi-linear generalisation of the linear model (1.1) of EEG data is:

$$X = G \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)} + E,$$

where the tensor $G$ is referred to as the core array and determines how the $U^{(p)}$ matrices interact. The tensor $E$ contains model errors and is sought minimised, often under the Frobenius-norm using Alternating Least Squares [Mørup, 2011, Kiers et al., 1999]. An example with a 3-modal $2 \times 2 \times 2$ data tensor and core array is shown in detail in Appendix F.

Some tensor models are described in the following.

3.2.1 Tucker

The Tucker model assumes that the systematic variations in data can be described by a product such as
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\[ \mathcal{X} \approx \mathcal{G} \times_{p=1}^{P} \mathbf{U}(p) \]

without further assumptions on \( \mathcal{G} \) or \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) [Tucker, 1966, Mørup, 2011]. This model is invariant to multiplication of the matrices \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) by invertible matrices. To constrain the amount of rotational invariance, the matrices \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) can be required to be orthonormal. However, this still leaves the model invariant to multiplication by orthonormal matrices [Mørup, 2011]. The number of factors, i.e., number of columns in the \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) matrices, to choose in each mode does not have a well-defined answer and does not have to be the same for all modes.

3.2.2 Tucker2

The Tucker2 model assumes the same data structure as the Tucker model, but leaves one mode uncompressed [Kolda and Bader, 2009, Mørup, 2011, Tucker, 1966]. That is, there is one mode for which a \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) matrix is not estimated, but the identity matrix is used instead. This model can be used to compress each observation, \( \mathcal{X}_n \in \mathbb{R}^{J_1 \times J_2 \times \ldots J_P} \) in a collection of \( N \) observations \( \mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{J_1 \times J_2 \times \ldots J_P \times N} \) by compressing all modes except mode \( P + 1 \) [Liu et al., 2011].

3.2.3 PARAFAC

The PARAFAC model imposes some restrictions on the form of the product \( \mathcal{G} \times_{p=1}^{P} \mathbf{U}(p) \) [Harshman, 1970, Carroll and Chang, 1970]. This model is also referred to as the PARAFAC1 model [Kiers et al., 1999, Bro et al., 1999]. Non-zero entries in the core array \( \mathcal{G} \) are only allowed on the diagonal (the elements \( \mathcal{G}_{i,i,\ldots,i} \)) and the number of columns must be the same in all \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) matrices. The \( k^{th} \) columns in the matrices \( \mathbf{U}(p) \) are sometimes collectively referred to as the \( k^{th} \) factor. These restrictions remove much of the invariance in the Tucker model so that the PARAFAC model is invariant up to scaling, signs, and the ordering of factors [Mørup, 2011]. This simplifies the example multiplication given in Appendix F to result in the following approximation of \( \mathcal{X} \):
\[ \tilde{X}_{i:,1}^{(3)} \approx \begin{pmatrix} \sum_{k=1}^{3} u_{11}^{(3)} u_{11}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{12}^{(3)} u_{12}^{(1)} g_{111} \vline u_{11}^{(3)} u_{21}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{12}^{(3)} u_{22}^{(1)} g_{111} \\ \hline u_{12}^{(3)} u_{11}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{12}^{(3)} u_{12}^{(1)} g_{111} \vline u_{12}^{(3)} u_{21}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{12}^{(3)} u_{22}^{(1)} g_{111} \end{pmatrix} \]

\[ \tilde{X}_{i:,2}^{(3)} \approx \begin{pmatrix} \sum_{k=1}^{3} u_{21}^{(3)} u_{11}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{22}^{(3)} u_{12}^{(1)} g_{111} \vline u_{21}^{(3)} u_{21}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{22}^{(3)} u_{22}^{(1)} g_{111} \\ \hline u_{21}^{(3)} u_{11}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{22}^{(3)} u_{12}^{(1)} g_{111} \vline u_{21}^{(3)} u_{21}^{(1)} g_{111} + u_{22}^{(3)} u_{22}^{(1)} g_{111} \end{pmatrix} \]
\[ X_n \approx U^{(1)} \text{diag}(U^{(3)}_{n,:}) U^{(2)\top} \]
\[ = \sum_{k=1}^{K} U^{(1)}_{:,k} (U^{(2)}_{:,k} U^{(3)}_{n,k})\top \text{ for matrix observations.} \]

This expression makes it clear that each matrix observation is expressed as a sum of \( K \) outer products of estimated factors for the row- and column-modes, weighted by an observation-specific weight for the component contribution. For a general number of modes, \( P \), the reconstruction of \( X \) can be written as

\[ X \approx I \times_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} I \times_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)}_{:,k}, \]

where \( I \) is the \( P \)-modal identity tensor of size \( K \times K \ldots K \).

### 3.2.4 PARAFAC2

The PARAFAC2 model is an extension of PARAFAC that is more flexible. For simplicity, we assume that data is represented as a 3D tensor with observations stacked over the third mode. Then, instead of requiring the factors for the second mode to be the same for all observations, PARAFAC2 assumes a constant cross-product of the second-mode factors. The PARAFAC2 model for observation \( n \) can be written as:

\[ X_n \approx U^{(1)} \text{diag}(U^{(3)}_{n,:}) U^{(2)\top}. \]

In the PARAFAC2 model, the constant term \( U^{(2)} \) is replaced by the observation-specific matrices \( U^{(2)}_n \), with the above-mentioned constraint: \( U^{(2)}_n U^{(2)\top}_n = Q \forall n \).

By factorising \( U^{(2)}_n = P_n F \), with orthonormal \( P_n \), a matrix, \( F \) common to all observations is obtained [Kiers et al., 1999].

### 3.3 Supervised tensor methods

Before describing existing tensor methods for finding projections that optimally separate classes, we describe corresponding methods for vector observations. Assuming equal covariances and numbers of observations in two classes, Fisher
proposed to optimise the following measure of class separation to find the projection vector, $\mathbf{u}$, that best separates observations from different classes:

$$f_{\text{fisher}}(\mathbf{u}) = \frac{\mathbf{u}^\top (\mu_1 - \mu_2)(\mu_1 - \mu_2)^\top \mathbf{u}}{\sum_{c=1}^2 \sum_{\{n:\text{class} (\mathbf{x}_n) = c\}} \mathbf{u}^\top (\mathbf{x}_n - \mu_c)(\mathbf{x}_n - \mu_c)^\top \mathbf{u}},$$

(3.2)

where $\mu_c$ is the mean of observations from class $c$ [Fisher, 1936]. The optimal projection vector is found to be $(\sum_{c=1}^2 \sum_{\{n:\text{class} (\mathbf{x}_n) = c\}} (\mathbf{x}_n - \mu_c)^2)^{-1} \times (\mu_1 - \mu_2)$.

This can also be derived by assuming the classes are normally distributed with the same covariance matrix but different means, as done in Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). By manipulating the expression for the log of the ratio of the probabilities of an observation belonging to one class relative to the other, an expression linear in the observation vector $\mathbf{x}$ is obtained [Hastie et al., 2009, p. 108]. The coefficient (or projection) vector that optimally separates observations from the two classes turns out to be $(\sum_{c=1}^2 \sum_{\{n:\text{class} (\mathbf{x}_n) = c\}} (\mathbf{x}_n - \mu_c)^2)^{-1} \times (\mu_1 - \mu_2)$.

LDA can be extended to the multi-class case of $C$ classes by changing the Fisher criterion to sum over all classes in the denominator, making the common covariance estimate based on all classes, and changing the numerator so that it is the sum of the squared differences between the class means and the overall mean [Bishop, 2006]:

$$f_{\text{LDA, multi-class}}(\mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}) = \text{tr}((\mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}^\top)^{-1} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}^\top),$$

(3.3)

where $\mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}$ is a matrix containing projection vectors in its columns, the matrix

$$\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} = \sum_{c=1}^C \sum_{\{n:\text{class} (\mathbf{x}_n) = c\}} (\mathbf{x}_n - \mu_c)(\mathbf{x}_n - \mu_c)^\top$$

is an estimate of the common covariance within classes, and the matrix

$$\mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} = \sum_{c=1}^C N_c (\mu_c - \mu)(\mu_c - \mu)^\top$$
quantifies the variance between classes. Then the optimal projection matrix \( U_{LDA} \) is defined by the eigenvectors corresponding to the highest eigenvalues of the generalised eigenvalue problem: \( B_{LDA} U_{LDA} = \lambda W_{LDA} U_{LDA} \). Other functions quantifying class differences are also possible [Bishop, 2006].

The Fisherface algorithm [Belhumeur et al., 1997] is an example of a different criterion employing \( B_{LDA} \) and \( W_{LDA} \). The aim in [Belhumeur et al., 1997] was to classify vectorised images into one of multiple classes, via the criterion:

\[
    f_{fisherface}(U_{LDA}) = \frac{\det (U_{LDA}^\top B_{LDA} U_{LDA})}{\det (U_{LDA}^\top W_{LDA} U_{LDA})}.
\] (3.4)

This criterion is also solved by the generalised eigenvalue problem: \( B_{LDA} U_{LDA} = \lambda W_{LDA} U_{LDA} \).

The first suggestion of a supervised algorithm retaining the matrix structure of observations instead of vectorising them was described by Li and Yuan [2005] with the proposal of 2-dimensional LDA (2DLDA). The algorithm 2DLDA combines the idea of retaining the natural matrix representation of data (images) as suggested by Yang et al. [2004] with the idea of supervising the learning of discriminant features as done by Belhumeur et al. [1997]. Instead of vectorising matrix observations when calculating the within- and between-class scatter matrices, observations were kept as matrices by Li and Yuan [2005] such that

\[
    W_{2DLDA} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})(\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})^\top,
\]

\[
    B_{2DLDA} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n) = c\}} (X_n - \bar{X}_c)(X_n - \bar{X}_c)^\top,
\] (3.5)

where \( \bar{X}_c \) is the matrix mean of class \( c \) and \( \bar{X} \) is the overall mean of all observations. Li and Yuan [2005] optimised the multi-class LDA objective:

\[
    f_{2DLDA}(U) = \text{tr} \left( (U^\top W_{2DLDA} U)^{-1} U^\top B_{2DLDA} U \right).
\] (3.6)

For the criteria previous to \( f_{2DLDA} \), the matrix \( W_{LDA} \) was formed from a sum of rank-one matrices (cross-products of vectors). Hence \( W_{LDA} \) would be singular unless there were more terms in the sum than elements in each observation vector. However, the within-class scatter matrix used in 2DLDA, \( W_{2DLDA} \) is a sum of matrix cross-products. As shown by Li and Yuan [2005], the requirement for \( W_{2DLDA} \) to be non-singular is \( N \geq C + \frac{J_2}{J_1 + J_2} \), where \( N \) is the number of
observations, \( C \) the number of classes, and \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \) the numbers of rows and columns, respectively. Hence the approach taken with the 2DLDA algorithm allows interactions across modes to be taken into account and alleviates problems associated with high-dimensional observations [Hastie et al., 2009, ch. 18].

### 3.3.1 Feature extraction

#### 3.3.1.1 CMDA and DATER

While only the column-dimension of matrices was compressed in 2DLDA [Li and Yuan, 2005], two suggestions of generalisation to an arbitrary number of modes, compressing all modes, were proposed soon after by two different teams [Yan et al., 2005, Visani et al., 2005]. The more general method proposed by Yan et al. [2005] was called Discriminant Analysis with TEnsor Representation (DATER). The proposal by Visani et al. [2005] was very similar. While DATER optimises by solving a generalised eigenvalue problem, the algorithm proposed by Visani et al. [2005] is optimised by solving a corresponding standard eigenvalue problem. While DATER did not have convergence guarantees, a modified version, referred to as Constrained Multilinear Discriminant Analysis (CMDA), with a convergence guarantee was proposed in 2014 [Li and Schonfeld, 2014]. Both DATER and CMDA seek to optimise the scatter ratio objective:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{sr}(U^{(p)})_{p=1}^P &= \frac{\sum_{c=1}^C N_c \| (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)\top}\|_F^2}{\sum_{c=1}^C \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n)=c\}} \| (X_n - \bar{X}_c) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)\top}\|_F^2},
\end{align*}
\]

(3.7)

where \( \bar{X} \) is the mean of all observations, \( N \) the number of observations, \( N_c \) the number of observations in class \( c \), \( \bar{X}_c \) the mean of observations in class \( c \), \( C \) the number of classes, \( \{n: \text{class}(X_n)=c\} \) the set of indices of observations from class \( c \), and \( U^{(p)} \) is the projection matrix for the \( p^{th} \) mode. For 2DLDA, the projection matrix for the first mode would be the identity matrix [Yan et al., 2005]. We now give some technical details about CMDA and DATER.

**Isolating a projection matrix** The Frobenius norms in the scatter ratio and scatter difference (used in the method DGTDA) objective functions can be rewritten using the Kronecker product since the Frobenius norm of a tensor is the same as the Frobenius norm of its unfolding along any mode. This allows us to move a projection matrix outside the tensor product [Li and Schonfeld, 2014]:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{sr}(U^{(p)})_{p=1}^P &= \frac{\sum_{c=1}^C N_c \| (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)\top}\|_F^2}{\sum_{c=1}^C \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n)=c\}} \| (X_n - \bar{X}_c) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)\top}\|_F^2},
\end{align*}
\]

(3.7)
Define the between-class scatter, $\mathbf{B}^p_{\tilde{p}}$, and within-class scatter, $\mathbf{W}^p_{\tilde{p}}$ matrices, that do not project unto the $p^{th}$ mode as

$$
\mathbf{B}^p_{\tilde{p}} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c \left[ (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{q=1,q\neq p}^{p} \mathbf{U}^{(q)^\top} \right] (p) \left[ (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{q=1,q\neq p}^{p} \mathbf{U}^{(q)^\top} \right] (p) \\
\mathbf{W}^p_{\tilde{p}} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{n: class(X_n)=c} \left[ X_n - \bar{X}_c \right] \times_{q=1,q\neq p}^{p} \mathbf{U}^{(q)^\top} (p) \ldots \\
\left[ X_n - \bar{X}_c \right] \times_{q=1,q\neq p}^{p} \mathbf{U}^{(q)^\top} (p) .
$$

Then the scatter ratio objective function can be written as

$$
f_{sr}(\mathbf{U}^{(p)}) = \frac{tr(\mathbf{U}^{(p)^\top} \mathbf{B}^p_{\tilde{p}} \mathbf{U}^{(p)})}{tr(\mathbf{U}^{(p)^\top} \mathbf{W}^p_{\tilde{p}} \mathbf{U}^{(p)})} \quad (3.8)
$$

**Optimisation**

As seen in Appendix G, the scatter ratio objective does not have an analytical solution. Hence DATER and CMDA use the iterative scheme shown in Algorithm (1). DATER updates the projection matrix $\mathbf{U}^{(p)}$ by setting its columns equal to the first $K_p$ eigenvectors resulting from the generalised eigenvalue problem $\mathbf{B}^p_{\tilde{p}} \mathbf{U}^{(p)} = \mathbf{W}^p_{\tilde{p}} \mathbf{U}^{(p)} \Lambda_p$ while CMDA finds $\mathbf{U}^{(p)}$ as the first $K_p$ left singular vectors of $\mathbf{W}^p_{\tilde{p}}^{-1} \mathbf{B}^p_{\tilde{p}}$, where $K_p$ is the number of components fitted for the $p^{th}$ mode. Hence the $\mathbf{U}^{(p)}$ matrices found by CMDA are
guaranteed to be orthonormal. On the other hand, the eigenvectors found by DATER are \( \tilde{W}_p \)-orthogonal (\( \tilde{W}_p \tilde{U}_p = \Lambda \)). This also implies that the constraints are different for the different modes. If \( \tilde{W}_p \) is invertible then the generalised eigenvalue problem solved by DATER is equivalent to the standard eigenvalue problem \( \tilde{W}_p^{-1} \tilde{B}_p \tilde{U}_p = \tilde{U}_p \Lambda_p \), which is the one solved by Visani et al. [2005]. Since projection matrices defined by eigenvectors are orthonormal, the constraints are the same as in CMDA in this case. In this case, since the left singular vectors of a square matrix, \( C \), are the eigenvectors of \( CC^\top \), DATER finds the eigenvectors of \( \tilde{W}_p^{-1} \tilde{B}_p \tilde{B}_p^\top \tilde{W}_p^\top \) while CMDA finds the eigenvectors of \( W_p^{-1} B_p B_p^\top W_p^\top \).

The two algorithms also differ in how they initialise the \( U(p) \) matrices and their convergence criteria. DATER initialises each \( U(p) \) as an identity matrix while CMDA uses matrices where all elements are 1 for initialisation. DATER uses the criterion \( \| U(p, it) - U(p, it-1) \| < K_p J_p \epsilon \forall p \) to check convergence. Here, \( U(p, it) \) is the projection matrix obtained for the \( p^{th} \) mode at iteration \( it \) and \( \epsilon \) is a predetermined tolerance parameter. CMDA uses the stopping criterion \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| U_n^{it} U_n^{it-1} - I \| \leq \epsilon \), where \( I \) is the identity matrix.

### Algorithm 1 DATER and CMDA steps

**procedure** DATER/CMDA(Xs, classes, lowerdims)

- **Xs**: collection of data. Each observation is a \( J_1 \times J_2 \times \ldots \times J_P \) tensor
- **classes**: class for each observation
- **K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_P**: the number of components (columns) to fit for each mode

Initialise \( U(p) \forall p \in \{1, 2, \ldots, P\} \) with dimensions \( J_p \times K_p \)

**while** \( its < \text{maxits} \land \text{notconverged} \) **do**

- **for** \( p \leftarrow 1, P \) **do**
  - Calculate \( \tilde{B}_p \) and \( \tilde{W}_p \) using current \( U(q), q \neq p \) matrices
  - Update \( U(p) \) using \( \tilde{B}_p \) and \( \tilde{W}_p \)

**end for**

**end while**

**end procedure**

---

### 3.3.1.2 DGTDA

Instead of using the ratio of the within- and between-class scatters, their difference could also be used as measure of the class separation of the projected observations. The formal formulation of this objective function is
3.3 Supervised tensor methods

\[
\begin{align*}
 f_{sd}(U^{(p)}|p=1) &= \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_{c} \| (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \prod_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)} \|_F^2 \\
 &- \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n) = c\}} \| (X_n - \bar{X}_c) \prod_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)} \|_F^2.
\end{align*}
\]

(3.9)

This optimisation criterion was first proposed by Tao et al. [2007], where it was optimised iteratively by an algorithm referred to as General Tensor Discriminant Analysis (GTDA). Li and Schonfeld [2014] proposed a direct optimisation of the objective (3.9), only passing over each modality once. This algorithm was named Direct GTDA (DGTDA). DGTDA uses the within- and between-class scatters:

\[
\begin{align*}
 B_{DGTDA}^{(p)} &= \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_{c} (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})^T \\
 W_{DGTDA}^{(p)} &= \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n) = c\}} (X_n - \bar{X}_c) (X_n - \bar{X}_c)^T.
\end{align*}
\]

Then DGTDA finds the projection matrix \( U^{(p)} \) for each mode as the first \( K_p \) singular vectors from the singular value decomposition of \( B_{DGTDA}^{(p)} - \zeta W_{DGTDA}^{(p)} \), where \( \zeta \) is defined as the largest singular value of \( W_{DGTDA}^{(p)} \). However, in personal correspondence with Qun Li, first author of Li and Schonfeld [2014], the choice of \( \zeta \) was stated to have little influence on the solution.

3.3.2 Direct optimisation of classification rate

Instead of optimising a measure of the class separation of the projections of observed data, an alternative is to directly optimise the classification rate. This was done by Dyrholm et al. [2007] by assuming a PARAFAC structure of data and substituting this for the standard linear combination of explanatory variables in logistic regression, where the objective function consists of maximising the log-likelihood. In the case of matrix observations, the log-likelihood becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
 f_{BDCA}(w_0, U^{(1)}, U^{(2)}) &= \sum_{n=1}^{N} y_n (w_0 + \sum_{k=1}^{K} X_n \times_1 U^{(1)}_{:,k} \times_2 U^{(2)}_{:,k}) - \log(1 + \exp(w_0 + \sum_{k=1}^{K} X_n \times_1 U^{(1)}_{:,k} \times_2 U^{(2)}_{:,k})),
\end{align*}
\]

(3.10)

where \( y_n \) denotes the class of observation \( n \), which can take the values zero and one. The expected value of \( y_n \), or equivalently, the probability of observation \( X_n \) belonging to class one, is then:
\[ P(y_n = 1) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-w_0 - \sum_{k=1}^{K} x'_\times_1 U_{:,k}^{(1)} \times_2 U_{:,k}^{(2)})}. \]

The parameters \( w_0, U^{(1)}, \text{ and } U^{(2)} \) can be estimated by an optimisation method. The Damped Newton method was suggested as a good choice and the gradient and Hessian given by Dyrholm et al. [2007]. This method is referred to as Bilinear Discriminant Component Analysis (BDCA) [Dyrholm et al., 2007].
Part III

Automatic classification of artefactual independent components
This part is about automatic classification of independent components (ICs) of EEG data. We developed a method for automatic classification of ICs of EEG data into multiple artefact classes, which is described in Chapter 4. Next, some studies in which we made use of the classifier are described. In Chapter 5, two studies of the effect of different types of artefacts on motor-imagery based BCIs are summarised. A study comparing the ability of six linear decomposition methods, including three variants of ICA, to separate neural from artefactual sources is described in Chapter 6. Finally, the work on IC classification is summarised and the performance of IC_MARC discussed.
Chapter 4

Classification of independent components into multiple artefact classes

This chapter is based on the article “Classification of independent components of EEG into multiple artifact classes”, in which we investigated classification of independent components (ICs) of EEG into six different classes [Frølich et al., 2015a]. The post-print of this paper is included as Appendix A. We considered the following classes: neural components, blinks, lateral eye movements, the heart beat, and muscle artefacts, and components containing noise or several types of activity. The mixed IC class consisted of all ICs that had not been manually labeled. Visual inspection of random examples from this class showed that the unlabeled ICs consisted of noisy ICs, ICs representing loose electrodes, and ICs containing both neural and artefactual activity or several types of artefactual activity, etc. Examples of scalp maps of ICs from each of these classes are shown in Figure 4.1. We used logistic regression as the classification method, so the classifier calculates probabilities for each IC of belonging to each class.
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Figure 4.1: Two examples of scalp maps for each of the six classes in each of the two studies. The figure is from [Frølich et al., 2015a].

Table 4.1: Data summary, taken from [Frølich et al., 2015a]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>ICA</th>
<th>Sampling rate</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>ICs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Infomax</td>
<td>256Hz</td>
<td>8-88 minutes</td>
<td>7255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cue</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Linked mastoids</td>
<td>Infomax</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>56-66 minutes</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Data

The classifier was trained and tested on two data sets, kindly provided by Scott Makeig, Julie Onton and Klaus Gramann [Onton and Makeig, 2009, Gramann et al., 2010], containing manually labelled ICs (summarised in Table 4.1).

4.2 Methods

We transformed time series and activation patterns of ICs into a common data space to minimise covariance shifts of features of ICs from different studies, including standardisation of patterns and time series to have mean zero and unit variance. All pre-processing steps are described in [Frølich et al., 2015a].

Features were selected from an initial pool of 65 spatial, spectral, and temporal features using two-layer cross-validation (CV) on the Emotion data. The outer CV consisted of leave-one-subject-out folds. Within each outer fold, features were selected using logistic regression with forward selection in five-fold CV.
4.3 Results

Figure 4.2 shows the number of outer CV folds that each feature was chosen. The two 14-feature sets (features chosen in at least 25 or 28 outer CV folds) are identical. This was chosen as the best feature set. Spatial features were chosen substantially more often than spectral and temporal features, which motivated us to inspect the classification performance when using only spatial features.

Figure 4.3 shows the confusion matrices obtained using only the spatial features from the initial feature pool in leave-one-subject-out CV on both studies and cross-study training and testing. Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding confusion matrices for the 14-feature set. There are some differences between the classification performances obtained with the two feature sets, but no feature set consistently outperforms the other. The neural class is well-classified by both feature sets. High performances on the binary problem of neural vs. non-neural IC classification has also been achieved by others [Winkler et al., 2011, Mognon et al., 2011, Viola et al., 2009]. The within-study, between-subject multi-class performances are also quite high for both feature sets, with balanced accuracy rates above 80%. However, when training on one data set and testing on the other, the multi-class performances decrease substantially. The cross-study performances are described in detail in the following.

The performance on blinks is worse when trained on Cue data and tested on Emotion data than vice versa. This could be due to the small number of blink ICs in the smaller Cue data set. When only spatial features are used, no blinks are classified correctly when trained on Cue and tested on Emotion data.

Using only spatial features, about 50% of the heart beat artefacts are classified correctly in both cross-study cases. When trained on the Cue data, they are confused with the muscle and mixed classes, while they are confused with the neural class when trained on the Emotion data. Heart beats are characterised by activity on the edges of the scalp map that changes smoothly across the scalp. The smooth change also characterises neural ICs while muscle ICs exhibit activity localised on the edges of the scalp. This may explain why heart beat ICs are confused with neural and muscle ICs when only spatial features are used. The large degree of confusion between the muscle and mixed classes also seems to spill over such that muscle-like heart beats are misclassified as mixed with the spatial feature set. With the 14-feature set, most (85%) heart beats are classified correctly while 15% are misclassified as lateral eye movements when trained on the Cue data. Another characteristic of heart beat artefacts is that they have opposing polarities on opposite sides of the scalp, which is also a defining characteristic of lateral eye movements. When trained on the Emotion data, all heart beat artefacts are misclassified as neural.
Figure 4.2: Barplot showing the number of folds each feature was chosen by forward selection in leave-one-subject-out CV on the Emotion data (34 subjects). Spatial features are shown first, followed by spectral and temporal features. The figure is from [Frølich et al., 2015a], with colors added to ease the distinction between feature types.
4.4 EEGLab plug-in: IC_MARC

Lateral eye movements are classified quite accurately (between 78% and 100%) for both cross-study cases and feature sets.

The muscle class is classified well when trained on Emotion data, but confused with the mixed class when trained on Cue data with either feature set.

Mixed ICs tend to be confused with neural and muscle ICs. Since the labeling of ICs was performed as a pre-processing step in the studies described by Onton and Makeig [2009], Gramann et al. [2010] before analysing neural components, it is possible that some artefactual ICs were not labeled. These would then be treated as mixed. Hence the confusion between the mixed class and the other classes is not necessarily due solely to misclassifications. On the other hand, the confusion between the neural and mixed classes is more worrisome.

4.4 EEGLab plug-in: IC_MARC

An EEGLab plug-in, IC Classification into Multiple ARtefact Classes (IC_MARC), was built to make the classification method more accessible. The plug-in can be applied to an EEGLab data set with an ICA decomposition and channel locations. The feature set to use for classification can be chosen from the following three: 1) the 14-feature set described in the article which includes spatial, temporal, and spectral features, 2) a spatial feature set based on the spatial features from the 14-feature but further optimised heuristically, and 3) a heuristically optimised spatial feature set without dipole features, which are computationally demanding to calculate. After classification, the components’ scalp maps can be visualised along with their classifications. By clicking on the assigned class label, a spectrogram and an ERP image of the component’s activation over trials, if the EEGLab data set has a trial structure, are shown. The assigned class can be changed in this window, and the component can be marked for rejection.

4.5 Applications of classifier

The option to automatically remove only some artefact types opens up possibilities for diverse types of analyses. We have, for example, used the classifier to investigate the effects of various artefact groups on Brain-Computer Interfaces (see Chapter 5). An unexplored application is the use of time series of automatically identified eye blink ICs to detect eye blinks. This could be used to ensure that blinks are not time-locked with e.g. a stimulus. Additionally, the time series of ocular components could be used to detect drowsiness.
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4.6 Thoughts on possible improvements

An obvious way to improve the classifier would be to train the classifier on more data. This retraining could include another analysis of which features are best, but the classifier could also just be trained with the same features on more data. Optimally, several datasets containing ICs and their corresponding labels would be available. A leave-one-dataset-out CV could then be performed to assess the
Figure 4.4: Confusion matrices showing classification performances with the 14-feature set in leave-one-subject-out CV on Emotion data (a) leave-one-subject-out CV on Cue data (b), training on Cue and testing on Emotion data (c), and training on Emotion and testing on Cue data (d). The balanced accuracies in the subtitles are the multi-class balanced accuracies. Black corresponds to higher and white to lower values. The figure is from [Frølich et al., 2015a].

generalisability and a final classifier could be trained on all datasets.

The EEGLab plug-in IC_MARC could be personalised by employing a user’s changes to automatic classifications. Since the classifier gives probabilities of belonging to each class, such changes could be used to alter the thresholds at which ICs are classified. If, for example, a user often changes “mixed” classifications, the threshold necessary to classify an IC as “mixed” could be increased.
By normalising time series and scalp maps to have variance one, information on the total energy of ICs is lost. Normalising only either the scalp map or time series and using the variance of the unnormalised quantity as a feature might improve classification performance. In an undocumented analysis we included this feature after having completed all other feature selection. This did not improve the performance, so we did not re-run the feature selection analyses. However, if all analyses were to be performed again, such a feature could be included.

The EEGLab plug-in allows the user to label an IC as a loose electrode, even though this class is not known by the classifier. The plug-in could be improved by allowing users to add other such classes.

Since the spatial characteristics of heart beats are shared by several other classes, more temporal or spectral features would probably help to disentangle heart beats from the other classes. The reason that these features were not chosen in the automatic feature selection was probably due to the scarcity of available heart beat ICs. Even though observations were weighted to account for such class imbalance, the very small number of heart beat ICs might make it difficult for the classifier to learn the temporal and spectral characteristics shared by heart beat ICs in general.

Sources extracted by other methods than ICA might vary on other parameters than ICs. For example, SSD and Fourier-ICA focus on extracting oscillatory components. Classification of such components might benefit from spectral features. Hence, the classifier could be made more general by training on sources extracted by several different methods.

Finally, it is easy to get access to many ICs while labels of ICs are more scarce. Hence semi-supervised learning methods might be suitable for this classification problem.
In this chapter two papers are summarised in which we used the IC-classifier, IC_MARC, to investigate the effects of artefacts on motor-imagery based BCI systems.

5.1 Investigating effects of different artefact types on motor imagery BCI

This section is based on the paper “Investigating effects of different artifact types on Motor Imagery BCI”, in which we used the classifier IC_MARC to distinguish between different types of artefactual ICs to investigate effects of different artefacts on motor imagery based Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) [Frolich et al., 2015b]. The post-print of the paper is included as Appendix B.
5.1.1 Data

We used data from 80 BCI-novices performing motor imagery, described in [Blankertz et al., 2010]. Data were recorded at 1000 Hz from 119 electrodes placed according to the extended 10-20 system. We band-pass filtered data between 8-30 Hz and defined epochs as 0.75-3.5 s after event markers. Channels with excessively low or high variance in training data were automatically rejected.

5.1.2 Methods

We used CSP to find six spatial filters, three that maximised the ratio of variance for class one relative to class two and three for the opposite case. The filter matrices were regularised against artefactual directions as described below. We used Linear Discriminant Analysis for classification. The covariance estimates for each class were obtained as Euclidean averages of individual trial covariances.

For each subject, the following steps were taken. The best regularisation parameter for each regularisation method was found through 10-fold cross-validation (CV). This parameter was used to train the classifier on all CV folds, which was evaluated on test data. All analyses were performed both using all the channels available and using only 48 central channels previously reported to obtain a good performance Sannelli et al. [2010]. The final results are based on averages and tests of the results from each subject.

5.1.2.1 Independent components

For each subject, we ran ICA on the concatenated training data epochs using the Extended Infomax algorithm in EEGLab [Delorme and Makeig, 2004]. In the pre-processing step of Extended Infomax, we retained the first principal components that explained 99.9% of data variance. Hence the extracted ICs explain 99.9% of data variance. ICs were classified as belonging to the class for which the highest probability was predicted, except if the highest probability was for an ocular artefact class and that probability was less than 80%. Such ICs were classified as mixed. Figure 5.1 shows patterns from ICs classified by IC_MARC.1 The figure also shows that muscle-artefact contamination is strongest on scalp edges.

1Except for the heartbeat class, the examples are good demonstrations of what one would expect in each class. Difficulty with the heart beat class was also found during the development of IC_MARC and CORRMAP Frølich et al. [2015a], Viola et al. [2009].
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Figure 5.1: Left: Examples of patterns of automatically classified ICs. Right: Locations of most active electrode in muscle ICs from all subjects. Dot sizes represent the number of times electrodes were the most active in muscle ICs. The figure is from Frølich et al. [2015b].

5.1.2.2 Investigating artefacts’ effects on BCI performance

Regularisation using ICs We considered several approaches to regularising the filter matrices by utilising the probabilities of class membership assigned to ICs by IC_MARC. In Appendix H, the regularisation methods initially considered are described. Since none resulted in substantial BCI performance improvements relative to regularisation with the identity matrix in initial analyses, we focused on a relatively simple regularisation approach. This method consisted of collecting patterns of artefactual ICs, normalised to have 2-norm one, as columns in a matrix, $A_{art}$ and setting the regularisation matrix to $A_{art}A_{art}^\top$. This discourages CSP from finding filters that extract artefactual activity since this regularisation causes $\|w^\top A_{art}\|$ to be minimal implying that

$$w^\top X = w^\top (A S) = w^\top (A_{art}S_{art} + A_{neuro}S_{neuro}) \approx w^\top (A_{neuro}S_{neuro}),$$

where $S_{art}$ denotes the matrix containing artefactual sources’ time series and the matrices $A_{neuro}$ and $S_{neuro}$ contain the patterns and time series of non-artefactual ICs, respectively.

Removal of ICs We also looked at the BCI performance when training on only neural ICs (removing all ICs from each artefact group in turn) and when training on only the artefactual ICs as defined by each artefact group.
5.1.3 Results

Figure 5.2 shows the percent variance accounted for by each artefact class for both the all-channel and the 48-channel configurations. We see that eliminating the outer electrodes, which were in the all-channel but not the 48-channel configuration, substantially reduces the proportion of muscle artefacts in data and increases the proportion of neural data.

When training on artefacts, classification performances were significantly different from chance, but only a few percentage points above chance level. Hence artefacts seem to contain some class-discriminative information, but not enough to support the higher classification rates achieved when using all data.

With the all-channel configuration, some average (over subjects) performance improvement was obtained when regularising against muscle ICs, but not when removing or regularising against ocular or all non-neural ICs. No improvement was seen on the 48-channel configuration.

5.2 Brain-Computer Interfacing under Distrac- tion: An Evaluation Study

This section is based on the paper “Brain-Computer Interfacing under Distraction: An Evaluation Study” [Brandl et al., 2016]. A pre-print of this paper is included in Appendix C. In this paper, we looked at the effects of various dis-
traction tasks while subjects performed a motor imagery task. The distractions simulating out-of-the-lab environments were:

- **Clean and Calibration**: No distraction.
- **Eyes closed**: Subjects had their eyes closed.
- **News**: Subjects attended to current news and news from 1994.
- **Numbers**: Sheets of paper with number-letter combinations were hung from the walls of the room in which the experiment was conducted. The subject had to locate a specific combination in each trial, requiring head movement.
- **Flicker**: Flicker in grey shades shown at 10 Hz on the computer screen.
- **Stimulation**: Vibratory stimulation at carrier frequencies of 50 and 100 Hz, each modulated at 9, 10, and 11 Hz.

The BCI classifier was trained on calibration data and tested on each distraction.

I was responsible for analyses of artefacts’ effects (sections IIIe and IVc in the article), which are summarised here. For motivation for the distraction tasks, details on the experiment, and other analyses of these data, see [Brandl et al., 2016].

Artefact types were grouped into the five following groups:

- **Muscular** (muscle artefacts).
- **Ocular** (blinks and lateral eye movements).
- **Non-neural** (blinks, heart beats, lateral eye movements, muscle, and mixed artefacts).
- **Muscular and mixed** (muscle and mixed artefacts).
- **Non-mixed artefacts** (blinks, heart beats, lateral eye movements, and muscle artefacts).

Examples of scalp maps of ICs learned from the clean data and classified by IC_MARC are shown in Figure 5.3, where the groupings are also indicated. Except for the upper muscle artefact (which resembles a lateral eye movement), these scalp maps match our expectations of the classes they were classified to.
5.2.1 Properties of artefacts

To inspect differences between distractions, we quantified the proportion of data variance explained by each group of artefactual ICs for each distraction task. The means over subjects and their standard deviations are shown in Figure 5.4. The *Numbers* distraction stands out from the other distractions, including the calibration data, as having a substantially different artefact distribution. This may help explain why this task needed a different classifier from that used for the other distractions to reach acceptable performance levels [Brandl et al., 2016].

We also inspected the spectrum of each IC class, shown in Figure 5.5. This figure is in good accordance with expectations of the behaviour of the different IC types. For example, the neural ICs have highest power in the 8-13 Hz range, which is the frequency range that the investigated motor imagery task influences. Likewise, muscular ICs exhibit most power at high frequencies, which muscular artefacts are known to do [Muthukumaraswamy, 2013].
### Data variance explained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artefact Group</th>
<th>Calibrated</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>Clean Eyes</th>
<th>Clean News</th>
<th>Clean Numbers</th>
<th>Clean Flicker</th>
<th>Clean Stimulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>3.5 ± 2.0</td>
<td>4.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>2.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>4.5 ± 2.1</td>
<td>6.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>4.1 ± 2.3</td>
<td>4.6 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>8.1 ± 2.3</td>
<td>5.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.4 ± 1.9</td>
<td>37 ± 6.7</td>
<td>6.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Eyes</td>
<td>40 ± 7.2</td>
<td>36 ± 6.7</td>
<td>31 ± 6.3</td>
<td>40 ± 6.8</td>
<td>77 ± 5.8</td>
<td>43 ± 6.2</td>
<td>43 ± 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean News</td>
<td>28 ± 5.9</td>
<td>28 ± 5.6</td>
<td>25 ± 5.2</td>
<td>31 ± 5.7</td>
<td>37 ± 6.7</td>
<td>31 ± 5.2</td>
<td>35 ± 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Numbers</td>
<td>16 ± 3.5</td>
<td>13 ± 3.7</td>
<td>8.5 ± 3.5</td>
<td>14 ± 3.9</td>
<td>47 ± 6.8</td>
<td>16 ± 3.6</td>
<td>13 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Flicker</td>
<td>4.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Stimulation</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
<td>16 ± 6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4: Percent data variance explained by each artefact group in each condition. The numbers give the mean over subjects plus/minus its standard deviation. The figure is from Brandl et al. [2016].

#### 5.2.2 Classification after artefact removal

From Table 5.1, we see that removing artefacts does not substantially increase the classification rate for any distraction task/artefact group combination and statistical tests did not detect significant differences for any task when artefacts were removed. However, some improvement is obtained consistently for all artefact groups in the News distraction. This is in accordance with previous similar studies [Frølich et al., 2015b, Winkler et al., 2011].
Figure 5.5: Power spectra of ICs from the six classes (blinks, neural, heart beats, lateral eye, muscle, and mixed). The power spectra were calculated for each epoch independently. Then the median was first taken over epochs for each subject, and then over subjects. The figure is from [Brandl et al., 2016].

Table 5.1: Mean classification accuracies for all distractions and removed artifact groups. For each experiment, the artifact group with highest (bold) and lowest (red) performance rates and performances better than baseline (blue) are highlighted. Lowest scores better than baseline are purple. The rightmost column is given for baseline comparison. The table is from [Brandl et al., 2016].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Muscular</th>
<th>Ocular</th>
<th>Non-neural</th>
<th>Muscular and mixed</th>
<th>Non-mixed artefacts</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>62.69</td>
<td>62.20</td>
<td>61.83</td>
<td>62.01</td>
<td>62.20</td>
<td>62.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>66.46</td>
<td>65.67</td>
<td><strong>66.97</strong></td>
<td>65.94</td>
<td>64.72</td>
<td>65.95</td>
<td>66.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyesclosed</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td><strong>63.80</strong></td>
<td>60.75</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>63.19</td>
<td>62.19</td>
<td>63.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>62.81</td>
<td>63.76</td>
<td>63.51</td>
<td><strong>63.94</strong></td>
<td>63.42</td>
<td>63.49</td>
<td>62.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>53.56</td>
<td>55.29</td>
<td><strong>56.86</strong></td>
<td>54.69</td>
<td>55.12</td>
<td><strong>55.10</strong></td>
<td>53.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td><strong>67.10</strong></td>
<td>66.58</td>
<td>64.93</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>65.10</td>
<td>65.80</td>
<td>66.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulation</td>
<td>61.35</td>
<td>61.01</td>
<td><strong>60.14</strong></td>
<td>60.49</td>
<td>60.48</td>
<td>60.69</td>
<td>61.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the article “Removal of muscular artifacts in EEG signals: A comparison of ICA and other linear decomposition methods”, we compared several decomposition methods on their ability to separate artefactual from neural sources [Frølich and Winkler, 2016]. The aim was to remove a movement artefact while retaining neural activity. A pre-print of the article is included in Appendix D.

6.1 Data

We used data recorded from 18 subjects performing self-paced braking at approximate 1 s intervals for five minutes in a simulated driving experiment. It is known that motor preparation and execution induces Event-Related Desynchronisation (ERD) in the α (8-13 Hz) and β (15-30 Hz) bands [Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001]. However, we also observed a peak in the power at time zero, when time-locking to the brake press, in both bands. This is likely due to the subjects moving their heads when they press the brake. Since the phenom-
en a are well understood and the movement artefact is very prominent in the raw data, this data set is well suited to evaluating removal of this artefact.

### 6.2 Methods

We compared three variants of ICA (Extended Infomax, FastICA, and TDSEP), PARAFAC2, FourierICA, and SSD. Since FourierICA and SSD are guided toward frequencies of interest we gave more equal terms to all methods by running the ICA methods and PARAFAC2 both on the raw data subjected only to standard pre-processing and on the same data after it had been high-pass filtered with cut-off frequency just below the frequency range of interest. This was also motivated by previous work in which high-pass filtering at a high cut-off frequency improved separation of neural and artefactual sources [Winkler et al., 2015].

### 6.3 Results

Figure 6.1 shows grand averages of data time-locked to the EMG peak activity for the uncleaned data and data cleaned by each method, with and without high-pass filtering for the ICA methods and PARAFAC2. The intervals between -500ms, -300ms, -50ms, 50ms, and 300ms are emphasised by light and dark shades of grey. The top of Figure 6.1 shows results for the $\alpha$ band while the bottom part relates to the $\beta$ band. Successful cleaning would result in the ERD (dip of the black line before time zero) being maintained throughout the movement, until 300ms. The numbers in the legend refer to a heuristic quantification of the ERD quality, described in [Frølich and Winkler, 2016]. The lower this measure is, the better the ERD is maintained during the brake press.

From the uncleaned data (solid black line), we see that the artefact is most prominent in the $\beta$ band. However, the cleaning is also more effective in the $\beta$ band for all methods. High-pass filtering improves the cleaning obtained by all the blind methods. While high-pass filtered Extended Infomax obtains the best performance for both bands, the performance of high-pass filtered FastICA is close to this performance in both bands, while FourierICA is also very close in the $\beta$ band. From analyses of the ERD quality measures resulting from retaining between one and all components, we saw that these results are quite robust, and that there is no consistent difference between the methods when looking at all numbers of retained components [Frølich and Winkler, 2016]. We also saw that
the scalp maps of the cleaned data look reasonable in [Frølich and Winkler, 2016]. Surprisingly, PARAFAC2 consistently had the worst performance.
Figure 6.1: Grand-average ERD for 18 subjects recorded during self-paced foot movements in the alpha (7-14 Hz) (top) and beta band (15-30 Hz) (bottom), aligned to EMG peak activity. Time courses of data reconstructed from neural ICs (for SSD with the ten components with highest SNR) at channel Cz. The legend contains the ERD quality measure for each method, lower is better.
While the developed IC classifier, IC_MARC, obtained high performances in the neural vs. artefact problem both within and across the two labeled studies, it had problems distinguishing between the various artefact classes in cross-study evaluation of the two studies with labeled ICs [Frølich et al., 2015a].

The high performance on the neural vs. artefact problem allowed us to have confidence in comparisons of decomposition methods on their ability to separate artefactual from neural sources, with the sources automatically labeled by IC_MARC [Frølich and Winkler, 2016]. Since several methods were applied on data from each of 18 subjects, a high number (≈11000) of sources needed to be classified. The automatic classification enabled us to perform analyses that would not have been practical with manual classification. We found that all methods’ cleaning results improved if data were high-pass filtered at a high cut-off frequency before decomposing data. With this high-pass filtering, all three variants of ICA (FastICA, Extended Infomax, and TDSEP) had similar performances, which was also similar to FourierICA. Although SSD did not perform as well, its much lower running time might make it a good compromise between the quality of data cleaning and the time it takes to clean data.

In [Frølich et al., 2015b] and [Brandl et al., 2016], we used IC_MARC to investigate relations between artefactual contamination of data and performances of motor imagery based BCIs. We were unable to obtain notable BCI performance
improvements in both of these attempts. However, the inspection of artefact distributions could help explain why one distraction in [Brandl et al., 2016] requires a different classifier than the other distractions. The inability to improve the BCI performance by minimising or removing the use of artefactual directions in BCI classification could be due to wrong classifications. However, we know that, at least for the neural vs. artefact problem, IC_MARC has performed well on several other data sets. Another explanation could be that subjects accidentally use artefacts to control the BCI system, such that it is in fact controlled through muscle control and not EEG. In that case, we would expect to see performance decreases when removing artefacts. However, we did not observe this. Another reason could be that artefacts are nearly equally distributed across the motor imagery classes in the training data. If that is the case, then the BCI classifier would disregard the artefactual directions, implying that the removal of the artefacts would not make a difference.

Since the ability of IC_MARC to distinguish between different artefactual classes is not perfect, we inspected a random selection of classified ICs in [Frølich et al., 2015b] and [Brandl et al., 2016]. Although some ICs were misclassified, the majority of the inspected classifications seemed sound. In our analyses, we combined the different artefact classes in larger groups. Mis-classifications between groups should be less likely since several groups encompass classes that tend to be confused with each other (e.g. the mixed and muscle).

While removing artefacts did not improve BCI performance, it did not cause substantial performance decreases either. This is a sign that neural ICs relevant for class-discrimination are not misclassified by IC_MARC to any great extent. Furthermore, Figure 5.5 shows that the peaks in power of neural and muscle ICs are as expected. Since the ICs were classified using a spatial feature set, this also indicates that IC_MARC produces reasonable classifications. Additionally, our finding that the artefact distribution for the Numbers distraction differs from the other distractions is well in line with the finding that one classifier works well under all distractions except the Numbers distraction [Brandl et al., 2016]. This is further evidence that IC_MARC performs reasonably.

In our analyses relying on classified ICs, we only ran one ICA for each data set. While some ICs may be unstable due to local minima of the ICA solution, this should not be a problem for our analyses since we did not analyse single ICs in detail, but rather looked at group effects. If a few ICs in a group are unstable to the point of changing groups, it should not affect the group effect to a large extent since most ICs in the group are likely to be stable [Duann et al., 2006].
Part IV

Supervised tensor methods
In the paper “Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis with Tucker and PARAFAC Structures optimized on the Stiefel Manifold”, we used multi-linear methods to classify EEG data on the single-trial level [Frølich et al., 2016]. A pre-print of the article is included as Appendix E. We compared classification performances from the following approaches: 1) feature extraction using four existing unsupervised decomposition methods (PARAFAC [Harshman, 1970, Carroll and Chang, 1970], Tucker [Tucker, 1966], Tucker2 [Tucker, 1966], and PARAFAC2 [Harshman, 1972, Kiers et al., 1999]) followed by logistic regression, 2) feature extraction using four new and four existing Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis (MDA) methods (Constrained MDA (CMDA) [Li and Schonfeld, 2014], Discriminant Analysis with TEnsor Representation (DATER) [Yan et al., 2005], Bilinear Discriminant Analysis [Visani et al., 2005], and Direct General Tensor Discriminant Analysis (DGTDA) [Li and Schonfeld, 2014]) followed by logistic regression, and 3) combined feature extraction and classification in a logistic regression framework using one new and one existing method (Bi-linear Discriminant Component Analysis (BDCA) [Dyrholm et al., 2007]).
We compared the methods on two data sets. One data set contained 16 subjects and has previously been analysed as Experiment 2 in [Stekelenburg and Vroomen, 2007]. We used control trials (no sound, gray box on screen) and non-speech auditory-only trials (clapping (103–107 ms) and tapping of spoon on cup (292–305 ms), gray box on screen). We balanced the data so that there were equally many (1302) trials of each type after rejecting trials with values greater than 150 µV or less than -150 µV. We used trials starting at stimulus onset and lasting until 0.5 s after the time-locking. This time interval was chosen since this is where differences between condition were seen in difference waves in Figure 2 in [Stekelenburg and Vroomen, 2007]. We selected channels that were common to all subjects (50 channels) in order to perform leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (CV). Since these analyses were performed as leave-one-subject-out CV, the classification results constitute an estimate of the across-subject generalisation of the classification methods.

The other data set was Dataset II [Schalk et al., 2004] from BCI Competition III [Blankertz et al., 2006]. This data set consisted of data from two subjects in a P300 speller paradigm. Each subject had a training data set with 85 characters and a test data set with 100 characters. There were 180 trials for each character. We extracted epochs from stimulus onset until 667 ms after onset. For each subject, we performed 5-fold CV on the training data to determine the best component number for each method. Each method was then trained on all the training data for each subject. Using the single-trial classifications of the test data (for which single-trial labels were not available) letters were predicted and compared to the correct letters.

8.1 Methods

8.1.1 Unsupervised feature extraction

One way to use multi-linear methods for classification is to extract features from data through a multi-linear decomposition and then apply a supervised classifier to those features in a following step. We did this for the Tucker, PARAFAC, and PARAFAC2 models by using estimated trial strengths as features. To avoid degenerate solutions [Stegeman, 2007], we imposed an orthogonal constraint on PARAFAC and PARAFAC2 in the trial mode. We chose to constrain the trial mode to ensure as large a span of data as possible in this mode since this is the mode used in the following classification step. Since these methods are unsupervised, all data can be used in the decomposition without being influenced by the true labels of the test data. To get estimated trial strengths
for all observations, it is necessary to use all data in the decomposition such that the trial-mode factor is estimated for all observations.

We also used the Tucker2 model to obtain projection matrices for the spatial and temporal modes. Using these matrices, all trials were then projected into a lower-dimensional core array representation and the core arrays were vectorised and used as features. It is not necessary to use the test data in the Tucker2 pipeline since the projection matrices estimated from training data can be applied to test data later. However, all data may be used to estimate the Tucker2 decomposition since it is unsupervised, and we did this in our analyses. The nway toolbox [Andersson and Bro, 2000] was used to optimise the four unsupervised methods.

8.1.2 Supervised feature extraction

Analogously to classification based on Tucker2 core arrays, the MDA methods also find projection matrices for trial-wise projection. Contrary to Tucker2, these methods are supervised and aim to find projection matrices that project trials into a lower-dimensional space that is maximally discriminative. As for Tucker2, these projection matrices are then used to obtain lower-dimensional core array representations of all trials, which are used for classification in their vectorised forms. Since the MDA methods are supervised, only the training data can be used to find the projection matrices.

In the following, we refer to the method proposed by Visani et al. [2005] as DATEReig since it solves the standard eigenvalue problem corresponding to the generalised eigenvalue problem solved by DATER, as explained in Section 3.3. While CMDA, DATER, DATEReig, and DGTDA optimise their objective functions with heuristic algorithms, we propose to perform the optimisation rigourously on a manifold using the derivatives of the objective functions. To avoid redundancy between the projection factors, we require them to be orthogonal as is also done in CMDA, DATEReig and DGTDA. Since the Stiefel manifold contains all orthonormal matrices, we want each projection matrix to lie on the Stiefel manifold corresponding to its dimensions. We ensure this is the case by optimising over the product of Stiefel manifolds of dimensions corresponding to those of the projection matrices. We used the Conjugate Gradient method in the ManOpt toolbox [Boumal et al., 2014] for Matlab to perform the optimisation. The four new methods correspond to four objective functions, each optimised as described above. The derivatives necessary for rigorous optimisation of our suggested objective functions are given in Appendix G. The four objective functions consist of a PARAFAC- and a Tucker-structure version of the scatter ratio LDA objective function (3.7) and the trace of matrix ratio objective (3.3).
We compare the scatter ratio and trace of matrix ratio objective formulations since these have been used in discriminant analysis previously [Bishop, 2006, Li and Schonfeld, 2014, Yan et al., 2005]. We propose Tucker-structure versions to make the models flexible and thus able to model complex interactions in data. However, such complex models might not be necessary. In such cases, the PARAFAC structure is suitable. Since the Tucker structure is invariant to rotations of the projection matrices and allows interactions between all factors across modes, it is difficult to interpret. The PARAFAC-structure only allows each factor in a mode to interact with one factor from each of the other modes, making it easier to interpret. Hence models with the PARAFAC-structure are appealing if they model data adequately. The formal definitions of the proposed objective functions are given in the following.

Manifold Tucker Discriminant Analysis with the scatter ratio objective function (ManTDA_sr):

$$\frac{\sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c \|(\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)}\|_F^2}{\sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{\{n:\text{class}(X_n)=c\}} \|(X_n - \bar{X}_c) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)}\|_F^2}$$ (8.1)

Manifold PARAFAC Discriminant Analysis with the scatter ratio objective function (ManPDA_sr):

$$\frac{\sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c \|B_{c,\text{PARAFAC}}\|_F^2}{\sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{\{n:\text{class}(X_n)=c\}} \|W_{n,\text{PARAFAC}}\|_F^2},$$ (8.2)

where $W_{n,\text{PARAFAC}}$ and $B_{n,\text{PARAFAC}}$ are diagonal core arrays:

$$W_{n,\text{PARAFAC}}_{k,k,...,k} = (X_n - \bar{X}_{\text{class}(X_n)=c}) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)}_{:,k} \quad k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, K\}$$
$$B_{c,\text{PARAFAC}}_{k,k,...,k} = (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{p=1}^P U^{(p)}_{:,k} \quad k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, K\}.$$
8.1 Methods

\[
Tr \left[ \left( \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n) = c\}} vec \left( (X_n - \bar{X}_c) \times_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)} \right) \right) \right]^{-1} \ldots
\]
\[
\left( \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c vec \left( (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)} \right) \right) vec \left( (\bar{X}_c - \bar{X}) \times_{p=1}^{P} U^{(p)} \right)^\top \right] .
\]

Manifold PARAFAC Discriminant Analysis with the trace of matrix ratio objective (Man\_PDA):

\[
Tr \left[ \left( \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{\{n: \text{class}(X_n) = c\}} \text{diag} \left( vec \left( W_{n,\text{PARAFAC}} \right) vec \left( W_{n,\text{PARAFAC}} \right)^\top \right) \right) \right]^{-1}
\]
\[
\left( \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c \text{diag} \left( vec \left( B_{c,\text{PARAFAC}} \right) vec \left( B_{c,\text{PARAFAC}} \right)^\top \right) \right] .
\]

(8.4)

8.1.3 Feature extraction and classification in one step

By combining feature extraction and classification, the whole classification pipeline can be unified in the goal of optimising the final classification performance measure. Incorporating the PARAFAC structure in a logistic regression model was suggested in 2007, and was referred to as Bilinear Discriminant Component Analysis (BDCA). We suggest generalising this model to assuming the Tucker structure to allow more flexibility in modeling data, and refer to this method as \textit{BDCA\_Tucker}. For simplicity, we assume that observations are matrices. We obtain the following log-likelihood for BDCA\_Tucker:

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} y_n (w_0 + \psi(X_n)) - \log(1 + \exp(w_0 + \psi(X_n)),
\]

(8.5)
where $\psi(\mathbf{x}_n) = \sum_{k_1=1}^{K_1} \sum_{k_2=1}^{K_2} V_{k_1,k_2} X_n \times_1 U^{(1)} \times_2 U^{(2)}$ and $V_{k_1,k_2} = \delta_{k_1,k_2}$ to disambiguate scaling of the projection matrices $U^{(p)}$ and matrix of interaction coefficients $V$. As in BDCA, there are no constraints on the projection matrices with this method.

### 8.2 Results

Figure 8.1 shows the Area Under ROC Curve scores (AUCs) obtained when the classifiers were evaluated on training- and test data from the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data set.

When evaluated on training data (top of Figure 8.1), the ManTDA and BDCA methods obtained the highest performances. That ManTDA provides a better fit to training data was also reflected in substantially higher objective function values for this method than for DATER, DATEReig and CMDA [Frølich et al., 2016]. However, this better fit to training data can result in an overfitted model, which was the case for the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data, seen as a performance drop when the model was evaluated on test data (bottom of Figure 8.1). Overfitting was also a problem for the BDCA methods while the more restricted PARAFAC version of ManTDA, ManPDA, did not suffer from overfitting. The methods ManPDA, ManTDA _sr and ManPDA _sr, retained performances similar, albeit a little lower, to CMDA and DATER on the test data. The unsupervised methods and DGTDA performed considerably worse than the supervised MDA methods on both the test and training data. The Tucker2 method, which resembles the MDA methods by relying on single-trial projections into core arrays, outperformed the other unsupervised methods.

Table 8.1 shows the mean classification rates of letters over the two subjects from the BCI data. Each method was trained on all training data with the number of components that performed best in the five-fold CV on training data. Each method was then used to classify each trial in the test data, and these classifications determined the letter classifications.

The top part of Table 8.1 shows the compared methods in decreasing order of performance, and the bottom shows the five best results obtained in the BCI competition. Since there are many more trials in the BCI data than in the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data, the problem of overfitting is less likely to occur in this data set. Indeed, ManTDA and the BDCA methods achieve high classification rates here. As was also the case for the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data, the unsupervised methods and DGTDA perform substantially worse than the BDCA and MDA methods, except for DGTDA.
Figure 8.1: Area under ROC curve scores obtained when the methods were evaluated on (top:) training- and (bottom:) test data from the Stekelenburg & Vroomen data set. The figure is parts of figure in [Frølich et al., 2016].
## Multi-way Strategies for Single-trial Classification of Electroencephalography Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>15 flashes</th>
<th>5 flashes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATEReig</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMDA</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATER</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManTDA</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManPDA</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDCATucker</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManPDA_sr</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDCATucker</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManTDA_sr</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker2</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGTDA</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parafac</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parafac2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributor</th>
<th>15 flashes</th>
<th>5 flashes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alain Rakotomamonjy</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Yandong</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou Zongtan</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulrich Hoffmann</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Zhonglin</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Mean letter classification rates for Dataset II from BCI Competition III from the compared methods (top) and best five competition participants (bottom), copied from [http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/results/index.html](http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/results/index.html). The table is from [Frølich et al., 2016](http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/results/index.html)
Our results showed that rigorous optimisation of MDA objective functions improves the fit to training data. This also increases the risk of overfitting, as was evident on the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data with few trials. The PARAFAC structure protected against overfitting, as did the heuristic optimisation approaches utilised by CMDA and DATER. The BDCA methods were also seen to be susceptible to overfitting, but performed well when this was not a problem. Apart from the overfitting problem, all the supervised methods, except DGTDA, obtained similar classification performances. The unsupervised methods, as well as the MDA method DGTDA, had substantially lower performances than the other methods. The unsupervised methods and DGTDA also had the worst performance when tested on letter classification on the BCI data. Likewise, all the supervised methods, except DGTDA, provided similar classification rates. Hence we conclude that supervising the process of finding subspaces is advantageous for classification, but the choice of supervised method is not so important. Likewise, similar performances were seen for the same method differing only on whether it used the PARAFAC or Tucker structure. Since models based on the PARAFAC structure are more easily interpretable, these methods are appealing.
Part V

Discussion & Conclusion
The work described in this thesis was about decompositions of EEG data, classification of estimated EEG sources, use of these classifications in further analyses, and single-trial classification.

In “Classification of independent components of EEG into multiple artifact classes”, we developed a classifier for ICs of EEG data, IC_MARC, which classifies an IC as belonging to one of the classes: neural, blinks, lateral eye movements, heart beats, muscle contractions, or mixed. Classification rates were high on (binary) neural vs. non-neural decisions within and across studies. Multi-class performances were acceptable across subjects within a study, but dropped in cross-study testing.

Although rigorous evaluation of IC_MARC on the two data sets containing labeled ICs showed low multi-class performances when evaluated on the study that was not used for training, visual inspection of scalp maps [Frølich et al., 2015b, Brandl et al., 2016] and spectra [Brandl et al., 2016] of classified ICs from new data sets indicated reasonable multi-class classification behaviour of IC_MARC. Similarly, the distributions of artefact types in distraction tasks in [Brandl et al., 2016], as determined using IC_MARC, were in good accordance with other findings in that work. Specifically, the artefact distribution in one task was very different from the distributions in the other tasks, and this task also required a different classifier from the classifier used on all other tasks. This
is another indication that the multi-class classifications provided by IC_MARC are sound, although not perfect, even though the rigorous evaluation did not show this. More data sets with labels would enable new analyses of the performance of IC_MARC, and also allow training on more diverse data. Data sets with labeled ICs are likely to become available in the near future due to the crowd-sourcing initiative for IC labeling set in motion at the Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience at http://reaching.ucsd.edu:8000/tutorial/overview.

Using IC_MARC, we performed analyses that would have been impractical with manual IC classifications. In “Investigating effects of different artefact types on Motor Imagery BCI” [Frølich et al., 2015b] and “Brain-Computer Interfacing under Distraction: An Evaluation Study” [Brandl et al., 2016], we inspected effects of artefacts on motor imagery based BCIs. Although some improvement was obtained by restricting the influence of muscle artefacts [Frølich et al., 2015b], the same advantage was gained by removing electrodes on scalp edges in [Frølich et al., 2015b], where muscle contamination is most prominent. While we were not able to improve BCI performances by removing and regularising against artefactual ICs, these strategies did not lead to substantial decreases in BCI performance either. This indicates that cleaning BCI data by removing artefactual ICs does not interfere with the neural signals used for classification. The inability to improve performance by removing artefactual ICs may be a sign that artefacts are similarly distributed across classes and hence ignored by the Common Spatial Patterns algorithm when identifying the spatial filters optimal for class discrimination.

In “Artefact removal using linear decompositions of EEG”, we used neural vs. non-neural classifications of estimated EEG sources to compare six decomposition methods and the effect of high-pass filtering data prior to decomposition [Frølich and Winkler, 2016]. PARAFAC2 had the lowest performance while Fourier-ICA and SSD provided cleaning close to that achieved by ICA. High-pass filtering at high cut-off frequencies improved performances of PARAFAC2 and the included ICA variants (Extended Infomax, FastICA, and TDSEP). When data were high-pass filtered prior to decomposition, we did not observe consistent differences between the ICA variants. This implies that the choice of ICA method is not so important when used for cleaning data in certain frequency ranges, whereas pre-processing steps may have larger effects on the cleaning obtained. Since SSD is computed by solving a generalised eigenvalue problem, decomposition via SSD is faster than using ICA methods, which are iterative. The low computational time required by SSD may make SSD a good alternative to ICA methods since the cleaning obtained by SSD was close to that obtained by the ICA methods.

Finally, we compared multi-linear classification methods on single trials of raw EEG data [Frølich et al., 2016]. We compared classification performances from
1) feature extraction using four existing unsupervised methods followed by logistic regression, 2) feature extraction by four existing and four new Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis (MDA) methods followed by logistic regression, and 3) combined feature extraction and classification by one existing and one new logistic regression based method. The four new MDA methods were proposed in a collective framework in which MDA objective functions were optimised using the conjugate gradient algorithm (as provided in the ManOpt toolbox [Boumal et al., 2014] for Matlab) on a cross-product of Stiefel manifolds to enforce orthonormality constraints on the projection matrices. The four new MDA methods consisted of two objective function structures, each formulated as a PARAFAC and a Tucker version, optimised within the manifold-optimisation framework. We found that rigorous optimisation provided higher objective function values for the MDA methods. However, this did not translate into better classification performances. This might be due to overfitting issues, implying that a regularisation scheme combined with rigorous optimisation would likely obtain better classification performances. Similarly, both the existing (BDCA) and the new method endowing BDCA with a Tucker structure were optimised rigorously and also showed signs of being susceptible to overfitting. These observations indicate that the heuristically optimised methods have inherent protection against overfitting while explicit regularisation should be applied in the rigorously optimised MDA and BDCA methods. The performances obtained with the Tucker and PARAFAC structures were similar, indicating that the PARAFAC model is a good model of EEG data, which is fortunate since the PARAFAC structure is easier to interpret than the Tucker structure.

In future work, multi-linear classification methods could be used for IC classification. This would enable incorporation of the temporal variation in ICs’ time series by e.g. calculating temporal and spectral features in small time windows, resulting in a feature × time matrix. Multi-linear methods might be able to exploit structure in such data to a higher degree than is possible when vectorising feature vectors.

Code for the IC classifier and the compared tensor classification methods is available at http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~lffr/publications/indexpub.php. The tensor classification code is customised for matrix observations.
Independent Component classification performances were high on (binary) neural vs. non-neural decisions within and across studies. Multi-class performances were acceptable across subjects within a study, but dropped in cross-study testing.

We were not able to improve BCI performances substantially for any artefact group, but removing muscle artefacts had the largest effect [Frølich et al., 2015b]. The same effect was obtained by removing outer electrodes, though.

Another study showed that high-pass filtering data at high cut-off frequencies improved the cleaning obtained by removing estimated artefactual sources and provided similar performances of the ICA variants, which outperformed the other methods.

In comparisons of classification performances with different multi-linear methods, we found that supervised methods outperformed unsupervised methods by a large margin, but that differences between supervised methods were small. Rigorous optimisation provided higher objective function values but did not lead to better classification performances. Finally, the Tucker and PARAFAC structures provided similar performances.
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Abstract

In this study, we aim to automatically identify multiple artifact types in EEG. We used multinomial regression to classify independent components of EEG data, selecting from 65 spatial, spectral, and temporal features of independent components using forward selection. The classifier identified neural and five non-neural types of components.

Between subjects within studies, high classification performances were obtained. Between studies, however, classification was more difficult. For neural vs. non-neural classifications, performance was on par with previous results obtained by others.

We found that automatic separation of multiple artifact classes is possible with a small feature set.

Our method can reduce manual workload and allow for the selective removal of artifact classes. Identifying artifacts during EEG recording may be used to instruct subjects to refrain from activity causing them.
1. Introduction

EEG data is generally contaminated by artifactual, non-neural electrical activity stemming from non-physiological sources such as electrical background noise and loose electrodes, and physiological sources such as subjects’ heartbeat, muscle or eye movements. Such non-neural activity can, to some extent, be separated from the data using Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which is a widely used method in data analysis (Comani et al., 2004; Di et al., 2007; Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000; Kim et al., 2003; Kong et al., 2008; Tsai and Lai, 2009). Particularly, it is commonly used for pre-processing and analyzing EEG data (Acar et al., 2008; Erfanian and Erfani, 2004; Ullsperger and Debener, 2010). ICA extracts spatial patterns with statistically independent behavior over time from the raw EEG data (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000). These patterns and their corresponding time series are referred to as independent components (ICs).

Non-neural activity in EEG is typically considered a nuisance and the main purpose of separating it from the data using ICA is to exclude it by filtering (Jung et al., 2000). Other approaches to cleaning data include identifying heavily contaminated channels or epochs of EEG data, and then removing such channels or epochs prior to analysis (Citi et al., 2010; Nolan et al., 2010; Ypparila et al., 2004). Unfortunately, this may lead to unnecessary data loss. Simultaneous recordings of e.g. the electrooulogram (EOG) and electrocardiogram along with EEG can also be used to remove artifacts (Fatourechi et al., 2007; He et al., 2004; Nolan et al., 2010) but this approach is not useful for all types of artifacts and requires the additional labor of mounting auxiliary sensors. Therefore, we only consider approaches using ICA based solely on EEG data in the current study.

1.1. State of the art

Presently, classification of ICs for artifact detection in EEG is often done manually in a time-consuming and subjective process. While work on fully automated supervised classification methods has increased over the past years, most of this work has focused on the binary problem of distinguishing between neural and non-neural ICs (Bartels et al., 2010; Halder et al., 2007; LeVan et al., 2006; Mognon et al., 2010; Tangermann et al., 2009; Viola et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011), some using multiple classes as an intermediate step (Bartels et al., 2010; Halder et al., 2007; Mognon et al., 2010) with only few studies evaluating performance for the multi-class problem (Halder et al., 2007; Viola et al., 2009).

Several studies have used simulated artifacts as a ground truth to which they compare their automatic classification e.g. (Delorme et al., 2007; Nolan et al., 2010). This is problematic as real artifacts may affect data in ways different from the simulation. Therefore, we limit our review to those studies that compare performance with human experts’ classifications of real artifacts in real data.

The most important factor in performance evaluation is generalization. For a method to be fully automated it should perform well when tested on data from a study that was not used to train the method. Automatic thresholding at e.g. a pre-determined Z-score for a certain feature is one approach that allows this (Mantini et al., 2008; Nolan et al., 2010). Another approach is to train a classifier on data from one study and make sure that it performs well on data from another study. This would allow the method to be trained once and then applied to new data without manual intervention. Few studies have tested
supervised classifiers for artifact detection at this level of generalization, and only for the binary problem of distinguishing artifactual from neural ICs (Mognon et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 2011).

Winkler et al. (2011) built a classifier based on an initial pool of 38 features from the spatial, spectral, and temporal domains. They compared several classification methods and found that regularized linear discriminant analysis with three spectral, one temporal, and two spatial features obtained the best classification results. We describe most of the features in their initial pool in detail in Appendix A. They reported error rates of 8.9% and 14.7% within and between studies, respectively.

The method ADJUST (Mognon et al., 2010) uses Gaussian densities for classification and incorporates features from the spatial and temporal domains of ICs. ADJUST employs class-specific classifiers for eye blinks, vertical eye movements, horizontal eye movements and generic discontinuities (non-biological artifacts) to solve the classification problem by classifying an IC as being non-neural if one or more class-specific classifiers labeled it as artifactual. The evaluation measure reported for ADJUST was the percentage of data variance explained by correctly classified ICs. On test data, the ADJUST performance measure was 99.0%, 96.0%, 99.2% and 97.7% for the class-specific classifiers for blinks, vertical eye movements, horizontal eye movements, and generic discontinuities, respectively. In classifying neural vs. non-neural ICs, the ADJUST performance measure was 95.2%. Several classes were considered in ADJUST, and so the method is appropriate to be used for multi-class classification purposes. Since an IC may be assigned to several classes, ADJUST can, strictly speaking, not be tested in the multi-class problem in its current form.

A few studies have addressed multi-class identification of artifacts (Mantini et al., 2008; Viola et al., 2009) at the level of across-subject-generalization within a study. This level of generalization could certainly also be useful as it would allow automatic artifact classification of future subjects once manual classification of some subjects has been achieved.

Viola et al. (2009) introduced the method CORRMAP, which solely uses the scalp map of an IC to classify it as representing a blink, a lateral eye movement, or the heartbeat. CORRMAP classifies an IC using the correlation between the spatial topography of the IC and template topographies from ICs with known classes. If the correlation is higher than a certain threshold, which can either be set manually or determined automatically, then the IC is classified as being of the same class as the template IC.

In Viola et al.’s study, classification rates were calculated for electrode configurations with 30, 68, and 128 channels for three classes: blinks, lateral eye movements, and heartbeats. The mean correlation over electrode arrays between CORRMAP and human experts for these three classes were 0.90, 0.88, and 0.47, respectively. The classification rates for blinks and lateral eye movements were higher for the less dense electrode arrays, while classification of heartbeats improved with denser electrode arrays.

A new fully automated method using the same principle as CORRMAP, of using the correlation between spatial maps as sole feature, has recently been presented (Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2013) for the identification of eye-related ICs. An area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve of 0.993 was obtained on ICs from a study that was not used during training. This result shows that the principle behind CORRMAP is a very promising method for automatic artifact identification at the highest level of generalization, namely across studies.
Table 1: Data summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>ICA</th>
<th>Sampling rate</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>ICs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Active Infomax</td>
<td>Infomax</td>
<td>256Hz</td>
<td>8-88 minutes</td>
<td>7255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cue</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Linked mastoids</td>
<td>Infomax</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>56-66 minutes</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mantini et al. (2008) used thresholding of a single feature, the approximate entropy of IC time series, to classify ICs of MEG as non-cerebral biological artifacts (low approximate entropy), neural (medium approximate entropy) or environmental noise components (high approximate entropy). They obtained very good results with the area under the ROC curves being above 0.9 with labels by human experts as ground truth. As this method separates artifacts into biological and non-biological ICs it does address the multi-class problem but it is unknown whether it is suitable for a further division of these classes into more specific classes such as lateral eye movements versus eye blinks.

1.2. Purpose of study

By distinguishing between multiple types of artifacts such as eye movements and the electrical heartbeat artifact, more diverse uses of an automatic classification method can be imagined since some artifacts may be informative for some purposes, or it may be desirable to remove only some artifact types. The heartbeat, for example, may be an informative signal in some settings, or eye-related ICs could be used to detect drowsiness. Automatic detection and identification of multiple types of artifacts during EEG recording would also allow researchers to instruct subjects to refrain from the activity causing those artifacts.

The purpose of the study is to develop a multi-class artifact detection system covering four diverse artifact classes: eye blinks, horizontal eye movements, heartbeat artifacts and muscle artifacts, as well as ICs consisting of mixed neural and artifactual activity. Importantly, we test the performance of the system at two levels of generalization: between subjects within a study and between studies. A good performance across subjects would allow a classifier to be trained for the first subjects in a study, and then used to automatically classify ICs for the subsequent subjects. A good performance across studies would mean that the classifier can be used on arbitrary studies and subjects without re-calibration. We are also interested in determining the features most relevant to classifying ICs. Hence we aim to answer the following research questions:

1. Which features are important for a high performance in multi-class classification of ICs?
2. Is it possible to distinguish between multiple classes of ICs between subjects within a study?
3. Will a classifier generalize between studies?

2. Data

Two data sets containing manually labeled ICs were kindly made available by Scott Makeig, Julie Onton and Klaus Gramann (Gramann et al., 2010; Onton and Makeig, 2009).

One data set was acquired for the purpose of studying the EEG during different emotional states (Onton and Makeig, 2009). Subjects were seated in a dimly lit room with eyes
closed, imagining emotional states. This study contained recordings from 34 subjects from a Biosemi\(^1\) 250 channel active reference system (Onton and Makeig, 2009). Channels that showed highly abnormal activity had been removed manually before performing ICA, leaving 134-235 channels for each subject. The ICA decompositions for this data were obtained by “full-rank decomposition by extended infomax ICA” (Onton and Makeig, 2009). The 34 data sets were between eight and eighty-eight minutes long after concatenating the recordings for the various emotions imagined. We will refer to this data set as the *Emotion* data or study.

The other data set was recorded to investigate how attention is guided early in visual processing. This was recorded from 64 scalp channels “referenced to Cz and re-referenced off-line to linked mastoids” from 12 subjects during a visual task (Gramann et al., 2010). ICA was performed with the implementation of the ICA infomax algorithm in the Brain Vision Analyzer software from Brain Products GmbH\(^2\). The data sets we had access to were between 56 and 66 minutes long for the different subjects. We will refer to data from this study as the *Cue* data or study. The data sets are summarized in Table 1.

The two data sets differed in various ways (see Table 1). The number of electrodes was much higher in the Emotion study than in the Cue study, implying a higher spatial sampling of the EEG. The Emotion study also contained more subjects, resulting in a total of almost ten times as many ICs in the Emotion study as in the Cue study. Also, different sampling rates and analogue filters were used and the lengths of recordings differed. Additionally, the experimental tasks differed. In the Emotion study, an eyes-closed task was performed while a task requiring responses to visual cues was used in the Cue study. These differences are likely to cause covariate shifts in the data, i.e. differences in distributions of features between training data and future data (Sugiyama and Kawanabe, 2012), in the features across studies if features are calculated naively from the raw data. We discuss how we handle this issue in Section 3.

Both studies contained ICs labeled by experts with the labels “eye blink”, “neural”, “heart”, “lateral eye movement”, and “muscle”. Two experts, one in each study, performed the manual classification of ICs. Figure 1 shows examples of scalp maps from the different classes. Neural ICs are the ICs that correspond to activity generated by neural sources within the brain. ICs with the label “heart” represent the electrical heartbeat artifact. The ICs that were not labeled represented, based on visual inspection, mixed ICs containing both artifactual and neural signals. We will refer to the unlabeled ICs as “mixed” ICs. We chose to include mixed ICs in our analysis since mixed ICs will almost always be present in real data. Not including this class would then force mixed ICs to be classified as one of the four artifact, or neural classes. Since mixed ICs have different characteristics from neural ICs, it is likely that many would be classified as artifactual. This is undesirable since mixed ICs also contain traces of neural activity, meaning that the removal of mixed ICs would imply a loss of neural activity in data. The inclusion of mixed ICs can also be seen as a step toward making the classifier mimic human expert classifications as much as possible.

Some types of ICs are much more common than others, which presents a challenge to classification methods as described in Section 3. Mixed ICs, for example, make up the

\(^1\)http://www.biosemi.com/
\(^2\)http://www.brainproducts.com/
Figure 1: Two examples of scalp maps for each of the six classes in each of the two studies

<table>
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<tr>
<th></th>
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</tr>
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</table>

Figure 2: The number (and percentage over each bar) of ICs in the six classes for the Emotion and Cue datasets. These distributions reflect the experts’ manual classifications.

The numbers and proportions of the different types of ICs in each study are shown in Figure 2.

3. Methods

Figure 3 shows the pipeline used to train and validate our IC classifier. Each of the steps is described in detail in the remainder of this section.

We first discuss the steps taken during pre-processing to avoid covariate shifts between studies due to differences in experimental setups. Next, we discuss our feature set. We then describe our classification and feature selection procedures. Finally, we outline how we investigated the research questions posed in the introduction.

3.1. Pre-processing

Different EEG studies use different sampling rates, analogue filters, and electrode arrays during recordings, and durations of recordings vary. If features that are influenced by such differences are used, it is improbable that a classifier will generalize across studies.

Higher sampling rates enable spectral features to be determined for higher frequencies. Likewise, different analog filters during recording of EEG cause the spectral content of signals...
to vary systematically. To avoid such differences, we filter and resample all signals before calculating features. We require that any data given as input was recorded with a sampling rate of at least 200Hz, and that the analogue filter used during recording had a low edge of 3Hz or lower and a high edge of 90Hz or higher. With these requirements in place, it is safe to band-pass filter the signal between 3Hz and 90Hz and downsample all input signals to 200Hz. This ensures that all feature calculations are performed on signals with the same spectral content.

Different durations of recordings entail different uncertainties in the calculation of temporal and spectral features. Invariance to this effect is achieved by using the means and variances of temporal and spectral characteristics of the signal over one-second intervals as temporal and spectral features.

Some features are based on distances between electrodes and are thus clearly influenced by electrode array density. We require that recordings were performed using an array with at least 64 electrodes to ensure a good spatial coverage. We spatially downsample all scalp maps to the 10-20 system electrode array with 64 electrodes. The spatial downsampling is performed with Gaussian kernels using spherical distances between electrodes. We use a standard deviation of 0.5 cm and a head radius of 9 cm.

Before calculating features derived from the spatial distribution of an IC, we standardized the spatial map. Each column of the mixing matrix was standardized to have variance one and mean zero. This ensures that only patterns in the spatial map, and not its scale, determine the features calculated. This is desirable since the magnitude of the mixing matrix cannot be uniquely determined due to an inherent ambiguity in the scaling of the mixing matrix and the matrix of activation time series of ICs. We also standardized time series before calculating temporal and spectral features.

3.2. Features

An IC consists of a scalp map containing the contribution of the IC to each EEG channel, and a time series that shows how active the spatial pattern is over time. To quantify the characteristics of an IC, features based on both the spatial and temporal representations have been shown to be relevant (Mognon et al., 2010; Viola et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011). Spectral (frequency domain) characteristics of the time series have also been shown
to be informative (Winkler et al., 2011). Hence we use features from the spatial, temporal, and spectral domains. We included most of the features described in two recent studies of the binary classification problem (Mognon et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 2011). Descriptions of features are given in Appendix A. Before training we standardized the features in the training set to have mean zero and variance one. We standardized the test data using the mean and variance from the training data, which is the standard approach (Hastie et al., 2009; Jayalakshmi and Santhakumaran, 2011).

3.3. Classification

We used the linear classifier multinomial logistic regression (MNR) since this was found to obtain good results and linear classifiers are desirable both for their interpretability and fast training. Linear classifiers have previously shown good performance in the binary classification of ICs (Winkler et al., 2011).

As is evident from Figure 2, the class of mixed ICs makes up the large majority of ICs in both studies. Thus a classifier would achieve a high classification rate by classifying all ICs as mixed. This problem of imbalanced classes is well known, and various approaches to solving it have been proposed (López et al., 2012; Zadrozny et al., 2003). We weighted observations by the reciprocal of their class proportion during training such that the penalty of misclassification was higher for ICs from smaller classes. This weighting scheme can be considered a proxy for optimizing balanced accuracy. Balanced accuracy is a performance measure that weighs all classes equally since it is defined as the mean over classes of the proportion of correct classifications in each class. In the binary case, balanced accuracy is thus the mean of specificity and sensitivity.

Previous studies on the binary classification problem found that only few features are necessary to distinguish between classes (Mognon et al., 2010; Tangermann et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011). This motivated us to investigate research question 1 of whether only few features are sufficient in the multi-class problem as well. This was done in a two-level cross-validation (CV). In the outer level, leave-one-subject-out CV was performed over the 34 subjects in the Emotion data. In each outer fold, features were chosen using forward selection in an inner 5-fold stratified CV by adding features to an MNR model until the test error stopped decreasing. The use of stratified CV ensured that class proportions were as equal as possible across partitions. For each feature, we counted the number of outer CV folds in which it was selected. This number reflects the importance or pertinence of the feature. We then created 35 sets of features consisting of the features that had been selected in at least 0, 1, 2, ..., 34 outer CV folds. For each subject, the classifier was trained on each of these feature sets using the 33 other subjects, and tested on the left-out subject. The classes of ICs predicted for each subject in this manner were used to calculate a balanced accuracy for each feature set. As the best feature set we chose the sparsest feature set with acceptable performance.

3.4. Investigation of research questions

Research question 1, concerning the features important for multi-class classification, was investigated by comparing classification performances with different feature sets. These feature sets were the ones constructed using the Emotion data as described in Section 3.3. The Emotion data was also used to choose the best feature set. To evaluate the sensitivity of
the classification performance to the choice of features, balanced accuracies were calculated in leave-one-subject out CV on the Cue data and across-study training and testing for each feature set constructed from the Emotion data. If new ICs to be classified have short time series, spectral and temporal features will likely be badly determined. In such cases, the exclusive use of spatial features would be preferable. For this reason, we also tested the classifier using only the spatial features.

Both research questions 2 and 3 were investigated using the feature set determined based on Emotion data. We investigated research question 2, concerning between-subject generalization within studies, through the leave-one-subject-out CV schemes on both the Emotion and Cue data sets. A high classification performance when testing on a subject not used during training would signify that it is possible for a classifier to generalize across subjects within a study, meaning that each class of ICs exhibits certain characteristics independently of the specific subject.

To answer question 3, concerning between-study generalization, we trained a model on each data set using the features selected using the Emotion data. The models were then tested on all subjects from the other study. A good performance on subjects from the other study would indicate that the classifier is able to generalize across studies.

We used confusion matrices to inspect the classification performance of the classifiers on a class-by-class basis. We also used the balanced accuracy rate to evaluate performance and compare to classification performances obtained by others.

4. Results

Figure 4 shows the number of times each feature was chosen by forward selection in the leave-one-subject-out CV scheme performed on the Emotion data. The balanced accuracies obtained using the features chosen in at least 15, 20, 25, 28, or 34 outer folds are also shown. The feature sets constructed using the thresholds 15, 20, 25, 28, and 34 contain 32, 23, 14, 14, and 3 features, respectively. The two 14-feature sets are identical.

Figure 5 shows the balanced accuracies obtained with each of the 35 feature sets. The variability of the curves in Figure 5 gives an idea of how sensitive the classification performance is to the choice of feature set.

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrices that arose from using the 32-feature set, the 23-feature set, the 14-feature set, and the 3-feature set in a leave-one-subject-out CV on Emotion data. This figure is included to show that the class-wise performances are stable over the different feature sets.

Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices obtained in leave-one-subject-out CV on both studies, and with cross-study training and testing using only the spatial features in the initial pool of features. This figure is shown to illustrate the classification performance that can be expected if only short time series of ICs are available, in which case non-spatial features may be unreliable.

Figure 8 shows the class-wise classification performances when the classifier with the feature set containing 14 features is used. The confusion matrix in the top row shows the performance with leave-one-subject-out evaluation on the Cue data and the two confusion matrices in the bottom row show the cross-study performances. This figure details the class-wise performances, which cannot be derived from the balanced accuracy rates shown in
5. Discussion

Before analyzing the classification performance obtained by our classifier we discuss the classification performance of human experts, which sets the upper bound on the performance we might hope to achieve.

5.1. Performance of human experts

As the true underlying content of ICs, i.e. the ground truth, is unknown, we can only rely on classifications made by expert human observers when training and testing classifiers. Several studies have found that the agreement between human experts is generally less than perfect and that it differs for different types of artifacts (Klekowicz et al., 2009; Viola et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011). Although the agreement between experts is likely dependent on the particular method of ICA, the information available to the experts, the particular data sets and how experts are instructed to classify ambiguous cases, there seems to be a good agreement between studies on the inter-expert agreement rate (Klekowicz et al., 2009; Viola et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011).

Viola et al. (2009) had 11 independent experts classify ICs as eye blinks, lateral eye movements and heartbeat artifacts based solely on the scalp maps of ICs. The data came from three independent studies and observers were under the constraint that a maximum of three ICs could be identified as containing one particular artifact type. In terms of the binary correlation the inter-expert agreement was very high for eye-blinks (0.82 – 1.00), high but more variable for lateral eye movements (0.55 – 0.93) and low and very variable for heartbeat (0.02 – 0.73).

Winkler et al. (2011) had 2 experts classify ICs from a single study as artifactual or neural based on their spectrum, time series and spatial distribution on the scalp and found that the error rate was 10.6%. They also had one expert re-label the ICs from another study two years after the same expert’s first labeling of the same data. The error rate between the two labelings was 13.2%. This is not much higher than the agreement between experts and the disagreement may thus reflect the inherent difficulty of the task rather than differences in technique or approach by different observers.

Klekowicz et al. (2009) made 22 comparisons between expert classifications (artifact vs. neural) based on the EEG time series from 7 polysomnographic recordings and found an agreement of 0.92 in terms of the area under curve of the best fitting ROC curve. Of the 22 comparisons, four were between classifications made by the same expert at different points in time. From their figures (Figure 6 in their article) these agreements were high compared to the agreement between different observers. Hence, their reported overall agreement between human classifications is a high estimate of the agreement between human experts.

The imperfect agreement between human experts should be kept in mind when evaluating automatic artifact detection systems as inter-expert agreement sets the upper limit for what we can hope to achieve through automatic classification. It is very promising that several studies have reported a good agreement between automatic IC classification and human experts, close to the agreement between experts.
5.2. Evaluation of classifier

Feature selection. In Figure 5, the blue curve shows the average leave-one-subject-out CV performance on the Emotion data, the same data used to construct the feature sets. This is also the curve used to determine the feature set to use in the classifier. The feature set resulting from requiring that features must have been included in 28 CV folds or more was chosen as the best feature set since classification performance starts to consistently decrease at this threshold. This feature set includes 14 features, consisting of nine spatial, two spectral, and three temporal features. The red and blue curves are biased upwards since testing for these curves was performed on the Emotion data, which was used to choose the feature sets, implying that the feature sets contain features especially well suited to describing ICs of different classes in the Emotion data. At threshold zero, when all features are included, there is no bias since no features were chosen based on the Emotion data at this point. Figure 5 shows that, when training and testing on subjects from the same study (blue and green curves), the performance is stable for most feature sets until the number of features becomes too small. This indicates that, within a study, overfitting to subjects in the training data is not a problem, even for the relatively small amount of data present in the Cue study. The lack of upwards or downwards trends in the performance when training on Emotion data and testing on Cue data (cyan curve) indicates that the Emotion study contains sufficient data that overfitting is avoided. Conversely, when training on Cue data and testing on Emotion data (red curve), the performance peaks with feature sets that are neither too small nor too large. One explanation of this is that there is not enough data in the Cue data set to prevent overfitting when very large feature sets are used. Another explanation is that, since features were chosen based on Emotion data, small feature sets help the model home in on characteristics that best discriminate classes of ICs in Emotion data. All curves indicate that underfitting occurs with feature sets that are too small. In summary, Figure 5 shows that the classification performance is quite robust to the specific choice of threshold when training and testing on subjects from the same study, whereas the performance is sensitive to the choice of threshold when training on one study and testing on the other study.

The inclusion of both spatial, spectral, and temporal features in nearly all feature sets (Figure 4) shows that all three types of features carry information on the classes of ICs. The features included in the 14-feature set are shown in Table 2, arranged according to the classes they should be good at detecting.

For the spatial feature set, the within-study performances were very similar to those obtained with the 14-feature set (compare confusion matrix (c) in Figure 6 and confusion matrix (a) in Figure 8 to confusion matrices (a) and (b) in Figure 7). In the between-study case, the performance improved when testing on Cue data and decreased when testing on Emotion data (compare confusion matrices (b) and (c) in Figure 8 to confusion matrices (c) and (d) in Figure 7). However, the performance when testing on Emotion data with the 14-feature set is biased upwards since features were chosen using the Emotion data. Thus the decrease seen when testing on Emotion data with the spatial feature set might be artificial, indicating that spatial features may be sufficient if across-study generalization is to be improved.

Classification performance with the 14-feature set. The following discussion of the classification performance is based on the results given for the classifier with the 14-feature set.
Table 2: Selected features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blink</td>
<td>SAD, theta, lowFreqPowAvg, logRangeTempVar, var1sAvg, timeEntAvg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural</td>
<td>central, centralActivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>zcoord, timeEntAvg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral eye</td>
<td>SED, SAD, theta, lowFreqPowAvg, logRangeTempVar, var1sAvg, timeEntAvg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>logRangeSpatial, spatDistExtrema, logRangeTempVar, var1sAvg, timeEntAvg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>cdn, dipoleResidVar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When classifying ICs in the within-study case into only two classes, artifactual or non-artifactual, we obtain balanced accuracy rates of 0.90 and 0.95. This is comparable to performances obtained by others. Balanced accuracy rates of 0.91 and 0.79 were obtained in Winkler et al. (2011) and LeVan et al. (2006), respectively, while Halder et al. (2007) and Bartels et al. (2010) report balanced accuracy rates above 0.90 without giving the exact numbers. Likewise, our classifier performs on par with others in the binary across-study case, obtaining balanced accuracy rates of 0.88. In the across-study case, Winkler et al. obtained a balanced accuracy of 0.86 (Winkler et al., 2011). These accuracy rates compare well with the inter-expert agreement seen in previous studies (Klekowicz et al., 2009; Viola et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011).

In the following, we discuss the multi-class performance. This is visualized in confusion matrix (c) in Figure 6 for the leave-one-subject-out CV on the Emotion data, and in Figure 8 for the leave-one-subject out CV on the Cue data and the cross-study training and testing. The performance on the class of lateral eye movements is high. This could be expected since eye-related ICs have previously been classified well by many others (Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2013; Mognon et al., 2010; Viola et al., 2009). For the blink class, however, difficulty is experienced when training on Cue data and testing on Emotion data. This could be due to the low number of observations (14) of the blink class in the Cue data, making it difficult for the classifier to learn a good characterization of this class. The high performance on the neural class is also in good agreement with that found by others (Mognon et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 2011). When tested on Cue data, heartbeat ICs tended to be misclassified as neural. Difficulty with the heartbeat class has also been observed in previous work including this class, both for an automatic classifier and for human experts (Viola et al., 2009). The high degree of confusion between the classes of muscle and mixed ICs may partly be explained by the shared characteristic of highly peaked scalp maps in these two classes compared to the other classes. The class most often confused with other classes is that of mixed ICs, which is not surprising since mixed ICs are ICs that do not clearly belong to one class, but may contain characteristics of several classes. The classification of some mixed ICs as neural is arguably difficult to avoid as the contrast between neural and mixed will be based on a threshold, which may be poorly defined.

In general, the classifier performs better when trained on other subjects within the same study than when trained on subjects from another study. High classification performances with balanced accuracies of 93% and 80% for the Emotion and Cue data, respectively, were found in the within-study cases. Evaluation between studies, however, gave balanced accuracies of 74% and 62% when testing on Emotion and Cue data, respectively. Data from
more studies would probably help the between-study performance approach the within-study performance. Another way to improve the across-study performance could be to take into account the distributions of feature values in the test data set compared to the training data set.

**Quality of ICA decomposition.** Since the quality of an ICA decomposition depends on the pre-processing of data before running ICA, the usefulness of a classifier also depends on the pre-processing steps. If data is subjected to ICA with little pre-processing, many ICs are likely to be either mixed or noisy representations of individual classes. Since such ICs are difficult to classify, the performance of the classifier is likely to decrease. If ICs are truly mixed, classification into separate classes is not possible even for human experts. A future approach to tackling such cases could be to use the class probabilities given by MNR to decide how to handle mixed ICs. If, for example, an IC classified as mixed is also given somewhat high probabilities of representing blinks and lateral eye movements, the IC could be classified as being generally eye-related and discarded. On the other hand, mixed ICs could be retained if the probability of the neural class is above some pre-defined threshold.

### 5.3. Online capability

The reasonable performance of the classifier makes it possible to use it for online monitoring of artifact occurrence while recording EEG. A rule of thumb states that about $20 \times n^2$ samples are necessary to perform an ICA of $n$ channels (Ullsperger and Debener, 2010). Hence an ICA and classification of resulting ICs can be performed every $20 \times n^2 / f$ seconds, where $f$ is the sampling rate. With 64 channels and a sampling rate of 512Hz, three minutes of recorded EEG provides sufficient data for an ICA decomposition. Using the runica algorithm in EEGLab (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) with at most 50 iterations, an ICA decomposition can be calculated in less than two minutes and calculating the features for an IC takes less than one minute. By distributing the feature calculations for the ICs over several threads, classified ICs can be provided online at a lag of about six minutes.

### 6. Conclusion

The presence of artifactual activity in EEG recordings is problematic in the analysis of data. While different approaches to removing such noise exist, these are either subjective and require lengthy manual processing of data or distinguish only between two classes. In this paper, we described an approach to automatic multi-class classification of artifactual ICs of EEG data. We considered neural ICs and five artifact classes: eye blinks, heartbeat, lateral eye movements, muscle, and mixed neural and artifactual activity. Using an initial pool of 65 spatial, spectral, and temporal features invariant to experimental setup, we investigated which features were important for classification of ICs. We found that features from all three spatial, spectral, and temporal domains carried information important for classification. However, we also saw that classification with a feature set consisting of only the spatial features had very similar performance to the 14-feature set when evaluating the classifier within studies. Across studies, the performance increased with the spatial feature set when testing on Cue data. The performance decreased when testing on Emotion data, but this was compared to the upwards biased performance estimate obtained with the 14-feature set.
chosen based on Emotion data. The classifier generalizes well across subjects within studies, whereas across-study generalization is more challenging. Collapsing the multi-class classifications (artifact or neural), we obtain classification performances comparable to those found in previous studies both within and between studies (Bartels et al., 2010; Halder et al., 2007; LeVan et al., 2006; Mognon et al., 2010; Viola et al., 2009; Winkler et al., 2011). Thus the proposed classifier can be used for binary or multi-class classification interchangeably. The classification performance and speed of obtaining classified ICs allows online use of the classifier to detect artifacts while recording EEG so that subjects can be instructed to refrain from activity producing the detected types of artifacts. Although some artifacts such as the heartbeat are unavoidable, others may be mitigated in some paradigms, e.g. ERP studies, by the experiment being paused to allow subjects to blink or make them aware of muscle tension. Additionally, multi-class classification of artifactual ICs can make researchers aware of overly many artifacts of some class automatically. If possible, the experimental setup could then be redesigned to minimize the risk of such artifacts, e.g. by adjusting seating arrangements for participants to reduce eye and muscle tension. Additionally, the classifier could be used to identify artifacts typical of individual subjects in a short pilot run before performing an experiment.

We provide Matlab code for feature calculation and MNR classifiers trained on different feature sets online at http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~lffr/publications/IC_MARC.zip. We hope that this will encourage others to further explore automatic classification of artifactual ICs and use this technique to ease data cleaning.
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Figure 4: Barplot showing the number of folds each feature was chosen by forward selection in leave-one-subject-out CV on the emotion data (34 subjects).
Figure 5: Balanced accuracy obtained with different feature sets constructed by varying the number of CV folds features must have been selected in to be included. The dashed line shows the cut-off chosen based on the blue curve. This choice led to a feature set containing 14 features.
Figure 6: Confusion matrices and balanced accuracies of leave-one-subject-out classification performance on the Emotion data using the 32-feature set (a), the 23-feature set (b), the 14-feature set (c), and the 3-feature set (d). Black corresponds to higher and white to lower values. The balanced accuracies in the subtitles are the multi-class balanced accuracies.
Figure 7: Confusion matrices for showing the classification performance using only the spatial features from the initial pool of features on leave-one-subject-out CV for the Emotion data set (a), leave-one-subject-out CV for the Cue data set (b), a model trained on Cue data and tested on all Emotion subjects (c), and a model trained on Emotion data and tested on all Cue subjects (d). Black corresponds to higher and white to lower values.
Figure 8: Confusion matrices showing the classification performance using the 14-feature set on leave-one-subject-out CV for the Cue data set (a), a model trained on Cue data and tested on all Emotion subjects (b), and model trained on Emotion data and tested on all Cue subjects (c). The balanced accuracies in the subtitles are the multi-class balanced accuracies. Black corresponds to higher and white to lower values.


Appendix A. Features

The 65 features of ICs used for classification are listed here. All these features are sign-invariant since the sign-ambiguity of spatial maps and time series of ICs cannot be resolved through normalization.

Appendix A.1. Spatial

• (GD) Generic discontinuity measure Mognon et al. (2010). This measure as used in 
ADJUST Mognon et al. (2010) is defined as
max \left| a_n - \frac{1}{c-1} \sum_{m \neq n} \exp(-\|y_m - y_n\|) a_m \right|,

where \( y_m \) is the location of the \( m^{th} \) electrode on the scalp, \( a_m \) is the activation of the \( m^{th} \) electrode by the IC, and \( c \) is the number of electrodes. Hence this measure gives a high value if the IC activates any electrode a lot more than the neighboring electrodes, indicative of e.g. a loose electrode.

We use a slightly modified version of this measure to make the second term a weighted average. Our measure is defined as

\[
\max_n \left| a_n - \frac{1}{\sum_{m \neq n} \exp(-\|y_m - y_n\|)} \sum_{m \neq n} \exp(-\|y_m - y_n\|) a_m \right|.
\]

- (SED) Spatial eye difference Mognon et al. (2010). Absolute value of the difference between activation of electrodes around the left and right eye areas. The left eye area is defined to lie between the angles \(-61^\circ\) and \(-35^\circ\) with a radius larger than 0.3 (where the head radius is assumed to be one, the convention in EEGLab). The right eye area is defined to lie between the angles \(34^\circ\) and \(61^\circ\), also at a radius larger than 0.3. Zero degrees is towards the nose and positive \(90^\circ\) is at the right ear.

- (SAD) Spatial average difference Mognon et al. (2010). This feature is defined as the absolute value of the mean of frontal electrode activations minus the absolute value of the mean of posterior electrode activations. The frontal area is defined to be the electrodes with absolute angles less than \(60^\circ\) and radii larger than 0.4. The posterior area consists of the electrodes with absolute angles larger than \(110^\circ\).

- (varFront and varBack) Variance of activation of frontal and posterior electrodes Mognon et al. (2010).

- (lateralEyes) Absolute value of the difference between activation of electrodes around the left and right eye areas. The left eye area is defined as the mean over all electrodes, weighted by a Gaussian bell with center at the location of Fp1 in the 10-20 electrode system. The right eye area is defined as the mean over all electrodes, weighted by a Gaussian bell with center at the location of Fp2 in the 10-20 electrode system. The standard deviation of both Gaussian bells is set to be 1 cm and a head radius of 9 cm is assumed.

- (verticalPolarity) Absolute value of the difference between activation of frontal and posterior electrodes. The frontal area is defined as the mean of all electrodes weighted by a Gaussian bell centered at the location of AFz in the 10-20 electrode system. The posterior area is defined as the mean of all electrodes weighted by a Gaussian bell centered at the location of POz in the 10-20 electrode system. The standard deviation of both Gaussian bells is set to be 2 cm and a head radius of 9 cm is assumed.
• (lefteye, righteye, frontal, central, posterior, left, right) These features give the absolute values of the mean activations of electrodes in various areas of the scalp. Each area is defined as the mean over all electrodes, where the contribution from each electrode to the mean is weighted by a Gaussian bell. For the areas around the eyes (lefteye and righteye), the standard deviation of the Gaussian bell is 1 cm. For all other areas, it is 2 cm. A 9 cm radius of the scalp is assumed. The Gaussian bells are centered at the locations of Fp1, Fp2, AFz, Cz, POz, C5, and C4, respectively.

• (absMedTopog) The absolute value of the median of the values in the scalp map.

• (cdn) Current density norm Winkler et al. (2011). The current density norm is a measure of the complexity of the current source distribution of an IC. A high complexity of the current source distribution indicates that the source of the IC is difficult to locate inside the brain, and thus that it is likely to be an artifact. This was one of the six final features included in the classifier described in Winkler et al. (2011), in which a more detailed description can be found.

• (xcoord, ycoord, and zcoord) X, Y, and Z coordinates of dipole fit Winkler et al. (2011). The dipole fit used returns a single dipole.

• (ndipoleLabels) Number of anatomical areas associated with dipole fit.

• dipoleResidualVariance

• (2ddft) Average logarithm of band power in high frequencies of spatial pattern Winkler et al. (2011).

• (centralActivation) Logarithm of mean of absolute values of activations of central electrodes of IC Winkler et al. (2011).

• (borderActivation) Binary feature to detect scalp maps with highest activity at an edge of the pattern. The most active electrode is the electrode for which the IC has the highest absolute value of activation. If the most active electrode in the pattern is in an outer group of electrodes, the feature is defined to be 1. Also, if the local maximum of an outer group is at the edge of the group, and its activation differs by more than two standard deviations from the group mean, then the feature is defined to be 1, too. Otherwise, it is defined to be -1 Winkler et al. (2011).

• (logRangeSpatial) Logarithm of range of activation of electrodes. This was one of the six final features included in the classifier described in Winkler et al. (2011).

• (spatDistExtrema) Euclidean distance in 3D coordinates between the two electrodes with minimal and maximal activation.

• (scalpEntropy) The entropy of the scalp map.
Appendix A.2. Spectral

- (theta, alpha, beta, gamma, gammamed, gammaelec and gammah) Mean over one-second intervals of the logarithm of band power in the $\theta$ (4-7Hz), $\alpha$ (8-13Hz), $\beta$ (13-20Hz), lower $\gamma$ (21-30Hz), middle $\gamma$ (30-45Hz), $\gamma$ around the power grid frequencies (both US and European) (46-65Hz), and higher $\gamma$ (66-80Hz) bands. The average band power in the $\alpha$-band was one of the six final features included in the classifier described in Winkler et al. (2011).

- (vartheta, varalpha, varbeta, vargamma, vargammamed, vargammaelec and vargammah) The variance over one-second intervals of the logarithm of the bandpower in the same bands as mentioned above.

- (spectralEntropyAvg and spectralEntropyVar) The entropy of the power distribution over the bands mentioned above is calculated for one-second intervals of the time series. The feature spectralEntropyAvg is then the average over these one-second intervals, while spectralEntropyVar is the variance of the spectral entropy over the one-second intervals.

- (lowFrequentPowerAvg and lowFrequentPowerVar) These features give the band power in the $\delta$ band (1-3Hz) relative to the total power in the time series. The spectrogram used for these features is calculated based on the downsampled but un-filtered time series since the filter removes frequencies lower than 3Hz. The spectrogram is calculated over one-second intervals, and the power in the $\delta$ band divided by the power over all frequencies is then found. The feature lowFrequentPowerAvg is the mean over the one-second intervals of this ratio, and lowFrequentPowerVar is the variance over the one-second intervals.

Appendix A.3. Temporal

- (skew1sAvg and skew1sVar) The skewness was calculated for one-second intervals of the time series of ICs. The feature skew1sAvg is the average over these one-second intervals and skew1sVar is the variance over these intervals. The feature skew1sAvg for 15 second intervals was one of the six final features included in the classifier described in Winkler et al. (2011).

- (logRangeTemporalAvg and logRangeTemporalVar) The range (maximum value minus minimum value) was calculated for one-second intervals. The feature logRangeTemporalAvg is the average over these one-second intervals and logRangeTemporalVar is the variance.

- (kurtosisAvg and kurtosisVar) As for the two above features, the feature kurtosisAvg is the average of the kurtosis in one-second intervals and kurtosisVar is the variance of the kurtosis in one-second intervals. This was also used in Winkler et al. (2011).

- (hurst1Avg, hurst2Avg, hurst3Avg, hurst1Var, hurst2Var and hurst3Var) We used the Matlab function *wfbmesti* in the Wavelet toolbox to get three different estimates of the Hurst exponent, which is a measure of the autocorrelation of a time series. These
three estimates of the Hurst exponent are found for one-second intervals. The features hurst1Avg, hurst2Avg, and hurst3Avg are the averages over these intervals, and hurst1Var, hurst2Var, and hurst3Var are the variances over the intervals.

- (var1sAvg and var1sVar) Again, the variance is found in one-second intervals of the time series. The features var1sAvg and var1sVar are the average and variance over these intervals, respectively. This was also used in Winkler et al. (2011).

- (maxFirstDerivAvg and maxFirstDerivVar) In each one-second interval, the maximum difference between consecutive values was found. The average over the intervals is maxFirstDerivAvg and the variance is maxFirstDerivVar. This was also used in Winkler et al. (2011).

- (maxAmplAvg and maxAmplVar) In each one-second interval, the maximum amplitude (maximum absolute value in that interval) was found. The average over these intervals is maxAmplAvg and the variance is maxAmplVar. This was also used in Winkler et al. (2011).

- (timeEntropyAvg and timeEntropyVar) In each one-second interval, the entropy was found. The average over these intervals is timeEntropyAvg and the variance is timeEntropyVar. This was also used in Winkler et al. (2011).
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Abstract—Artefacts in recordings of the electroencephalogram (EEG) are a common problem in Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs). Artefacts make it difficult to calibrate from training sessions, resulting in low test performance, or lead to artificially high performance when unintentionally used for BCI control. We investigate different artefacts’ effects on motor-imagery based BCI relying on Common Spatial Patterns (CSP). Data stem from an 80-subject BCI study. We use the recently developed classifier IC_MARC to classify independent components of EEG data into neural and five classes of artefacts. We find that muscle, but not ocular, artefacts adversely affect BCI performance when all 119 EEG channels are used. Artefacts have little influence when using 48 centrally located EEG channels in a configuration previously found to be optimal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) allow a user to control a computer through his or her brain activity. The brain activity is often examined using electroencephalography (EEG) recordings, which offer a high temporal resolution and can be acquired with relatively low-cost, transportable equipment.

EEG signals show fluctuations of electrical activity as measured from electrodes placed on the scalp. These are also affected by electrical sources unrelated to brain activity, referred to as artefacts, which often produce larger potential differences than brain activity. Some artefacts are of physiological origin, such as eye movements, muscle contractions, the heartbeat etc. while others, such as loose electrodes and the power grid, are technical artefacts.

A. Motivation

An often cited goal of BCIs is to enable paralysed patients to communicate. Since healthy subjects are easier to recruit, development of BCIs is usually carried on healthy subjects. If a BCI system developed on healthy subjects turns out to be controlled by artefacts, it will be of little use in patients. Even if a BCI system is developed for healthy subjects, artefacts may be problematic if the stimulus during training induces other artefacts than those from online use.

Some artefacts may affect BCI training more than others and the methods for remedying different artefacts’ effects differ. By investigating artefacts’ influence on BCIs we aim to identify those most detrimental to performance which can then be targeted to gain the largest improvements.

B. Previous work on artefacts’ effects on BCIs

Only few studies have previously inspected the influence of artefacts on motor-imagery based BCIs. McFarland et al. inspected the presence of muscle artefacts in 10 BCI sessions of novices [1]. Muscle artefacts either caused or indicated frustration with lacking BCI control. Winkler et al. investigated the performance of a motor-imagery based BCI system as a function of the number of removed artefactual data dimensions [2]. No substantial decrease in performance was observed until fewer than 12 dimensions remained in training data. Others have proposed variations of Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) to cope with artefacts [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has previously attempted to quantify the influence of different types of artefacts on motor-imagery based BCI.

C. Aim and research questions

We wish to learn how various artefact types affect motor-imagery based BCI systems. Using data from an 80-subject BCI study, we applied Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to linearly transform EEG signals into a space of independent source components (ICs). We then used the recently developed multi-class classifier IC_MARC to label each component as neural activity or as one of five artefact types (blinks, lateral eye movements, heartbeat artefact, muscle artefact, or mixed artefact) [8]. Mixed artefacts are artefacts that do not clearly belong to one of the other four artefact classes and may also include traces of neural activity. We answered the following research questions:

1) What types of artefacts are most common in training data (after automatic removal of noisy channels)?
2) Do participants use information contained in artefactual ICs to control the BCI system?
3) Does removing or regularising away from artefactual ICA directions improve BCI performance?
4) Do the answers for the above questions differ depending on whether all available EEG channels (119 channels) or only the 48 central channels found to be optimal by Sannelli et al. [9] are used?
II. METHODS & MATERIALS

A. Data

Data stem from Blankertz et al. [10], who recorded 80 BCI-novices in a classical motor-imagery paradigm. Subjects were paid 8 EUR per hour for participation [10]. Participants first performed motor imagery with the left hand, right hand and both feet in a training measurement. Every 8 s, the requested BCI task of the current trial was indicated by a visual cue. Following calibration of the system, the test data were recorded using the two classes that provided best discrimination. Participants controlled a 1D cursor application. For the training data 75 trials for each motor condition were recorded, while the test data contained 150 trials from each condition. All BCI performance tests were performed on test data for each participant, while ICA demixing and training of the BCI-classifier were based on calibration data.

EEG data were recorded from 119 electrodes placed according to the extended 10-20 system at a frequency of 1000 Hz. For our offline re-analysis, data were band-pass filtered between 8-30 Hz. Epochs were defined as 0.75-3.5 s after event markers. In the training data, channels with excessively low or high variance were automatically rejected.

B. Determining effects of artefacts on BCI performance

1) Common Spatial Patterns: Common Spatial Patterns is a standard feature extraction method for motor-imagery based BCIs [11]. CSP extracts spatial filters as linear channel combinations, \( w \), for which the variance differs most between conditions. Formally, CSP filters are the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest (and smallest) eigenvalues \( \lambda \) of the generalized eigenvalue problem \( C_I w = \lambda C_S w \), found as:

\[
\arg \max_w w^T C_I w \quad \arg \min_w w^T C_S w.
\]

The channel \( \times \) channel matrix \( C_I \) is the average of covariance matrices from condition \( i \) trials. We used the filters from the three highest and lowest eigenvalues for classification.

2) Automatic classification of independent components:

For each subject, we ran an ICA on the concatenated training data epochs. We used the extended Infomax algorithm in EEGLab [12] to extract enough ICs to account for 99.9% of data variance. Each IC consists of its time course and a spatial pattern which expresses the IC’s influence on scalp electrodes. Subsequently, we used the previously developed automatic classifier “IC_MARC” to classify ICs [8].

IC_MARC uses multinomial regression to assign probabilities to ICs of belonging to each of six classes (blinks, lateral eye movements, electrical heartbeat, muscle, neural, or mixed artefact). We used features of the scalp maps for classification. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the only existing classifier allowing distinction between both ocular and muscular artefacts. Most other classifiers can distinguish between different ocular, but not muscular artifacts (e.g. [13], [14]), or cannot be used in a multi-class setting.

ICs were classified as belonging to the class for which the highest probability was predicted, except if the highest probability was for an ocular artefact class and that probability was less than 80%. Such ICs were classified as mixed. Fig. 1 shows patterns from ICs classified by IC_MARC.

For the analysis presented here, we consider three groups of artefactual ICs: 1) muscle artefacts, 2) ocular artefacts (eye blink and horizontal eye movements), and 3) all non-neural components (eye blink, electrical heartbeat, lateral eye movement, muscle, and mixed artefacts).

3) EEG channel configuration: If only central channels are kept it is likely that some artefacts become less pronounced or disappear, as e.g. muscle artefacts affect outer electrodes most (see Fig. 1). Since artefacts may affect electrode configurations differently we analysed both the full electrode configuration and the electrode configuration found to be optimal by Sannelli et al. that consists of 48 centrally located electrodes [9].

4) BCI performance on artefactual and non-artefactual data: We applied CSP to the activity contained in artefactual ICs to quantify the amount of class-discriminative information in artefacts. We also investigated the BCI performance when different groups of artefacts were projected out.

5) BCI performance when artefacts are regularised against: Since artefactual ICs may contain traces of neural activity, we might expect CSP performance to increase when we regularise against artefactual directions instead of completely removing them. This should allow the CSP algorithm to find spatial filters in the artefactual directions if there is enough class-discriminative information to warrant this.

By introducing a channel \( \times \) channel regularisation matrix \( K \) (and a regularisation parameter \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \)) in the CSP objective as follows, spatial filters that cause large variance along the directions of \( K \) are discouraged [15]:

\[
\arg \max_w w^T C_I w \quad \arg \min_w w^T C_S w
\]

To regularise against artefactual directions, normalised patterns of artefactual ICs were collected as columns in a matrix, \( A_{\text{art}} \). Analyses not reported here showed no significant difference in performance between making patterns or time series of ICs have norm one.

The penalty matrix \( K \) was set equal to \( A_{\text{art}} A_{\text{art}}^T \) to find spatial filters \( w \) such that \( ||w^T A_{\text{art}}|| \) is minimal, where \( || \cdot || \) denotes the euclidean norm. This choice can be understood by looking at the ICA decomposition of the EEG data \( X \), given as \( X = A_{\text{art}} S_{\text{art}} + A_{\text{neuro}} S_{\text{neuro}} \), where \( S \) contains the time courses of ICs in rows and the subscript \( \text{neuro} \) denotes neural ICs. The source activity extracted by a spatial filter \( w \), given as \( w^T X \), contains minimal contributions from artefactual activity \( S_{\text{art}} \) if \( ||w^T A_{\text{art}}|| \) is minimized. (For more information on the interpretation of patterns and filters we refer the reader to [16].)

For each subject, the regularisation parameter \( \lambda \) was chosen in a five-fold cross-validation on calibration data from the values 0, 2\(^{-16} \), 2\(^{-15} \), \ldots , 2\(^{-1} \), 0.6, 0.7, \ldots , 1.

1Except for the heartbeat class, the examples are good demonstrations of what one would expect in each class. Difficulty with the heartbeat class was also found during the development of IC_MARC and CORRMAP [8], [13].
**III. RESULTS**

**A. Most common artefacts**

Mixed and muscle artefacts were the most and second most common artefact classes, respectively. Using all channels, out of 6428 (range over subjects: 39-107) ICs, 33 (0-14) were classified as blinks, 1854 (4-43) as neural, 57 (0-4) as heartbeats, 80 (0-9) as lateral eye movements, 1773 (8-45) as muscular, and 2631 (5-86) as mixed. On the 48 channels, out of 2925 (range: 22-45) ICs, 7 (0-4) were classified as blinks, 1320 (6-25) as neural, 21 (0-4) as lateral eye movements, 276 (0-12) as muscular, and 1301 (5-33) as mixed.

**B. Class-discriminative information in artefacts**

Using the Wilcoxon signed rank test we found that error rates significantly differed from chance (50%) when CSP was trained on muscular or all non-neural ICs (p < 0.0001, both channel configurations). When trained on ocular artefacts, the performance did not differ from chance (p-values of 0.39 and 0.75 for the all- and 48-channel configurations, respectively). This shows that only the muscle and non-neural artefact groups contain class-discriminative information.

We used a sign test to compare the performance for each subject when muscle artefacts were removed to the baseline by looking at whether each trial was correctly or incorrectly classified. On the full channel configuration, the performance of 19 subjects significantly changed when muscle artefacts were removed, 6 getting worse. On the 48-channel configuration the performance of 17 subjects changed, 9 getting worse. When removing all non-neural ICs, the performance of 12 and 17 subjects significantly decreased on the all-channel and 48-channel configurations while 10 and 12 subjects improved on the two configurations, respectively.

**C. Does removing or regularising away from artefactual ICA directions improve BCI performance?**

Table I shows error rates obtained from baseline CSP, CSP trained on non-artefactual activity, and CSP with artefact regularisation for all three artefact groups. Significance tests were calculated using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Since subjects with the same performance in two methods are not included in the comparison, some differences between medians may be higher than others without showing corresponding significance. On the full channel configuration, the only significant difference from baseline CSP was obtained when regularising against muscle ICs, which improved performance. Removing muscle ICs did not result in a significant difference from the CSP baseline although the median performance was better than that obtained with regularisation. This shows that regularisation gives a more consistent improvement across subjects. With regularisation, however, artefactual activity could still be used to gain artificially high levels of BCI control.

On the 48-channel configuration muscle artefacts were not as prominent, which is reflected by the lack of performance improvement with regularisation against muscle ICs. In line with the observation that ocular artefacts did not contain class-discriminative information for either channel configuration, we observed that regularising against or removing ocular ICs did not significantly impact performance.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between improvements in performance when removing non-neural ICs and the CSP classification performance when training only on those non-neural ICs, on the 48-channel configuration. A higher error rate from training on artefacts implies less class-discriminative information in the artefacts. Hence removing such artefacts should make the neural signal clearer without removing class-relevant data. This is indeed what the figure shows since the improvement with artefact removal increases with the error rate from training on artefacts.

When artefacts contain class-discriminative information it could be due to traces of neural activity in the artefacts or to the user employing artefacts to control the BCI. Fig. 3 shows

**TABLE I: Error Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Ocular</th>
<th>All non-neural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>48 channels</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP</td>
<td>28.25</td>
<td>(1.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP no artefacts</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>(1.7)</td>
<td>28.50* (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP IC regularised</td>
<td>29.50*</td>
<td>(1.7)</td>
<td>28.83* (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All channels</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>(1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP no artefacts</td>
<td>29.08</td>
<td>(1.8)</td>
<td>35.00 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP IC regularised</td>
<td>31.42*</td>
<td>(1.8)</td>
<td>32.00 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Median error rates over 80 subjects from baseline CSP, CSP trained on non-artefactual activity, and CSP with artefact regularisation for three artefact groups (standard deviations in parentheses). * indicates differences from baseline CSP (p < 0.05).

---

**Fig. 1:** Left: Examples of patterns of automatically classified ICs. Right: Locations of most active electrode in muscle ICs from all subjects. Dot sizes represent the number of times electrodes were the most active in muscle ICs.
an example indicating that artefacts were used to control the BCI since performance decreased after artefact removal and muscular artefact contamination is seen in the last two CSP patterns before artefact removal but not after.

IV. CONCLUSION

We investigated the influence of different artefacts on motor-imagery based BCIs. Using data from an 80-subject BCI study and a recently proposed multi-class IC classifier, we found that muscle artefacts alone and all non-neural artefacts as a group have a small impact on the BCI system. In contrast, ocular artefacts alone had no significant influence, probably because eye artefacts mostly affect frequency ranges below those containing the motor-imagery $\mu$-rhythm.

More specifically, we observed above-chance performance when CSP was trained on muscular or mixed artefacts, but not if trained on ocular artefacts. Up to 9 subjects used muscle artefacts to improve their BCI control. This may be problematic if healthy participants use artefacts to operate a BCI system which should be transferable to severely motor-impaired patients. However, we note that the overall contribution of muscle artefacts was significant, but small.

When removing artefacts, BCI performance did not improve, which is consistent with previously published analyses that used a different automatic classifier of ICs [2], [17]. Regularising against muscle artefacts significantly improved BCI performance when all available 119 channels were used but significantly impaired performance for the more suitable 48-channel configuration.

We conclude that it is difficult to improve CSP performance on the 48-channel configuration by artefact processing. We conjecture that this difficulty may mainly arise from using the motor-imagery paradigm which relies on activity in the motor cortices, recorded from central scalp positions.
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Abstract. While motor-imagery based Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) have been studied over many years by now, most of these studies have taken place in controlled lab settings. Bringing BCI technology into everyday life is still one of the main challenges in this research field. This paper systematically investigates BCI performance under 6 types of distractions that mimic out-of-lab environments. We report results of 16 subjects and show that the performance of the standard CSP+RLDA classification pipeline drops significantly in this “simulated” out-of-lab setting. We then investigate three methods for improving the performance: 1) artifact removal, 2) ensemble classification, and 3) a 2-step classification procedure. While artifact removal does not improve the BCI performance, both ensemble classification and the 2-step classification procedure significantly enhance the performance compared to the standard procedure.

1. Introduction

Brain-Computer Interfacing (BCI) [1] [2] allows non-muscular communication between a human being and a computer device by detecting a user’s intents via brain signals, e.g. with an electroencephalogram (EEG), and translating them into control commands. This is particularly useful for people affected by diseases which lead to the loss of muscular control, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), brainstem stroke, multiple sclerosis and especially those who suffer from locked-in syndrome. BCIs can be applied not only for communication but also to control external devices such as a wheelchair [3], for rehabilitation [4] and mental state monitoring [5].

Over the years, various improvements in BCI research have been presented. Integrating machine learning algorithms caused substantial reduction in calibration time [6, 7, 8, 9] which crucially enhanced usability of BCIs. Also, novel approaches in robust feature extraction
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[10, 11, 12, 13, 14], artifact detection [15, 16, 17] and adaptive methods [18, 19, 20] led to great improvements especially with respect to reliability. Those approaches already work well in controlled lab environments which are highly artificial and significantly differ from everyday life situations, where people have to handle various visual, auditory or other cognitive distractions. In order to fulfill its main purpose, to provide disabled people with a non-muscular communication pathway, BCI research has recently begun to go beyond lab environments. Since algorithms may not work in real world scenarios it becomes mandatory to investigate and enhance them.

First steps into the real world have been made [5]. Ambulatory BCIs, e.g., allow participants to walk indoors [21] or even outdoors [22] while using a P300 spelling device. Another study investigated the influence of speaking while performing motor imagery tasks [23]. Also several patient studies have been carried out on stroke and even locked-in patients [24, 25, 26]. However, there still lacks, to the best of our knowledge, a study where data is recorded in systematic out-of-lab scenarios and evaluated in detail. In this paper we want to fill this gap by presenting and analyzing a motor imagery-based BCI study where 16 healthy participants were distracted in 6 different scenarios (including no distraction) while performing motor imagery tasks. With those distraction scenarios we intended to simulate a more realistic environment where participants e.g. listen to news, watch a flickering video, search the room for a particular number or handle vibro-tactile stimulation. The aim of this study was to investigate BCI performance in environments different from the training environment and analyze the problems that occur in such scenarios.

Note that this paper represents an extension of a preliminary version of this study [27]. In particular, we investigate standard machine learning techniques, commonly used in BCI research, in semi realistic scenarios. Three major problems which lead to poor performance in those out-of-lab scenarios are identified

(i) Artifact contamination
(ii) Feature Shifting
(iii) High cognitive workload

and then we discuss several new approaches which overcome those issues.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present the BCI study. In the third section we evaluate BCI performance with standard machine learning techniques and discuss the problems that arose. In the fourth section we present novel approaches to tackle the identified problems before we summarize and discuss our findings in the Conclusion.

2. Experiments

This study investigates BCI performance in a semi-realistic environment where we considered everyday life situations such as watching TV or listening to news. Simulating those scenarios in-lab gives us the possibility to systematically analyze them and draw conclusions for future experiments.
Table 1: Overview over distraction tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Motor imagery without distractions</td>
<td>Control Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Eyes</td>
<td>Motor imagery with closed eyes</td>
<td>Investigation of α-rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>Motor imagery while listening to news sequences</td>
<td>Distraction + activation of auditory cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>Searching the room for one of the 26 letter-number combinations hanging on the wall while doing the motor imagery task</td>
<td>Distraction + muscular artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>Motor imagery while watching a video with a flicker in gray shades at a frequency of 10Hz</td>
<td>Investigation of SSVEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulation</td>
<td>Motor imagery plus vibtro-tactile stimulation on both forearms with carrier frequencies of 50 and 100Hz, modulated at 9, 10 and 11Hz</td>
<td>Investigation of SSVSEP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Participants

We recorded EEG from 16 healthy participants (6 female; range: 22-30 years; mean age: 26.3 years) of which only three had previously participated in another BCI experiment. Since all the instructions were in German, a certain level of language proficiency was required. Three of the participants are members of the TU Berlin Machine Learning Group, whereas the other volunteers were paid for their participation.

2.2. Experimental Setup

The participants sat at a distance of 1m away from the 24” computer screen in an armchair. During the experiment the participants were wearing headphones to receive auditory instructions.

To record the EEG signals, we used a Fast’n Easy Cap (EasyCap GmbH) with 63 wet Ag/AgCl electrodes and placed them at symmetrical positions according to the international 10–20 system [28] with reference to the nose. We furthermore used two 32-channel amplifiers (BrainProducts) to amplify the signals, which were sampled at 1000 Hz.

Including breaks and preparation, each experimental session lasted about three hours, with signal recording taking about 90 minutes. Before starting the main experiment we conducted some baseline EEG recordings in which the participant had to alternately open and close both eyes for about 15 seconds with 4 repetitions each.

We divided the main experiment into 7 runs. Each run lasted about 10 minutes and consisted of 72 trials. Since the first run was used as a calibration phase, no distractions were added and no feedback was given. After the calibration phase, each run consisted of 12 trials per
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Figure 1: The experiment consists of 7 runs, each containing 72 motor imagery trails. The calibration run does not contain distractions, whereas each feedback run consists of 12 trials per distraction type (including the control condition).

distraction. Each trial lasted 4.5 seconds and included one motor imagery task. Auditory instructions in the form of left and right commands were given over the headphones at the beginning of each trial (since the experiment was conducted in German, the actual instructions were links and rechts). When the trial finished after 4.5 seconds, there was a stop command followed by a break of 2.5 seconds, after which the next trial started. Every three to four minutes the participant had the possibility to take a break.

To keep motivation levels high we included auditory feedback after the calibration phase. Therefore, Laplacian filters [29] of the C3 and C4 electrode were calculated and an LDA classifier (linear discriminant analysis) [9] was computed using the spectral power of the signals in a broad band (9-13Hz and 18-26Hz) as features. During the feedback phase, the classifier was applied to classify the motor imagery tasks and to provide auditory feedback. Due to the closed eyes task we could not give any feedback over the screen. This means that the stop command was followed by a decision left (Entscheidung links) or decision right (Entscheidung rechts) during the 2.5 seconds break.

2.3. Distractions

To study the effects of an increased cognitive load and additional artifacts, we included five distraction tasks in addition to the motor imagery task and a control condition in the experimental setup (see Table 1). We will now explain the design and motivation for those distractions.

(i) Clean
   This condition serves as a control group. This means no distraction was added.

(ii) Closed Eyes
   Participants performed the motor imagery task with closed eyes. Here, we investigate the effect of a more prominent alpha rhythm due to the closed eyes. Since the motor task related mu rhythm appears within a similar frequency band (8-13Hz), we expect an overlay with the alpha rhythm. Because of this task we gave all instructions and feedback over headphones instead of visually.
(iii) News
Sequences of a public newscast were played over the headphones containing current news and news from 1994. Each sequence was played once in each experiment, except for participant od, for whom some files were played twice. Here, we analyze the influence of the cognitive distraction and of an activated auditory cortex on the motor imagery performance. To make sure that the user still received the instructions, the volume was adapted for this task.

(iv) Numbers
For this task, 26 sheets of paper with a randomly mixed letter-number combination had been put up on the wall in front of the participant and also on the left and right side of the room. This means it was made necessary to turn the head in order to see the sheets. For each trial a new window appeared on the screen asking the participant to search the room for a particular letter to match with a stated number. The combinations were shown two to three times during each experiment. We counted the found letters and out of 72 trials, 59.7 combinations were found on average. This task investigates the effect of a high cognitive distraction and of additional muscular artifacts.

(v) Flicker
The participant watches a video with a flicker in gray shades alternating at a frequency of 10Hz. We included this task to analyze the influence of the steady state visually evoked potential (SSVEP) [30].

(vi) Stimulation
We placed two vibration tactiles with a diameter of 3cm on the insides of both forearms, one over the wrist and another one just below the elbow. To investigate the interference of steady state vibration somatosensory evoked potential (SSVSEP) [31, 32] on the motor imagery task, vibratory stimulation was carried out with carrier frequencies of 50 and 100Hz, each modulated at 9, 10 and 11Hz.

2.4. Data Analysis
We downsampled the data to 100Hz and selected an individual frequency band between 5 and 35Hz for each experiment for the offline analysis. We also selected the time interval with highest discrimination individually. For feature extraction we used Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) [33] with three filters per class and trained a regularized linear discriminant analysis based classifier [34, 35, 9].

3. Evaluation of in-lab training
In this section, we present the results we obtained from classification based on the calibration data from the first run. That is, we trained the classifier on clean calibration data and tested it on all the distraction tasks (including the control group). Translating this to our systematic framework, we trained in-lab and tested in the out-of-lab setting. Since the
resulting classification rates lead to the assumption of poor out of lab BCI performance, we investigated possible reasons for this outcome.

### 3.1. Classification on clean training

Average classification rates are summarized in Table 2, exemplar CSP patterns for participant od are displayed in Figure 2. Classification accuracies vary much between participants [between 49.42% and 90.97%] but also within the experiments [njz: 45.83% – 83.33%]. Most of the volunteers participated for the first time in a BCI experiment, so not everyone achieved classification rates significantly higher than chance level. Applying a binomial test (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) led to a threshold of 61.11% over which we could assume actual BCI control.

Out of the 16 participants, 3 of them did not reach that threshold in their best distraction task (nkk, nkl, nkp). Especially the numbers task which included searching the room and saying the letters out loud seem to have caused major difficulties for users to focus on the motor imagery task. Whereas most users gained their highest classification rates in the flicker task.

So not all distraction tasks lead to lower classification rate, visual or auditory distraction seem to have less impact on BCI performance than e.g. additional muscular artifacts. Translating these findings to real-world scenarios means that it would be possible to watch TV or listen to music or news and use a BCI at the same time [36].

### 3.2. Why Poor Performance?

However, in most experiments there is at least one task where the classification rate does not pass the threshold of 61.11%, so we still need to find out how to improve the overall performance. We found several possible explanations, one is that the distraction tasks influence the EEG recordings in a way that lead to major feature shifts between calibration data (clean) and testing data (with distractions). Some of the distraction might cause too many artifacts which could contaminate data in a way that makes it impossible to identify actual neural activity. It is also worth considering that some tasks are more cognitively demanding...
Table 2: Mean classification accuracies for all distractions for subject od. One row represents one experiment, the first column shows the participant codes. For each experiment, the conditions with highest (bold) and lowest (red) performance rates are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSP</th>
<th>overall</th>
<th>clean</th>
<th>eyesclosed</th>
<th>news</th>
<th>numbers</th>
<th>flicker</th>
<th>stimulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>90.97</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>93.06</td>
<td>72.22</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>93.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njy</td>
<td>60.42</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>61.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njz</td>
<td>71.30</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>81.94</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>77.78</td>
<td>63.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkk</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkl</td>
<td>52.55</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td>51.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkm</td>
<td>60.42</td>
<td>68.06</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>56.94</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>63.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkn</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td>49.30</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>56.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nko</td>
<td>82.13</td>
<td>93.06</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>80.56</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>78.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkp</td>
<td>51.62</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkq</td>
<td>63.26</td>
<td>73.61</td>
<td>59.72</td>
<td>61.97</td>
<td>47.89</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>69.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkr</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td>63.89</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nks</td>
<td>49.42</td>
<td>47.22</td>
<td>47.14</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>47.89</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>54.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt</td>
<td>61.34</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obx</td>
<td>82.87</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>81.94</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>76.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nku</td>
<td>51.62</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>47.22</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma4</td>
<td>51.16</td>
<td>56.34</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>49.30</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>52.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>62.39</td>
<td>66.68</td>
<td>63.10</td>
<td>62.64</td>
<td>53.81</td>
<td>66.41</td>
<td>61.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

than others such that some participants may not have been able to fully concentrate on the motor imagery task. This leads to three possible explanations for the poor BCI performance which we will tackle in the following sections.

- artifact contamination
- major feature shifts between distraction tasks
- participants are too distracted to focus on the motor imagery task, so the data is not separable

3.3. Artifacts

Since different artifact types influence data in different ways, the impact of their contamination and the methods to remove them also differ. We wanted to quantify the extent of contamination in each distraction task to investigate differences that might explain classification performances in the different conditions. Additionally, we investigated whether the removal of artifact groups could improve classification. We performed these analyses by decomposing the calibration data with Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and classifying the resulting independent components as different artifact types. We used
the implementation of Extended Infomax in EEGLab [37] to perform the ICA and an automatic classifier of independent components of EEG data, IC.MARC [38], to classify ICs. IC.MARC assigns a probability to each independent component of representing neural activity, eye blinks, heart beat artifacts, lateral eye movements, or muscle contractions. In addition to these five well defined classes, a class referred to as “mixed” is also included. This class contains artifact types other than those already mentioned and independent components that include several types of activity or are noisy. We classified independent components to the class for which the highest probability was predicted by IC.MARC. Figure 3 shows two randomly selected examples of each class from the clean condition. The samples from the blink, neural, heartbeat, and lateral eye movement classes are good examples of what we would expect in these classes. The top sample from the muscle class is more similar to what we would expect from the lateral eye class, while the bottom sample from the muscle class is typical of a muscular artifact. The two samples from the mixed class do not clearly belong to another class, as expected.

We grouped these artifact classes into five groups: (1) muscular artifacts, (2) ocular artifacts, (3) non-neural components, (4) muscle and mixed artifacts, and (5) non-mixed artifacts. Figure 4 shows the mean and standard deviations over subjects of percent data variance explained by each artifactual independent component group in each of the distractor conditions. The percent variance explained by the artifact groups is quite similar over the conditions, except for the numbers condition. In this condition, the ocular artifacts, non-neural independent components, and non-mixed artifacts explain more than twice as much data variance as in the other conditions. We might expect that a BCI system would perform similarly across distraction tasks whose artifact distributions are similar. If this is the case, one classifier should work well across the non-number distraction tasks. The numbers distraction task on the other hand requires a separate classifier. The artifact distribution of unseen data might be informative enough to distinguish between these two cases in order to select the appropriate classifier. This would make the 2-step approach described later a suitable method for out-of-lab BCI systems.
Data variance explained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>Eyes</th>
<th>News</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Flicker</th>
<th>Stimulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5±2.0</td>
<td>4.6±2.4</td>
<td>2.7±1.7</td>
<td>4.5±2.1</td>
<td>6.3±2.5</td>
<td>4.1±2.3</td>
<td>4.6±2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1±2.3</td>
<td>5.1±1.5</td>
<td>1.2±0.4</td>
<td>5.4±1.9</td>
<td>37±6.7</td>
<td>6.8±2.2</td>
<td>4.4±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40±7.2</td>
<td>36±6.7</td>
<td>31±6.3</td>
<td>40±6.8</td>
<td>77±5.8</td>
<td>43±6.2</td>
<td>43±6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28±5.9</td>
<td>28±5.6</td>
<td>25±5.2</td>
<td>31±5.7</td>
<td>37±6.7</td>
<td>31±5.2</td>
<td>35±6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16±3.5</td>
<td>13±3.7</td>
<td>8.5±3.5</td>
<td>14±3.9</td>
<td>47±6.8</td>
<td>16±3.6</td>
<td>13±3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Muscular Ocular Non-neural Muscular Non-mixed mixed

Figure 4: Percent data variance explained by each artifact group in each condition. The numbers give the mean over subjects plus/minus its standard deviation.

Figure 5 shows the median power of each independent component class as a function of frequency for the independent components from the calibration data. These independent components were the ones used to clean the other conditions in subsection 4.1. The power spectra were first calculated for each epoch using the default settings of the function periodogram in Matlab R2014b at 100 evenly spaced frequencies between 5 and 33 Hz. The median over epochs for each subject was then calculated, followed by the median over subjects for each independent component class. Since data was band-pass filtered during pre-processing, the spectra are flat below 8Hz and above 30Hz. It is reassuring that the neural independent components’ power peaks at around 7-15 Hz since this band contains the motor-imagery signal’s frequencies. The low amplitudes of the blink and lateral eye independent components’ spectra relative to neural components is not surprising since these artifacts’ activity tends to lie in frequency bands lower than 8 Hz (blinks’ power peaks at 3 Hz and drops off before 10.5 Hz while lateral eye movements exhibit most power at frequencies below 6 Hz [39, p. 1237],[40]). Heart beats’ activity mainly lies between about 15-32 Hz [41]. The high power seen at lower frequencies than 15 Hz for heart beats indicates that independent components classified as heart beat artifacts probably also contain other types of activity. Muscle artifacts are active at high frequencies, from about 20-300 Hz [42]. This expectation is reflected in the plot. Since mixed artifacts may contain many types of activity, we do not have any expectations for how the power curve for mixed components may look.
Figure 5: Power spectra of independent components from the six classes (blinks, neural, heart beats, lateral eye, muscle, and mixed). The power spectra were calculated for each epoch independently. Then the median was first taken over epochs for each subject, and then over subjects.

Figure 6: Features of participants njy and obx of the classifications between left and right hand motor imagery (two best CSP filters) where CSP was only trained on clean and tested on numbers.

3.4. Feature Shifts

In Figure 6 we plotted training and testing features for the numbers task (2 best CSP filters) for participants njy and obx respectively. Since we trained both tasks on the same calibration data, this plot shows how differently data shifts between training and testing. For participant njy, training features differ from testing features, but they are still separable. Whereas for participant obx test set features shift in a way that makes it impossible to separate them with the trained classifier. The corresponding classification rates (70.83% and 50%) support that
finding.

We also classified the different distraction tasks against motor imagery without distractions (clean) with one CSP filter per condition for both hands. Average classification rates over all 16 experiments are visualized in form of boxplots in Figure 7. While classification rates for the news and flicker task against clean are mostly around chance level, one clearly sees that it is much easier to classify stimulation, eyes closed or numbers against clean where the median is around 90% and 95% accuracy, respectively. These results lead to the conclusion that task-related influences are much higher for the stimulation and numbers task than for the news and flicker task. This causes more discrimination between numbers and clean and therefore better classification rates between these classes.

This means that there are indeed major feature shifts in the data, especially in the closed eyes, numbers and stimulation tasks which significantly complicates classification. Including an adaptation step into the classification process could solve this problem if we assume that the data is separable at all.

3.5. Non-discriminativity

To find out whether the data is separable in general, we computed one classifier for each distraction task. This means we only tested on the same distraction task as we trained. We therefore separated the 72 trials that we had recorded into groups of 12 trials and computed classification rates via a 6-fold cross validation. So we computed a classifier for each group of 60 trials and tested on the remaining 12 trials respectively, repeating this concept for all 6 different tasks. Average classification rates are displayed in Table 3.

Comparing those with results from Table 2 where we computed one classifier for all tasks (see Section 3.1), the overall classification rates improved for most participants. While the overall classification rate for the news task hardly changed, the performance for the numbers task averaged over all participants improved by almost 7%.

Several participants (nku, nkp, nkl, nkk) still could not reach the threshold of 61.11% which...
Table 3: Mean classification accuracies for 6 classifiers. One row represents one experiment, the first column shows the participant codes. For each experiment, the conditions with highest (bold) and lowest (red) performance rates are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>separate</th>
<th>overall</th>
<th>clean</th>
<th>eyesclosed</th>
<th>news</th>
<th>numbers</th>
<th>flicker</th>
<th>stimulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>98.61</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.61</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>98.61</td>
<td>95.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njy</td>
<td>63.66</td>
<td>59.72</td>
<td>68.06</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>73.61</td>
<td>73.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njz</td>
<td>72.92</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>84.72</td>
<td>81.94</td>
<td>68.06</td>
<td>68.06</td>
<td>59.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkk</td>
<td>51.62</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>47.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkl</td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>40.28</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkm</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>63.89</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>56.94</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkn</td>
<td>50.13</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>65.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nko</td>
<td>91.31</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>84.72</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>90.28</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>90.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkp</td>
<td>50.93</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>51.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkq</td>
<td>71.53</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>72.73</td>
<td>60.61</td>
<td>80.56</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkr</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>51.39</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>65.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nks</td>
<td>53.16</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>43.94</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>61.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkt</td>
<td>65.97</td>
<td>63.89</td>
<td>72.22</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>56.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obx</td>
<td>85.65</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>86.11</td>
<td>81.94</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nku</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>56.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma4</td>
<td>59.24</td>
<td>43.94</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>59.72</td>
<td>71.21</td>
<td>68.06</td>
<td>63.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>64.24</td>
<td>64.90</td>
<td>63.45</td>
<td>65.14</td>
<td>60.95</td>
<td>65.80</td>
<td>65.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shows that their data is not even separable into left and right hand motor imagination. However, for participants nkq and nko classification rates improved by 8% – 9%. This leads to the conclusion that, applying the correct classifier, left and right hand motor imagination is indeed separable for most participants. Thinking about real-world scenarios, the problem however is, that we not always know which task a user is carrying out while controlling the BCI.

4. Evaluation of New Strategies for Out-of-Lab

In the last section we found that artifacts highly contaminate the data, especially in the numbers task. Another problem is that testing data significantly shifts from calibration data [43, 44, 10]. However, if we compute task-specific classifiers we could separate left from right hand motor imagination, for most participants. Since standard machine learning methods are not able to handle feature shifts and artifact contamination we need to further investigate other methods such as adaptation or artifact removal. In this section, we propose three strategies to improve classification.

(i) Artifact removal, since we discovered that data is highly artifact-contaminated (see
Section 3.3), we remove the classified artifacts before classification.

(ii) Classifier ensemble, instead of dividing the dataset into the different distraction tasks, we apply all six classifiers from Section 3.5 and average the classifiers output.

(iii) 2-step classification, we first identify in which distraction task the motor imagination was conducted before applying the respective classifier.

4.1. Improvement via artifact reduction

Table 4 shows the mean classification rates over subjects for each distraction condition when each artifact group is removed from data. To remove artifact groups, the independent components from each artifact group were projected out from both the calibration and test data. From the first row of Table 4, we see that the best artifact group to remove is that containing ocular artifacts. This improves the classification performance for all distractions except stimulation and the clean condition. The most difficult groups to remove are the muscular and muscular and mixed groups. Both of these groups cause decreased classification performances in four conditions. The performance in the news distraction is improved by removing all the artifact groups. Similarly, the numbers condition is also improved when any artifact group, except the muscle group, is removed. However, the improvements are not statistically significant. When testing whether the performances with artifacts removed differ from the baseline performances with a two-sided t-test, no p-value is below 0.05 (not correct for multiple hypothesis tests). These results are consistent with previous investigations in which removing artifacts did not improve BCI performance significantly [45].

Table 4: Mean classification accuracies for all distractions and removed artifact groups. For each experiment, the artifact group with highest (bold) and lowest (red) performance rates and performances better than baseline (blue) are highlighted. Lowest scores better than baseline are purple. The overall (rightmost) column from Table 2 is reproduced for baseline comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Muscular</th>
<th>Ocular</th>
<th>Non-neural</th>
<th>Muscular and mixed</th>
<th>Non-mixed artefacts</th>
<th>overall</th>
<th>baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>62.69</td>
<td>62.20</td>
<td>61.83</td>
<td>62.01</td>
<td>62.20</td>
<td>62.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clean</td>
<td>66.46</td>
<td>65.67</td>
<td>66.97</td>
<td>65.94</td>
<td>64.72</td>
<td>65.95</td>
<td>66.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyesclosed</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>63.80</td>
<td>60.75</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>63.19</td>
<td>62.19</td>
<td>63.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>news</td>
<td>62.81</td>
<td>63.76</td>
<td>63.51</td>
<td>63.94</td>
<td>63.42</td>
<td>63.49</td>
<td>62.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numbers</td>
<td>53.56</td>
<td>55.29</td>
<td>56.86</td>
<td>54.69</td>
<td>55.12</td>
<td>55.10</td>
<td>53.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flicker</td>
<td>67.10</td>
<td>66.58</td>
<td>64.93</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>65.10</td>
<td>65.80</td>
<td>66.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stimulation</td>
<td>61.35</td>
<td>61.01</td>
<td>60.14</td>
<td>60.49</td>
<td>60.48</td>
<td>60.69</td>
<td>61.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Improvement via classifier ensemble

Instead of choosing a task-specific classifier for each trial, we propose an ensemble approach, where we applied all six classifiers to all trials and averaged over the output to determine whether a left or right hand motor imagination was conducted. Average classification rates for all 16 participants can be found in Table 5. Compared to the results from Table 3 where we applied only one of those six classifiers, classification rates increased by 1%. This means ensemble classification works even more reliably than computing task-specific classifiers.

4.3. Improvement via 2-step classification

Calculating one classifier for each distraction indeed yields higher classification rates but if we think about applying this concept to real world situations, we might not have that much prior knowledge about the scenarios the BCI is used in. Therefore, we propose a 2-step classification approach which combines classifying the respective condition and building several classifiers. In the first step, we want to find out in which condition the respective task was conducted. Here, we only distinguish between numbers task and not numbers task (clean, closed eyes, news, flicker, stimulation). After categorizing a task to one of these groups, we apply one of two classifiers (one for numbers and one for not numbers) to decide whether this trial consisted of a right or left hand motor imagination. For this approach, we only consider the 6 runs including distractions and conduct a 6-fold cross validation equivalent to the one in Section 3.5.

Results are summarized in Table 6 where the average classification rates for both steps are listed. The overall classification rate is the weighted average performance of the not numbers and not number task. The weighting compensates for the different number of trials in both tasks.

As already discussed in Section 3.4, the different conditions are easily separable, results of the 1st step in Table 6 show that classification rates are mostly between 94% and above 99%. Except for participant nkm where we are only able to classify 86% of the conditions correctly. Since only 12 out of 72 trials in each run belong to the numbers task, this result lead to the conclusion that conditions are not really distinguishable for this participant. However,
Table 6: Mean classification accuracies for 2-step classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st step</th>
<th>2nd step</th>
<th>overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cond</td>
<td>not numbers</td>
<td>numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>96.53</td>
<td>99.17</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nj</td>
<td>66.20</td>
<td>70.54</td>
<td>46.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nj</td>
<td>77.55</td>
<td>78.71</td>
<td>72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>48.61</td>
<td>48.12</td>
<td>50.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>46.99</td>
<td>47.90</td>
<td>42.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>66.90</td>
<td>70.66</td>
<td>50.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>57.75</td>
<td>59.08</td>
<td>51.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>93.19</td>
<td>93.82</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>49.07</td>
<td>48.56</td>
<td>51.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>77.93</td>
<td>80.28</td>
<td>66.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>58.80</td>
<td>57.26</td>
<td>66.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>57.75</td>
<td>58.43</td>
<td>54.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>76.85</td>
<td>79.11</td>
<td>65.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>90.28</td>
<td>91.92</td>
<td>82.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>52.08</td>
<td>52.65</td>
<td>49.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>61.27</td>
<td>60.45</td>
<td>65.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for most participants (except nkk,nkl,nkp,nkr) we reached higher classification rates for all experiments with this 2-step approach, even compared to the accuracies for 6 different classifiers (see Table 3). One reason for this may also be the amount of training data we used to train the not numbers classifier. Whereas we used between 60 and 72 training data for the previous approaches, here we could use now up to 300 training trials.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a motor imagery-based BCI study where participants had to handle 5 different distraction tasks in addition to the motor imagery task. The idea behind those tasks was to simulate a semi-realistic environment and to systematically analyze the influence of different scenarios on the motor imagery performance. Since CSP results only led to low classification rates we proposed three different approaches to improve performance, artifact removal, ensemble CSP and a 2-step approach. In the comparisons of performances in each task before and after removing artifacts, we did not see any significant differences. In Figure 8, we display the comparison of the results of ensemble and 2-step approaches to our original CSP approach (see Section 3.1) together with the p-values of a one sided Wilcoxon signed rank test. Each circle represents one participant. Considering a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$ we get significant improvement for ensemble CSP and the 2-step approach. However for
both, the ensemble CSP and the 2-step approach we observe that participants who already get significant BCI performance for the original CSP approach improve even more with the proposed methods. Those findings lead to the conclusion that not every BCI user may be able to handle distraction tasks equally well to the motor imagery task. We also have to note that most of the participants were confronted for the first time with a BCI system. Imagining a movement is relatively abstract and some participants may improve by engaging in more feedback training before going “out-of-lab”. After first steps have been made to leave the controlled lab environment, this study systematically and quantitatively analyses how different scenarios influence BCI performance. The difficulties we identified, especially with the muscular artifacts in the numbers task need to be considered for future studies and are worth being further analyzed. Also training the BCI users more detailed beforehand could lead to a better understanding and higher performance rates. Future studies will explore whether harvesting a data base of significantly larger numbers of subjects and tasks may allow a invariant and subject independent decoding [46], e.g., using deep neural networks.
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Removal of muscular artifacts in EEG signals: A comparison of ICA and other linear decomposition methods

Laura Frølich† Irene Winkler‡

Background. The electroencephalogram (EEG) is contaminated by undesired signals of non-neural origin, such as eye and muscle movements. The most common approach for muscle artifact reduction is to linearly decompose EEG signals into source components using Independent Component Analysis (ICA), to separate artifactual and neural sources. While many different linear decomposition methods are available, only few studies compared their performance on real EEG data.

Comparison with existing methods. Here we compare three of the most commonly used ICA methods (Extended InfoMax, FastICA, TDSEP) and three other linear decomposition methods (Fourier-ICA, Spatio-Spectral-Decomposition (SSD), Parafac2). We use an automatic artifactual component classifier (IC\textsuperscript{MARC}) and EEG recordings from 18 subjects that are heavily contaminated by muscle artifacts. Subjects performed self-paced foot movements which led to expected event-locked neural activity (event-related desynchronization (ERD)) as well as a clearly visible event-locked muscle artifact. This allows us to evaluate the methods ability to remove the event-locked muscle artifact while maintaining ERD.

Results. As expected, we find that it is in general not possible to completely remove the artifact while retaining all neural activity. Nevertheless, the three analyzed ICA methods drastically reduce the muscle artifact and perform as well or better than the three other linear decomposition methods - but only if the data are adequately high-pass filtered. We observed no consistent performance differences between the three compared ICA methods. This indicates that for ICA-based artifact removal, data-preprocessing choices have a more pronounced effect than the choice of the ICA method.

1 Introduction

As the interpretation of electroencephalographic (EEG) signals depends on relatively clean recordings, artifact reduction is an important step in EEG signal processing. These artifacts are caused by non-neural physiological activities of the subject, such as movements of the eyes and muscles, heart beat and pulse, or by external technical sources.

In this paper, we are concerned with the removal of muscle artifacts, caused by e.g. chewing, swallowing, head or tongue movements. Muscle activity is usually a high-frequency activity (> 20 Hz) (Goncharova et al., 2003), but may present a wide spectral band distribution which perturbs all classic EEG bands. Because muscle activity arises from different type of muscle groups, muscle artifacts are harder to stereotype than eye artifacts (cf. McMenamin et al. (2010); Muthukumaraswamy (2013)).

The most common approach for muscle artifact reduction is the linear transformation of EEG signals into source components with techniques of Blind Source Separation (BSS), the most frequently used being Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Makeig et al., 1996; Vigário, 1997; Jung et al., 2000; Vigário et al., 2000). ICA linearly transforms EEG signals into independent source components (ICs). If artifactual and neural activity are contained
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† Technical University of Denmark
‡ Technische Universität Berlin
in separate components, artifactual components can be identified and a cleaner EEG can be reconstructed without them.

The assumptions for the application of ICA methods are only approximately met in practice (linear mixture of independent components, stationarity of the sources and the mixture, no systematic co-activation of artifacts and neural signals). Nevertheless, their application usually leads to a good, albeit not perfect separation of artifactual and neural sources. Typically, a number of mixed components still contain both neural and artifactual activity. While several methods try to alleviate this issue, ICA remains the state-of-the-art (see e.g. Vigario & Oja (2008); Urgüen & Garcia-Zapirain (2015) for a review).

Even though many different BSS/ICA methods are available, not many validation and comparison studies exist which compare the performance of BSS algorithms on real EEG data. Most studies focused on simulated data, in which real or simulated ‘artifact-free’ and ‘artifactual’ data are linearly mixed at some known ratio (Kierkels et al., 2006; Fitzgibbon et al., 2007; Romero et al., 2008; Crespo-Garcia et al., 2008; Klemm et al., 2009; Olbrich et al., 2011; Albera et al., 2012; Safieddine et al., 2012; Vazquez et al., 2012). In that way, the ground truth is available. However, the simulated contamination may not reflect true muscle contamination. For example, muscle activity does not always occur independently from the neural signals of interest.

Validation of ICA-based artifact reduction on real data is scarce and often focuses on eye artifacts (Wallstrom et al., 2004; Hoffmann & Falkenstein, 2008). For muscle artifacts, McMenamin et al. (2010) conducted a validation study using a data set in which muscle activity and neural activity in the alpha band were independently varied (by instructing participants to close or open their eyes, and to tense or relax their cranial muscles). They found that muscle artifact removal using the extended InfoMax algorithm (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Lee et al., 1999) and manually selecting artifactual components was not perfect, but superior to previously validated regression-based techniques. However, different ICA algorithms were not compared.

Such a comparison was conducted by Delorme et al. (2012). They compared decompositions of 22 different BSS algorithms by evaluating measures of independence (based on mutual information) as well as the ‘dipolarity’ of the resulting components. Here ‘dipolarity’ is defined as the number of component whose scalp maps can be explained by a single equivalent dipole with less than a specified error variance. They find that mutual information based ICA methods such as InfoMax result in the highest number of near-dipolar components.

In this paper, we compare the overall artifact reduction performance of several linear decomposition methods using a data set which contains both event locked neural activity as well as an event locked muscle artifact. More specifically, we investigate Event-Related Desynchronization (ERD), that is, the suppression of brain rhythms in response to an event, in a data set that is heavily contaminated by muscle artifacts. 18 subjects performed self-paced foot movements, which are well known to be preceded by an ERD of 8-13 Hz (alpha band) and 15-30 Hz (beta band) rhythms over corresponding sensorimotor areas (Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001). The data set also contains a clearly visible event-locked muscle artifact, which probably stems from subjects moving their head rhythmically along with the foot movement. This allows us to evaluate the methods’ ability to remove the event-locked muscle artifact while maintaining ERD.

We compare the three most common ICA/BSS methods for EEG data, namely Extended Infomax (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Lee et al., 1999), FastICA (Hyvärinen & Oja, 1997; Hyvärinen, 1999) and SOBI/TDSEP (Belouchrani et al., 1997; Ziehe & Müller, 1998) with three other linear decomposition methods, namely Fourier-ICA (Hyvärinen et al., 2010), Spatio-Spectral Decomposition (SSD) (Nikulin et al., 2011), and Parafac2 (Kiers et al., 1999; Harshman, 1972). These three methods have not been proposed for artifact removal, but they might be well suited for our data set because we are interested in oscillatory activity. To select the artifactual components, we use a previously validated automatic artifactual component classifier (IC_MARC, (Frølich et al., 2015)).

2 Methods

2.1 Data

Data stem from a pre-measurement of a simulated driving experiment described in Haufe et al. (2011). 18 healthy participants were instructed to perform self-paced right foot movements (i.e. to press the brake pedal) once per second for five minutes. EEG data were recorded with 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes at 1000 Hz. Furthermore, an electromyographic (EMG) signal was recorded using a bipolar montage at the tibialis anterior muscle and the knee of the right leg. For the presented offline-analysis, EEG data were decimated to 200 Hz, broad-band filtered between 2 and 45 Hz, and artifactual electrodes were rejected using a variance criterion.
### 2.2 Compared methods

We compare the ability of 6 linear decomposition methods to separate artifactual from neural activity. In some sense, all try to solve the blind source separation (BSS) problem, which is the task of recovering underlying source signals $S \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times T}$ from multivariate recordings $X \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times T}$ generated from the linear model $X = AS$, with very little information about the underlying source signals $S$ or the mixing process $A \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times K}$. Here $K$ denotes the number of source signals, $M$ denotes the number of electrodes and $T$ denotes the number of available time points. The problem is underdetermined and can only be solved using assumptions about the signals to be recovered. A demixing matrix $\hat{W} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times M}$ is then estimated such that the estimated sources

$$\hat{S} = \hat{W}X$$

best fulfill pre-defined assumptions.

For artifact reduction, our hope is that artifactual and neural activity are contained in different source components, so that cleaner EEG signals can be reconstructed by omitting the artifactual signals.

#### 2.2.1 ICA

The most common approach for artifact reduction is Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which solves the BSS problem under the assumption of mutually statistically independent sources. Several algorithms are available to solve this task, and we focus here on three of the most commonly used methods: Extended Infomax (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Lee et al., 1999) as implemented in EEGLab (Delorme & Makeig, 2004), FastICA (Hyvärinen & Oja, 1997; Hyvärinen, 1999) and SOBI/TDSEP (Belouchrani et al., 1997; Ziehe & Müller, 1998).

Extended Infomax and FastICA are classical ICA methods which rely on higher-order statistics to define independence. Infomax was derived from a neural network viewpoint, while FastICA maximizes the negentropy of the component distributions. Second-order methods take the temporal structure of the time series into account and enforce decorrelation over time. Here we use TDSEP (Temporal Decorrelation source SEParation) (Ziehe & Müller, 1998; Ziehe et al., 2004), which is equivalent to SOBI (Second Order Blind Identification) (Belouchrani et al., 1997). TDSEP/SOBI amounts to finding a demixing $\hat{W}$ which leads to minimal cross-covariances over several time-lags between all pairs of components of $\hat{S}$.

**Running ICA** We used Extended Infomax, which finds both sub- and super-Gaussian sources, with the default settings in EEGLab for our analyses. We ran FastICA with the symmetric approach and all other options at default EEGLab values. We used code from A. Ziehe in the estimation of the TDSEP model, available at www.user.tu-berlin.de/aziehe/code/ffdiag_pack.zip, setting the number of time lags, $\tau$, to 99. We extracted as many components as there were channels for all three methods.

#### 2.2.2 Fourier-ICA

Hyvärinen et al. (2010) recently proposed to apply ICA on short-time Fourier transforms of EEG signals, in order to find more ‘interesting’ oscillatory sources than with time-domain ICA. ICA optimization then translates into optimizing the sparseness of the Fourier coefficients, which should separate oscillatory signals at different frequencies.

Fourier-ICA has not been specifically designed to extract artifacts. In fact, the authors point out that time-domain ICA can be interpreted as maximizing non-Gaussianity. ICA may therefore be very well suited to find artifacts, which often are very non-Gaussian due to outliers in their time courses. Rather, the hope is that Fourier-ICA is better able to extract relevant oscillatory sources. In our setting, we evaluate to which extent clean oscillatory activity can be obtained. Fourier-ICA might therefore be a promising method.

**Running Fourier-ICA** We used the implementation described in Hyvärinen et al. (2010) to run FourierICA with the default parameters. The minimum and maximum frequencies to be analysed by FourierICA were 8 and 14 Hz for our alpha band analyses and 15 and 30 Hz for our beta band analyses. We extracted as many components as there were channels.
2.2.3 SSD

Another recently proposed method for the extraction of oscillations is Spatio-Spectral Decomposition (SSD) (Nikulin et al., 2011). The purpose of SSD is to extract oscillations in a frequency band of interest at maximal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). More specifically, SSD maximizes the signal power in the frequency band of interest while simultaneously minimizing it at the neighboring frequency bins. SSD seeks spatial filters \( w \in \mathbb{R}^M \) which maximize

\[
\text{SNR}(w) = \frac{w^\top \Sigma_{\text{sig}} w}{w^\top \Sigma_{\text{noise}} w}
\]

where \( \Sigma_{\text{sig}} \) is the covariance of the data filtered in the frequency band of interest and \( \Sigma_{\text{noise}} \) is the covariance of the data filtered in the sidebands. The entire SSD demixing matrix can be computed by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem in a matter of seconds (Nikulin et al., 2011; Haufe et al., 2014). Preliminary results for SSD on our data set were described in Winkler et al. (2015b).

**Running SSD** We set the frequency bands of interest to 8 - 14 Hz for the alpha band analyses and 15-30 Hz for the beta band analyses. The sidebands were 2 Hz long. We extracted as many components as there were channels and ordered them according to their SNR.

2.2.4 Parafac2

Often in analyses of EEG data, data is averaged or concatenated across trials. However, this disregards the variation in the **channel \times time** structure across trials. Tensor methods instead exploit the multi-dimensional structure of EEG data to infer the factors, e.g. spatial and temporal patterns along with their degrees of expression in each trial, that best explain the observed data (Deburchgraeve et al., 2009; Acar et al., 2007; De Vos et al., 2007; Vanderperren et al., 2010; Paulick et al., 2014). Here we discuss the 3D structure consisting of **channel \times time \times epoch**, represented as multi-linear data matrix (tensor) \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times T_e \times N} \), where \( M \) is the number of channels, \( T_e \) is the number of samples recorded in one epoch, and \( N \) is the number of epochs. The Parafac model (also known as the CanDecomp model) (Harshman, 1970; Carroll & Chang, 1970; Kiers et al., 1999), is an unsupervised tensor decomposition method in which each spatial pattern interacts with only one temporal pattern and one trial strength factor, each temporal pattern interacts with only one spatial pattern and trial strength factor, etc. The formal expression of the Parafac model for each epoch, \( X_n \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times T_e} \), \( n \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \), is:

\[
X_n = A(FD_n)^\top + R_n,
\]

where \( R_n \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times T_e} \) contains the differences between the model and the data. The matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times K} \) holds the spatial patterns common to all epochs while the matrix \( F \in \mathbb{R}^{T_e \times K} \) contains the temporal patterns common to all epochs. The matrices \( D_n \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K} \) are diagonal matrices, ensuring that the \( j^{th} \) column of \( A \) only interacts with the \( j^{th} \) column of \( F \). The magnitude of this interaction for the \( j^{th} \) factor pair in trial \( n \) is determined by the value of the \( j^{th} \) diagonal element of \( D_n \). Although the true number of generating components is unknown, as for all the other methods, component numbers much lower than the number of channels are usually used in tensor decompositions of EEG data (Acar et al., 2007; Weis et al., 2010; Vanderperren et al., 2010; Paulick et al., 2014).

Parafac2 is an extension of the Parafac model. While Parafac extracts spatial and temporal factors that are the same across epochs, Parafac2 allows for some variation in the temporal factors across epochs, which is reasonable for artifacts’ time courses. Parafac2 has previously been shown to explain EEG data better than Parafac (Weis et al., 2010). The model for each epoch is:

\[
X_n = A(F_nD_n)^\top + R_n,
\]

By factorising \( F_n \) as \( P_nF \), where \( P_n \in \mathbb{R}^{T_e \times K} \) is orthonormal, a matrix, \( F \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K} \), containing a temporal structure common to all epochs can be obtained Kiers et al. (1999). Since the matrices \( P_n \) are orthonormal, they represent epoch-specific rotations and flips of the temporal profiles in \( F \).
Running Parafac2  We used the nway331 toolbox (Andersson & Bro, 2000) to run Parafac2. In order to avoid implicitly supervising Parafac2, we split the data into one second epochs instead of using the brake presses to define trials. We required the trial-strength factors to be orthogonal, which prevents the Parafac2 solution from degenerating. We also ran the analyses with the constraint on the spatial mode. However, this can affect the estimated scalp maps strongly, which could be a problem for the classification relying on spatial features. Indeed, the results stemming from constraining the spatial mode amplified the artifact instead of reducing it. For clarity of exposition, we do not include these results. We used the default initialisation, which initialises with the best run of 10 preliminary short runs. This ensures that the initial point is not a local minimum. Since Parafac2 estimates the matrices $A$, $D_n$, $F$, and $P_n$, there are more free parameters compared to other BSS methods that just estimate $A$. This limited the number of identifiable components, so we only estimated up to 20 components for each subject with Parafac2. However, this should not be a problem for the model since the number of components in tensor models of EEG data is typically quite low, as mentioned above.

2.2.5 High-pass filtering

It is well known that high-pass filtering EEG data prior to ICA may improve the quality of the artifact separation (Hyvärinen et al., 2001; Pignat et al., 2013). In fact, it is a fairly standard procedure to remove drifts prior to ICA-based artifact removal, and the benefit has been demonstrated in several studies (Groppe et al., 2009; Zakeri et al.; Winkler et al., 2015a). Our data was already subjected to standard EEG processing, and on our band-pass filtered data drifts are not a problem (cf. Section 2.1).

However, filtering at higher frequencies might also be beneficial when oscillatory processes are of interest. For example, trial-by-trial fluctuations of the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal were found to be positively correlated with high EEG gamma power when ICA de-mixing was obtained on gamma band-pass filtered EEG data, but not when 30 Hz low-pass filtered data was fed into ICA (Scheeringa et al., 2011). We might therefore benefit from a high cut-off frequency also in our study. Furthermore, we use information on the frequency band of interest for both FourierICA and SSD. In order to obtain a fairer comparison to SSD and FourierICA, we ran the other four decomposition methods (InfoMax, FastICA, TDSEP, Parafac2) both on the broad-band filtered data and on the data after a high-pass filter with a high cut-off frequency had been applied. In the analyses of the movement artifact in the alpha band, the cut-off frequency was set at 7 Hz. The cut-off for the beta band analyses was set at 14 Hz.

2.3 Automatic classification of estimated sources

Successful artifact removal relies on the correct identification of artifactual and non-artifactual components. This identification of artifactual component is a non trivial task and requires time and expert knowledge. For a description of typical artifact components we refer the reader to Chaumont et al. (2015). Here we use a previously validated automatic classifier of artifactual components, IC_MARC, to classify the sources estimated by each method (Frølich et al., 2015). IC_MARC was developed for sources derived by ICA, but may also be used to classify sources obtained from other methods.

IC_MARC assigns probabilities to ICs to each of six classes (blinks, lateral eye movements, electrical heart beat artifact, muscle artifact, neural, or mixed artifact) and relies on multinomial regression to predict class probabilities for each IC. We use these probabilities in two ways in this paper: 1) by classifying all components to the class for which the highest probability was predicted, we clean the data by removing all ICs not classified as neural and 2) we use the probabilities of the ICs being neural to determine the order of IC removal. We use a version of IC_MARC which is based on a feature set containing only spatial features that we have seen to work well previously. IC_MARC tends to have a high specificity and sensitivity for the neural class with a balanced accuracy of 88% for 8023 independent components when training on one study and testing on another (Frølich et al., 2015).

2.4 Evaluation: Event-Related Desynchronization (ERD)

Each method was independently applied to the continuous EEG data. To compare the methods, we plot grand-average Event-Related (De-)Synchronization (ERD/ERS) in the alpha (8-14 Hz) and beta band (15-30 Hz), aligned to EMG peak activity.
ERD is computed as the relative difference in signal power of a certain frequency band compared to a reference period (Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1979; Blankertz et al., 2008):

$$\text{ERD}(t) := \frac{\text{Power}(t) - \text{Reference power}}{\text{Reference power}}$$

where \(\text{Power}(t)\) denotes the average power over all trials at time point \(t\). We use the interval of [-1200 -800 ms] prior to EMG peak activity as the reference interval.

From the literature, we expect ERD in both frequency ranges to be most prominent over central sensorimotor areas, and to start prior to the voluntary foot movement (cf. Neuper & Pfurtscheller (2001)). In our data, however, we additionally see a contamination of the ERD in the form of a swift, strong peak at movement onset (cf. Figures 1 and 2). This is probably due to subjects moving their heads along with the fairly rhythmical foot movement once per second.

The goal of artifact removal is to remove this muscle artifact while retaining the neural activity. Hence we aim to obtain a cleaner signal such that obtained ERD resembles the uncleaned data before and after the event-locked muscle artifact while exhibiting low ERD throughout the foot movement. To quantify how well each method obtains this goal, we define the following heuristic ERD quality measure:

$$\text{Quality}(\text{ERD}) := \left( \frac{\max_{t \in [-50, 50]} \{\text{ERD}(t)\} - \text{prior ERD}}{\text{Reference power}} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{\min_{t \in [-50, 50]} \{\text{ERD}(t)\} - \text{prior ERD}}{\text{Reference power}} \right) \cdot 100$$

which we compute separately for each subject and preprocessing method. Here \(\text{prior ERD}\) denotes the mean of the 30% lowest ERD values prior to foot movement in the uncleaned data (computed between -300 ms and -50 ms relative to EMG peak activity). For each preprocessing variant, \(\max\{\text{ERD}(t)\}\) and \(\min\{\text{ERD}(t)\}\) are computed as the maximum and minimum values of ERD on the cleaned data between -50 ms and 50 ms relative to EMG peak activity. An effective artifact removal method will reduce both \(\max\{\text{ERD}(t)\}\) and \(\min\{\text{ERD}(t)\}\) to be close to the ERD before the event-locked muscle artifact, such that it is similar to \(\text{prior ERD}\). An effective artifact removal method will therefore be reflected by a low quality score.

We use this ERD quality measure to evaluate the methods’ dependence on the number of source components retained and the variance these explain. For each method, except SSD, we rank the obtained components by the probability of being an artifact as determined by IC_MARC. For SSD, we rank the components according to SNR. Retaining a smaller or larger number of sources corresponds to either a strict or soft policy for the removal of potential artifactual sources. Therefore, we vary the number of retained components from 1 to the number of channels (except for Parafac2, for which only 20 components were estimated), and we report the average ERD quality measure over subjects.

### 3 Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the grand-average ERD data with no cleaning and the same data cleaned by removing all non-neural sources for each method, except SSD for which we retained the 10 components with highest SNR as in (Dahne et al., 2014; Winkler et al., 2015c). This choice of 10 SSD components was based on prior experience. We also looked at the results for SSD with components chosen according to IC_MARC, as for the other methods. However, the performance resulting from this component selection was lower than that using the SNR. For SSD, we therefore only present the results using SNR.

Figure 1 shows the data for the alpha band while Figure 2 shows the same data, but band-pass filtered for the beta band. The top of each figure contains the ERD time course at channel Cz, while the scalp maps corresponding to the intervals marked in light and dark gray are depicted for some of the best performing methods in the bottom part. The results from applying the decomposition methods after high-pass filtering data at a high cut-off frequency are shown in dashed lines. Prior to foot movement, we see a typical foot ERD over central sensorimotor areas as expected. During movement, the ERD is contaminated by a muscular artifact which spans the whole scalp. The compared methods are able to reduce this artifact to varying degrees.

From the top parts of the figures, for both bands, we see that all decomposition methods improve if the data is high-pass filtered at a high cut-off frequency before being decomposed. We also see that high-pass filtered Extended Infomax obtains the best ERD quality measure, which is in accordance with this method achieving the lowest band power during the movement artifact. In the beta band, high-pass filtered Extended Infomax is able to
Figure 1: Grand-average ERD/ERS for 18 subjects recorded during self-paced foot movements in the alpha band (7-14 Hz), aligned to EMG peak activity. (Top) Time courses of data reconstructed from neural ICs (and for SSD with the ten components with highest SNR) at channel Cz. The legend contains the ERD quality measure for each method, lower is better. (Bottom) Series of ERD maps in the marked intervals ([-600 -300], [-300 -50], [-50 50], [50 300]) for selected methods. The maps represent a top view on the head with nose pointing upwards, + indicate electrodes. The average ERD quality measures over subjects are shown in the legend.
Figure 2: Grand-average ERD/ERS for 18 subjects recorded during self-paced foot movements in the beta band (15-30 Hz), aligned to EMG peak activity. The plots show time courses of data reconstructed from neural ICs (and for SSD with the ten components with highest SNR) at channel Cz and series of ERD maps in the marked intervals, as in Figure 1. The average ERD quality measures over subjects are shown in the legend.
Figure 3: ERD quality measure in dependence of the number of components retained (left) and the variance retained (right), for the alpha and beta bands. Lower is better.

almost completely eliminate the artifact while maintaining the ERD. However, artifact removal seems to be more difficult in the alpha band, where the cleaned ERD is considerably smaller than the ERD obtained on the raw data.

In the bottom parts of the figures, scalp maps are shown for some of the best performing methods. We see that all these methods result in scalp maps similar to the ‘Nothing’ condition at times with no movement artifact, and do not change during the movement artifact.

Figure 3 shows the ERD quality measure as a function of the number of components retained (left column), the percent variance of data retained in the Cz channel (right column) for both the alpha band (top row) and the beta band (bottom row). For SSD, components were removed in order of decreasing SNR while components were removed in order of decreasing probability of being neural as determined by IC_MARC for the other methods. As indicated by Figures 1 and 2 which show the case of retaining all ICs whose highest probability was for the neural class, Figure 3 shows that high-pass filtering the data at a high cut-off frequency improves the ERD quality measure for all methods (their dashed lines lie below their solid lines). Parafac2 obtains poor (high) ERD quality measures in both bands. For the alpha band, high-pass filtered TDSEP obtains the best (lowest) ERD quality measure, and even manages to do so while retaining a large proportion of data variance (top right plot). The performances of high-pass filtered Extended Infomax and FourierICA are very similar to that of high-pass filtered TDSEP. For the beta band, SSD, FourierICA, and the high-pass filtered ICA methods obtain similar performances.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we analysed and compared the artifact reduction capabilities of the three most common time-domain ICA methods (Extended InfoMax, FastICA, TDSEP) with three other linear decomposition methods (Fourier-ICA, SSD and Parafac2). We used an automatic artifact classifier and a data set from 18 subjects who performed self-
paced foot movements. Movements are well-known to be preceded by an ERD of alpha and beta band rhythms over sensorimotor areas, and we evaluated the ability of the compared methods to remove a clearly visible event-locked muscle artifact while maintaining ERD.

We found that several methods, including the three ICA methods, were able to remove much of the movement artifact, but, as we might expect, not without losing at least some of the neural signal as well. In the beta band, the ERD contamination by the movement artifact is manifested in a narrower time window than in the alpha band, and the artifact also seems easier to correct.

We evaluated the methods’ dependence on the number of source components retained and the variance these explain. It is reassuring that the performances of the methods, relative to each other, remain at about the same level for all numbers of components retained and explained variances. This indicates that there are indeed true differences between the methods that do not strongly depend on whether a strict or mild cleaning policy is used. Also, the best performing methods yielded good ERD quality measures over a long range of retained components or retained data variance. This means that the quality of data cleaning is robust to the choice of cleaning policy, as long as it is not too extreme.

With respect to each of the methods’ performances, let us first note the importance of adequate filtering. All three ICA methods and Parafac2 consistently achieved better artifact reduction performance when the data had been high-pass filtered at the cut-off frequency just below the frequency band of interest before decomposition. Filtering might guide the decomposition towards extracting the components that explain the activity we are interested in. That is, if we are not interested in low frequencies in further analysis, we may benefit from removing them before ICA decomposition. This effect seems to be relevant, probably because the low-frequency parts of an EEG signal contain a large portion of its variance.

In both the alpha and beta bands, the three ICA methods (with high-pass filtering) and Fourier-ICA performed best. This is especially interesting since the observed muscle artifacts are not occurring independently from motor planning neural activity—which clearly violates ICA’s assumptions. While a co-activation of artifacts and neural activity is quite common in practice, our results suggest that ICA may still be a sensible, albeit not perfect choice, even in those settings. This is in line with the findings from McMenamin et al. (2010).

In contrast to Delorme et al. (2012), we observed no consistent performance differences between the three compared ICA methods. This is probably because our performance criterion, which quantifies a neural phenomenon in the cleaned data, is not as sensitive as their dipolarity measure. Our results suggest that the choice of the ICA method may often not result in strong differences in data quality (which is probably why different EEG researchers use different ICA methods with similar success). In our data set, high-pass filtering was far more important than the choice of the ICA method.

However, the tensor decomposition method Parafac2 cannot be recommended for artifact removal. All results showed that Parafac2 performs worse than the other methods. Since data was epoched in one-second epochs before running Parafac2, some epochs would likely have contained only part of the motor artifact while others could have contained two motor artifacts. Even though the spatial pattern for the artifact would be the same across epochs, the temporal pattern would vary to such an extent that it would be unlikely to be found as a consistent component across epochs by Parafac2. Hence Parafac2 is probably better suited to other purposes, for example for the extraction of event-related potentials (ERPs) in settings where either none or one ERP is expected in each epoch (Weis et al., 2010).

On the other hand, ICA, Fourier-ICA, and SSD all had some success in removing the artefact. While the ICA methods and Fourier-ICA perform slightly better than SSD, both in the alpha and beta bands, SSD achieves decent results. SSD is designed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of oscillatory sources, and it is therefore not surprising that it can be suitable to separate artifacts (=noise) from oscillatory neural signals. Because SSD is faster to evaluate, it may be a good compromise between the time it takes to decompose the data and the quality of artifact separation.
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Appendix E

Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis with Tucker and PARAFAC Structures optimised on the Stiefel Manifold
Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis with Tucker and PARAFAC Structures optimised on the Stiefel Manifold
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Abstract—The primary objective of this paper is to propose new discriminant feature extraction methods for multi-way/tensor data, referred to as Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis (MDA) methods. Whereas existing MDA methods use heuristic optimisation procedures based on an ambiguous Tucker structure, we propose to optimise MDA rigorously, i.e. monotonously with convergence guarantees, using manifold optimisation. We also endow the MDA methods with the PARAFAC structure. We contrast the proposed MDA methods to conventional MDA methods and unsupervised multi-way feature extraction approaches, comparing the methods on binary single-trial classification on two electroencephalography data sets, one taken from a BCI competition. We find that Manifold optimisation substantially improves the MDA objective functions when compared to the existing MDA procedures. However, when inspecting classification performances we do not find substantial differences between the supervised methods, but observe substantially better performances compared to unsupervised feature extraction, even when unsupervised models have many components. Notably, even though the MDA procedures were applied to raw BCI data, their performances were on par with competition participants’ results based on ample pre-processing. Finally, we empirically find that the PARAFAC structure is less susceptible to ambiguous representations, thereby providing more easily interpretable results.

Index Terms—Linear Discriminant Analysis, LDA, Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis, MDA, Electroencephalography, EEG, Tensor, Manifold optimisation.

I. INTRODUCTION

LINEAR Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a widely used method for feature extraction/dimensionality reduction and classification [1], [2]. When observations are arranged as vectors that are not too high-dimensional relative to the number of observations, LDA often obtains high classification rates [2, p. 111], especially taking its relatively simple formulation and estimation into account. Conversely, when data is high-dimensional, standard LDA runs into singularity problems. When data is multi-way, i.e. consisting of observations that have more than one mode the simplest way to handle such multi-way data is to vectorise it in order for standard methods to process it. However this leads to high-dimensional observations. Instead, the intrinsic multi-way structure of such data can be retained throughout analyses. Research on supervised multi-linear (sometimes referred to as tensor and multi-way) methods that exploit the intrinsic multi-way structure of data has proliferated within the last decade. The individual dimensions of data can be referred to as “modes”. Multi-linear methods both ameliorate the challenge of high-dimensional observations and allows interactions between modes to be taken into account throughout analyses.

Several strategies have been pursued using multi-linear methods for classification. Some have used unsupervised tensor methods for feature extraction followed by a supervised classification step [3]–[11]. Others have employed unsupervised tensor decomposition methods were separately for each class making the procedure as a whole supervised [12]–[16]. Additionally, the loss function optimised by unsupervised tensor decomposition methods has been combined with a supervised loss function and a regularisation term, respectively [17], [18]. However, a more direct approach to learning the most discriminative projections of tensor data has been to incorporate the assumed tensor structure of data into the formulation of a supervised loss function [19]–[24]. In particular, this has been explored in the context of Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis (MDA) that quantifies the degree of discrimination between classes achieved by a set of mode-specific projection matrices [25]–[31], thus generalizing LDA to multi-way data. As MDA exploits the multi-linear structure of data instead of vectorising observations it addresses the problem of high-dimensional observations that LDA suffers from when multi-linear data is vectorised. Existing MDA methods assume a Tucker structure of data and find the projection matrices using heuristic optimisation procedures in which the projection matrix for each mode is estimated by the singular value decomposition [29] or as a standard [31] generalized [26] eigenvalue problem.
A. Contributions

We aimed to investigate the following:

1) What are the gains from optimising MDA rigorously instead of via previously proposed heuristic methods?

2) Is the more flexible Tucker structure necessary in MDA or can a PARAFAC type of structure suffice?

3) How do the classification performances using features extracted by MDA compare to features extracted using standard unsupervised multi-linear decomposition approaches?

To investigate 1), we propose to optimise the MDA objective functions rigorously using the conjugate gradient method on a manifold specified jointly for all modes. We compare the objective function values and classification rates of the existing MDA methods to those obtained from our rigorous optimisation.

The Tucker structure permits all interactions between factors from different modes of the tensor while the PARAFAC structure is more restrictive by only considering interactions within the same factors in each mode. While the Tucker models are subject to rotational invariance, the PARAFAC structure is more constrained and may thereby provide unique representations. These characteristics make the PARAFAC model more easily interpretable and thus attractive if the PARAFAC structure is sufficient for modeling data. We investigate 2) by extending MDA to also have PARAFAC structure. For completion we also consider the logistic regression framework proposed in [20] having both PARAFAC and Tucker structure.

To investigate 3), i.e. the utility of MDA over existing unsupervised multi-linear feature extraction approaches we compared the performance of MDA to the classification rates obtained when features were extracted using the following unsupervised multi-way decomposition approaches: PARAFAC [32], [33] and the PARAFAC2 [34], [35] model as well as the Tucker and Tucker2 [36] model.

We compared the methods in their performance for single-trial classification of electroencephalography (EEG) data. EEG data measures the electrical potential over time from multiple electrodes placed at the scalp and has a natural multi-dimensional structure, consisting of e.g. channels, time, trials, and subjects. However, these multi-way structures are lost when data is averaged or concatenated across dimensions, as is common in analyses of EEG data [37]. Tensor methods, on the other hand, are able to exploit the inherent multi-dimensional structure. By retaining the the multi-way structure, it may be possible to learn classifiers of EEG single trials that benefit from the structure of space and time. Single-trial classification of event-related potentials (ERPs) in EEG data is an important problem as several Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) systems rely on ERP classification (e.g. the P300 speller [38], Steady State Visually Evoked Potential (SSVEP) [39], Steady State Vibration Somatosensory Evoked Potential [40] paradigms, and the Predictive Auditory Spatial Speller with two-dimensional stimuli [41]). Although an SSVEP-based BCI system that greatly improves upon previously established information transfer rates has recently been demonstrated in [42], improved single-trial classification rates could increase this even further.

Work using supervised tensor methods to classify EEG data has appeared since at least a decade ago [19]. Some methods propose a first step in which the original data dimensionality is reduced through feature extraction using an unsupervised tensor decomposition method such as PARAFAC or Tucker, followed by a supervised step in which the extracted features are given as input to a standard classifier, for example a support vector machine (SVM) or the K-nearest neighbor (KNN) method [43]–[52]. Others have taken a more direct approach, directly supervising the tensor decomposition step itself [19], [20], [29], [53]–[59]. All these proposals have employed standard pre-processing of the EEG data such as low-pass filtering at a low cut-off frequency (<50 Hz) and noise removal, some even using independent component analysis followed by manual selection of artefactual components [55], [57]. Others have performed a spectral decomposition of the data, adding frequency as a new dimension to the data tensor [29], [43]–[45], [47], [48], [50]–[53], [55], [60], [61]. We extensively compare existing unsupervised and supervised approaches to our proposed extensions of MDA.

II. Methods

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) aims to maximise the between-class scatter while minimising the within-class scatter. Assume there are $N$ observations of $J$ dimensional vectors and refer to the $n^{th}$ observation as $x_n$. Let $C$ denote the number of classes and $N_c$ the number of observations in class $c$. Also, denote the set of indices of observations belonging to class $c$ by $C_c$. Let $\bar{x}$ be the mean of all $N$ observations and $\bar{x}_c$ be the mean of observations from class $c$. Finally, let the matrix $U_{LDA}$, with no specific structure, contain projection vectors in its columns. Hence, a $K$-factor model would use a $J \times K$ dimensional $U_{LDA}$. Define the within-class scatter matrix ($W_{LDA}$) and between-class scatter matrix ($B_{LDA}$) as:

$$W_{LDA} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{n \in C_c} (x_n - \bar{x}_c) (x_n - \bar{x}_c)^\top$$

$$B_{LDA} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c (\bar{x}_c - \bar{x}) (\bar{x}_c - \bar{x})^\top,$$  (1)
To find the most discriminative projection vectors, an objective function should be maximised as a function of $U_{LDA}$. Different functions have been used to quantify the within-class scatter relative to the between-class scatter. The scatter-ratio objective function can be interpreted as maximising the sum of squared differences between the class means while minimising the sum of squared differences to the mean within each class and has been used in MDA methods previously [26], [29]. The formulation of the scatter-ratio objective function is:

$$
\frac{Tr(U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})}{Tr(U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})}.
$$

(2)

The scatter-difference objective function has also been used in MDA methods previously [26], [29]. The ratio of determinants objective maximises the volume between the class means to the volume spanned by the difference within the classes between observations and their class mean has also been used previously [31], [29]. This objective is defined as:

$$
\frac{det(U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})}{det(U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})}.
$$

(5)

Although, this objective differs from (4) the solution has the same stationary points as (4) as shown in Appendix A. We therefore presently consider the objective functions for LDA given by (2) and (4).

A. Multi-linear methods

For clarity of exposition, we limit our presentation to matrix observations. Assume there are $N$ $J_1 \times J_2$ matrix observations. We refer to the $n^{th}$ observation as $X_n$. Let $\bar{X}$ be the mean of all $N$ observations and $X_c$ be the mean of observations from class $c$. The operator $vec(X)$ vectorises the matrix $X$ column-wise. We will use the Kronecker product and the Khatri-Rao product. The Kronecker product of an $m \times \ell$ matrix $A$ with elements $a_{i,j}$ and a $p \times q$ matrix $C$ is defined as [63]:

$$
A \otimes C = \begin{pmatrix}
a_{1,1}C & a_{1,2}C & \cdots & a_{1,p}C \\
a_{2,1}C & a_{2,2}C & \cdots & a_{2,p}C \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{m,1}C & a_{m,2}C & \cdots & a_{m,p}C
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(8)

The Khatri-Rao product is the column-wise Kronecker product and is denoted by $\otimes$. That is, column $j$ of the matrix $D = A \otimes C$ is the Kronecker product of the $j^{th}$ columns of $A$ and $C$: $D_{:,j} = A_{:,j} \otimes C_{:,j}$ [63]. Hence the matrices $A$ and $C$ must have the same number of columns for their Khatri-Rao product to be defined. Finally, we define the matricizing operation which rearranges the elements of a tensor into matrix form. We define this operation as:

$$
\mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{J_1 \times \cdots \times J_P} \rightarrow \mathcal{X}_{(p)} \in \mathbb{R}^{J_p \times J_1 \cdots J_{p-1} J_{p+1} \cdots J_P}.
$$

(6)

when matricising along the $p^{th}$ mode [63]. For matrices, matricizing along the first mode does not alter the matrix while matricizing along the second mode transposes the matrix.

In the following, we denote the projection matrix for mode $p$ by $U_{(p)}$.

1) Unsupervised feature extraction methods: Just as the unsupervised method Principal Component Analysis can be used to decompose data when observations are vectors, the multi-linear methods Tucker, Tucker2, PARAFAC, and PARAFAC2 are multi-way versions of unsupervised decomposition methods.

Using the matricizing operation and Kronecker product, the Tucker model for a 3D tensor, $\mathcal{X}$ is [36], [63]:

$$
\mathcal{X}_{(1)} \approx U_{(1)} G_{(1)} (U_{(1)}^T \otimes U_{(2)}^T)^T
$$

$$
\mathcal{X}_{(2)} \approx U_{(2)} G_{(2)} (U_{(2)}^T \otimes U_{(1)}^T)^T
$$

$$
\mathcal{X}_{(3)} \approx U_{(3)} G_{(3)} (U_{(3)}^T \otimes U_{(1)}^T)^T,
$$

(7)

where $G$ is a tensor, usually referred to as the core array, that gives the strengths of interactions between each combination of factors from the three projection matrices. The matrix $G_{(p)}$ is the $p$-mode matricization of $G$. A Tucker model that leaves one of the modes uncompressed is referred to as the Tucker2 model [63]. For example, if the identity matrix of appropriate size is used as the projection matrix in mode 3, this would be a Tucker2 model. The model formulation for the $n^{th}$ observation when the third mode is left uncompressed is given by:

$$
X_n \approx U_{(1)} G_n U_{(2)}^T,
$$

(8)
where the $K_1 \times K_2$ matrix $G_n$ is a compressed representation of the $n$th observation, $X_n$.

The PARAFAC model is a more restricted version of the Tucker model, where all off-diagonal elements in the core array are zero. The effect of this is that the only possible interactions are between columns of the same index in the projection matrices. That is, column $U_{(j)}^{(1)}$ can only interact with $U_{(j)}^{(2)}$ and $U_{(j)}^{(3)}$. Hence, the strength of the interaction can be absorbed into any one of the projection matrices, eliminating the need for a core array. The PARAFAC model can thus be written as follows [32], [33], [63]:

$$
\begin{align*}
X_n &\approx U^{(1)}(U^{(3)} \odot U^{(2)})^T \\
X_{(1)} &\approx U^{(1)}(U^{(3)} \odot U^{(2)})^T \\
X_{(3)} &\approx U^{(3)}(U^{(2)} \odot U^{(1)})^T.
\end{align*}
$$

(9)

While both the Tucker and PARAFAC models assume the same factors for all observations, only interacting at different strengths, a more flexible model is obtained by allowing some variation in the factors for one mode over observations. This is done in the PARAFAC2 model, with the constraint that the cross-product of each factor must be the same across observations. Assume the variation is allowed over the second mode. Then the PARAFAC2 model for observation $n$ is given by [34], [35]:

$$
X_n \approx U^{(1)} \text{diag}(U_{(n,j)}^{(3)})(FH_n),
$$

(10)

where $H_n, H_n^T = I \forall n$. As such the extracted second mode loading (i.e., $FH_n$) has the same covariance structure $FHF_n^T F^T = FF^T$ for all the observations.

Notably, the Tucker and Tucker2 models are not unique since any invertible matrix $Q$ can be multiplied with $U^{(p)}$ and the core array $G^{(p)}$ multiplied by its inverse. In contrast, no such ambiguity exists for the PARAFAC model where uniqueness has been established under mild conditions [64]. Uniqueness results have also been established for the PARAFAC2 model [35].

1) Classification: If observations are stored along the third mode, each column in the projection matrix $U^{(3)}$ (third-mode factor), found by Tucker, PARAFAC, and PARAFAC2 will contain each one value per observation. These can be used as features for classification. For Tucker2, the projection matrices for the first and second modes ($U^{(1)}$ and $U^{(2)}$) can be used to project trials into lower dimensional spaces. The core array ($G_{(n)}$) of these lower-dimensional representations of observations can be used as classification features.

2) Supervised feature extraction methods: Multilinear discriminant analysis (MDA) aims to find projection matrices that project tensor observations ($X_n \in \mathbb{R}^{J_1 \times J_2 \times \ldots \times J_P}$) into a maximally discriminative lower dimensional space, $\mathbb{R}^{K_1 \times K_2 \times \ldots \times K_P}$ with $K_p \leq J_p$, $p = 1, 2, \ldots, P$. The projection matrix for mode $p$ thus has the dimensions $J_p \times K_p$.

Define the tensor-generalisations of $W_{LDA}$ and $B_{LDA}$ as:

$$
W = \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{n \in C_c} vec(X_n - \bar{X}_c)vec(X_n - \bar{X}_c)^T \\
B = \sum_{c=1}^{C} N_c vec(\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})vec(\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})^T.
$$

(11)

These can be generalised to general tensors, $X_n$, by substituting all occurrences of the matrices $X_n, \bar{X}_c$, and $\bar{X}$ by their tensor counterparts $X_n, \bar{X}_c$, and $\bar{X}$.

By setting $U = U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)}$ and substituting this for $U_{LDA}$, the objective functions (2)-(5) become directly applicable to matrix observations. Their further generalisation to observations with $P$ modes is straightforward by defining $U = U^{(P)} \otimes U^{(P-1)} \ldots U^{(1)}$.

The methods Discriminant Analysis with TENSOR Representation (DATER) [26] and Constrained Multilinear Discriminant Analysis (CMDA) [29] aim to optimise the scatter ratio objective function (2), substituting $W$ and $B$ for $W_{LDA}$ and $B_{LDA}$ with $U$. Another existing MDA method that optimises the ratio of determinants has also been proposed [31]. We refer to this method as DATEReig. All three methods are based on an alternating optimisation procedure estimating each mode iteratively one at a time. When updating mode $p$, they project $W$ and $B$ onto all modes except mode $p$:

$$
W_{proj}^p = \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{n \in C_c} \sum_{(X_n - \bar{X}_c)^T U^{(p)} U^{(p)}(X_n - \bar{X}_c)^T} \\
B_{proj}^p = \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{n \in C_c} N_c(\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})^T U^{(p)} U^{(p)}(\bar{X}_c - \bar{X})^T
$$

(12)

where

$$
U^{(p)} = U^{(P)} \otimes \ldots U^{(p+1)} \otimes U^{(p-1)} \ldots U^{(1)}.
$$

(13)

CMDA then updates $U^{(p)}$ by setting it equal to the first $K_p$ singular vectors of $W_{proj}^p \otimes B_{proj}^p$ which was proven in [29] to result in the objective function forming an asymptotically bounded sequence. Since a matrix defined by singular vectors is orthonormal, CMDA in effect uses the orthonormality constraint. DATER instead uses the first $K_p$ generalised eigenvectors of the Generalised Eigenvalue Problem: $B_{proj}^p U^{(p)} = W_{proj}^p U^{(p)} \Lambda_k$. Solving the Generalised Eigenvalue Problem leads to $W_{proj}^p$-orthogonality ($U^{(p)} U^{(p)} = \Lambda$, where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix [65]). Since the matrix $W_{proj}^p$ is different
for each mode, this means that the projection matrices for the different modes are constrained differently by DATER. Similarly, DATEReig solves the standard eigenvalue problem defined as: \( (W^{\text{proj}})^{-1}_p B^{\text{proj}}_p U^{(p)} = D U^{(p)} \), where \( D \) is a diagonal matrix. Hence DATEReig in effect is also subject to orthonormal constraints on the projection matrices. Finally, the method Direct General Tensor Discriminant Analysis (DGTDA) [29] optimises the scatter difference objective function in (3). It does this by iterating over each mode once, setting \( \zeta \) equal to the largest singular value of \((W^{\text{proj}})^{-1}_p B^{\text{proj}}_p \) when solving for mode \( p \). The projection matrix for mode \( p \) is then set equal to the first \( K_p \) singular vectors of \( B^{\text{proj}}_p - \zeta W^{\text{proj}}_p \).

Rather than optimising criteria based on multi-linear extensions of LDA it may be advantageous to optimise a measure of classification directly. This was first proposed using logistic regression and a one component PARAFAC structured model [19] and later extended to an arbitrary number of factors [20]:

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} y_n \left[ w_0 + \psi_{\text{PARAFAC}}(X_n) \right] - \log \left( 1 + \exp (w_0 + \psi_{\text{PARAFAC}}(X_n)) \right),
\]

(14)
such that the probability that observation \( X_n \) belongs to class one is:

\[
\frac{1}{1 + \exp (-(w_0 + \psi_{\text{PARAFAC}}(X_n)))},
\]

(15)

where

\[
\psi_{\text{PARAFAC}}(X_n) = Tr \left( (U^{(1)})^\top X_n U^{(2)} \right) - \sum_{k=2}^{K_1} ( (U^{(1)} \odot U^{(2)})^\top \text{vec}(X_n) ),
\]

(16)

(17)

Thus, the number of factors is the same for both modes \((K_1 = K_2)\) whereas the approach does not rely on orthonormality imposed on the projection matrices. Notably, despite the PARAFAC type of structure imposed, the model is not unique. For any two square matrices \( Q^{(1)} \) and \( Q^{(2)} \) satisfying \( Q^{(2)} Q^{(1)^\top} = I \), we have that

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tr}((U^{(1)} Q^{(1)^\top} X_n U^{(2)} Q^{(2)})^\top) &= \text{Tr}(Q^{(2)} Q^{(1)^\top} U^{(1)^\top} X_n U^{(2)}) \\
&= \text{Tr}(U^{(1)^\top} X_n U^{(2)})
\end{align*}
\]

hampering model interpretation unless additional constraints are imposed.

For comparison, we also considered the following extension of the above logistic regression model to the more flexible Tucker structure that the existing MDA approaches are based on. This allows for interactions between all factors from the different modes. For simplicity, we assume that data observations are matrices, resulting in the following log-likelihood:

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} y_n \left( w_0 + \psi_{\text{Tucker}}(X_n) \right) - \log \left( 1 + \exp (w_0 + \psi_{\text{Tucker}}(X_n)) \right),
\]

(18)

where

\[
\psi_{\text{Tucker}}(X_n) = \sum_{k_1=1}^{K_1} \sum_{k_2=1}^{K_2} [U^{(1)^\top}(X_n U^{(2)} k_1 k_2 V_{k_1 k_2}],
\]

with \( V_{k_1 k_2} = 1 \) for \( k_1 = k_2 \) to remove scaling ambiguities between the projection matrices and the matrix of interaction coefficients, \( V \). As for BDCA, there are no constraints on \( U^{(1)} \) and \( U^{(2)} \).

B. MDA based on manifold optimisation and PARAFAC structure

The existing MDA approaches rely on heuristic optimisation procedures employing either eigenvalue decomposition or the singular value decomposition. We presently exploit manifold optimisation as implemented in the recently released ManOpt toolbox [66]. This framework allows rigorous optimisation of arbitrary objective functions on a variety of manifolds, as long as their gradients are known. Amongst others, the toolbox has implementations of optimisation over the Stiefel manifold, which consists of orthonormal matrices [67]. By optimising over a cross product of Stiefel manifolds, one for each mode, it is possible to optimise all projection matrices at once while imposing orthonormality constraints. Other constraints can easily be enforced on some or all modes by changing the manifolds in the cross product that the optimisation is performed over.

We propose four new MDA methods by optimising one existing and three new MDA objective functions rigorously on a manifold. We use the cross product manifold of Stiefel manifolds to ensure that the resulting projection matrices are orthonormal and simultaneously optimized all the projection matrices using the conjugate gradient method. The three new objectives are a PARAFAC version of an existing Tucker-structure MDA objective (the scatter-ratio (2)), and a PARAFAC and Tucker version of the trace-ratio objective (4).

We now define orthonormal projection matrices with the Tucker and PARAFAC structures, respectively:

\[
U_{\text{Tucker}} = U^{(P)} \otimes U^{(P-1)} \ldots U^{(1)}
\]

\[
\begin{aligned}
U_{\text{PARAFAC}} &= U^{(P)} \circ U^{(P-1)} \ldots U^{(1)}.
\end{aligned}
\]

(20)

The objective functions and the names we refer to the methods by are:
Manifold Tucker/PARAFAC Discriminant Analysis with the trace of ratios objective function (ManTDA/ManPDA):

$$\text{Tr} \left( (U_s^T W U_s)^{-1} U_s^T B U_s \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where the structure variable \( s \) is either Tucker or PARAFAC.

Manifold Tucker/PARAFAC Discriminant Analysis with the scatter ratio objective function (ManTDA_sr/ManPDA_sr):

$$\frac{\text{tr} \left( U_s^T B U_s \right)}{\text{tr} \left( U_s^T W U_s \right)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Again, the structure variable \( s \) is either Tucker or PARAFAC.

C. Uniqueness of MDA

MDA based on the Tucker structure is not unique when considering the objective functions given above. In fact, the projection matrix of each mode can separately be multiplied any orthonormal matrix \( R \) without changing the value of the objective function.

To see this consider the scatter ratio objective (22), where we have numerator and denominator terms of the following structure \( \text{Tr} \left( U_s^T M U_s \right) = \text{Tr} \left( U_s^T U_s^T M \right) \).

Without loss of generality we let \( P = 2 \). Let \( U = U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)} \) and \( \tilde{U} = (U^{(2)} R) \otimes U^{(1)} \). We then obtain:

$$\tilde{U}^\top \tilde{U} = (U^{(2)} R)^\top (U^{(2)} U^{(1)}) \otimes (U^{(1)} U^{(1)})^\top,$$

where we have made use of the facts that \((A \otimes B)^\top = A^\top \otimes B^\top \) and \((A \otimes B)(C \otimes D) = (AC \otimes BD)\) [68].

Similarly, again considering \( P = 2 \) without loss of generality, we obtain for the trace of matrix ratio objective (21):

$$\text{Tr} \left( (\tilde{U}^\top W \tilde{U})^{-1} \tilde{U}^\top B \tilde{U} \right) \frac{\text{tr} \left( U^{(2)} R^\top U^{(2)} \right)}{\text{tr} \left( U^{(1)} R^\top U^{(1)} \right)},$$

where \( I_{K_1} \) is the \( K_1 \times K_1 \) identity matrix. Here, we have also made use of the fact that \((A \otimes B)^{-1} = (A^{-1} \otimes B^{-1})\) [68].

For the PARAFAC version of MDA (for \( P=2 \)) we can consider alternative representations of \( U = U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)} \) by multiplying two orthonormal matrices \( R^{(1)} \) and \( R^{(2)} \) to form \( \tilde{U} = (U^{(2)} R^{(2)}) \otimes (U^{(1)} R^{(1)}) \). Exploiting the property [69]:

$$\text{Tr} \left( (U^{(2)} R^{(2)}) \otimes (U^{(1)} R^{(1)}) = (U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)}) (R^{(2)} \otimes R^{(1)}) \right),$$

we obtain for the term used separately in the numerator and denominator of the scatter ratio objective function (22):

$$\tilde{U} \tilde{U}^\top = (U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)}) (R^{(2)} \otimes R^{(1)}) (U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)})^\top (U^{(2)} \otimes U^{(1)})^\top,$$

and for the objective function in (21):

$$\text{Tr} \left( (\tilde{U}^\top W \tilde{U})^{-1} \tilde{U}^\top \tilde{U} \right) \frac{\text{tr} \left( U^{(2)} R^{(2)} \right)}{\text{tr} \left( U^{(1)} R^{(1)} \right)}.$$}

Due to the Khatri-Rao product structure it is no longer clear that the above objective functions for \( \tilde{U} \) can be reduce to the objective functions based on \( U \) except for the trivial situation in which \( R^{(2)} = R^{(1)} \) and \( R^{(2)} \neq R^{(1)} \) and found that the random orthonormal matrices we generated indeed did not provide equivalent objective function values. Note that the case \( R^{(2)} = R^{(1)} \) would result in the same objective function value for \( B D C A \).

III. DATA

In our analysis we considered the following two EEG datasets.

a) Stekelenburg & Vroomen data:: This data set consists of data from Experiment 2 in a set of three experiments performed and described by Stekelenburg and Vroomen [70] containing data from 16 subjects. For our analyses, we used control trials (gray box shown on computer, no sound) and non-verbal auditory trials (clapping (103-107 ms) and tapping of spoon on cup (292-305 ms), gray box on screen). Trials containing values exceeding 150 \( \mu V \) or lower than -150 \( \mu V \) 200 ms prior or after stimulus onset were removed. The baseline of trials, defined as the mean of the 200 ms before stimulus onset, were subtracted. Trials were defined as lasting from stimulus onset until 500ms after stimulus onset. These data were recorded at 512 Hz. We balanced the trials so that there were equally many from each class (2604 trials in total over all subjects and both classes). To make leave-one-subject-out cross-validation possible, we used 50 electrodes common to all subjects.
b) BCI Competition data:: We also compared the methods on dataset II [71] from BCI competition III [72] from a P300 speller paradigm. These data were recorded from two subjects at 240 Hz from 64 electrodes and band-pass filtered during recording between 0.1-60 Hz. We extracted trials from stimulus onset until 667 ms after stimulus onset. For each subject, a training data set containing single-trial labels was available. The test data consisted of EEG recordings and the true spelled letters, but not single-trial labels.

These two data sets represent different challenges. While there are many trials in the BCI data set (61,200 per subject), this data set is unbalanced, with one target trial for every five non-target trials. On the other hand, we balanced the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data set but have much fewer trials for this data set. We performed the analyses for the BCI data for each subject using 5-fold cross-validation (CV) while the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data was analysed by concatenating data from all subjects and performing leave-one-subject-out CV thereby quantifying model generalization to new subjects.

Since compression of the temporal mode by the considered models should be enough to extract the temporal signature relevant to classification, we avoid pre-processing steps such as down-sampling and band-pass filtering. Likewise, we do not perform a spectral decomposition. This also has the benefit of not adding a mode to the data representation.

IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSES

We compared the classification performance of logistic regression using features extracted by four existing supervised tensor methods (Discriminant Analysis with TEnsor Representation (DATER) [26], DATEReig [31], Constrained Multilinear Discriminant Analysis (CMDA) [29], and Direct General Tensor Discriminant Analysis (DGTDA) [29]) and the proposed manifold MDA approaches (ManTDA, ManFPA, ManTDA_sr, and ManFPA_sr). We compared the performances of these supervised approaches to logistic regression using features extracted by Tucker, Tucker2 [36], PARAFAC [32], [33], and PARAFAC2 [34], [35]). For comparison, we further included the Bi-linear Discriminant Component Analysis (BDCA) [20] as well as our extension of BDCA to the Tucker representation (BDCA_Tucker) both of which combine feature extraction and classification by logistic regression.

1) Classification: For the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data, we used leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (CV) to estimate the between-subject performances of the models. Since there were 16 subjects, we had 16 CV folds. Each subject was left out in turn, and the models were trained on the remaining 15 subjects. To estimate the models’ performances on unseen subjects, data from the left-out CV fold was then used as test data. In order to see how well each model fits the training data, we also inspected classification performances when the models were used to classify trials from the 15 CV folds that they were trained on.

For each of the two subjects from the BCI data, we performed 5-fold CV. Again, we inspected the models’ performances both on training data (classifying trials from the four CV folds used for training) and on validation data (classifying the trials from the CV fold left out during training). We used the performances on the validation data to choose the best number of components for each model. Each model was then trained again using this number of components on all the CV folds. These models were then applied to the test data for which single-trial labels were not available. In a final step, these single-trial classifications were used to predict the letters spelled and these were compared to the correct letters.

All classification was performed within the logistic regression framework and the area under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUC) was used to quantify the classification performances. To calculate the AUC, the probabilities predicted by the logistic regression models were compared to the true single trial labels.

We extracted features in an unsupervised manner by decomposing data with the Tucker, Tucker2, PARAFAC, and PARAFAC2 models. For the Tucker, PARAFAC, and PARAFAC2 models, we used the estimated mode-3 (over which trials vary) factors as features in the input to logistic regression. For Tucker2, we used the derived projection matrices to project observations into the lower dimensional space. We then used all the scalar elements of the lower-dimensional representation as features in logistic regression. As for the Tucker2 model, we trained logistic regression models with the scalar elements of the low-dimensional representations of observations found by the MDA methods as classification features. The probabilities given by the BDCA methods were used directly when calculating the AUCs.

A. Component numbers

The supervised tensor classification methods find projection matrices that compress multi-way observations into lower-dimensional representations. With $K$ components in each mode the dimensions of the lower dimensional space become $K \times K$ for matrix observations given by $U^{(1)} X_n U^{(2)}$, as for our data sets. Hence each observation leads to $K^2$ features in the lower-dimensional discriminative space. We investigated performances for one, three, and five components for the Tucker-structure projection methods (Tucker2, CMDA, DATER, DATEReig, DGTDA, ManTDA, ManTDA_sr,
and BDCA_Tucker). For the PARAFAC variants of the projection methods only the diagonal elements are used, i.e. \( \text{diag}(U^{(1)} X U^{(2)}) \). Hence, to get the same number of features as input to logistic regression for all methods, we also included 9 and 25 components for these methods. Likewise, we use the estimated trial strengths as features when classifying based on the unsupervised PARAFAC, PARAFAC2 and Tucker methods, giving only one feature per component for each trial. Hence we also estimated these models with 9 and 25 components.

B. Model implementations

We used the \textsc{nway} [73] toolbox to estimate the PARAFAC, PARAFAC2, Tucker, and Tucker2 models. These models were initialised with the best of 10 short runs, which were themselves initialised with random matrices. The BDCA methods were initialised with random normal values. The factors for the trial mode were constrained to be orthogonal for PARAFAC and PARAFAC2. For Tucker and Tucker2, all projection matrices were constrained to be orthogonal.

The existing MDA methods (DATER, DATEReig, CMDA, and DGTDATA) were optimised by Matlab code that we wrote based on the pseudo-code in the papers describing these methods [26], [29]. CMDA and DATER were initialised with random orthogonal matrices while DGTDATA does not need initialisation.

The BDCA methods were initialised with normally distributed random values. To avoid the log-likelihood from overflowing in the first iteration, the standard deviation of the initial random values for the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data was set to 0.01 while a lower value, \( 10^{-5} \), was necessary to avoid overflow for the BCI data.

The proposed MDA methods based on manifold optimisation were optimised using the \textsc{ManOpt} [66] toolbox for Matlab. The models were initialised both with random orthonormal matrices and with projection matrices obtained from short runs of CMDA. However, the results from the two initialisation methods did not differ. For clarity of exposition, we only show the results from random initialisation.

For BDCA it was originally recommended to use the Damped Newton procedure in the \textsc{immoptibox} [74] to optimise the BDCA log-likelihood objective [20]. We optimised BDCA using both the suggested Damped Newton method and the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) implementation, also available in the \textsc{immoptibox}. These two optimisation methods turned out to achieve very similar classification rates. The BFGS method was found to be slightly faster despite it only requiring gradients. We therefore used BFGS optimisation to optimise the BDCA_Tucker model and only show results from the BFGS optimisation.

All iterative methods were started three times and run for up to 5000 iterations or until convergence for the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data and for 1000 iterations for the BCI data. The best of the three solutions was chosen for further analysis in order to minimise the risk of analysing solutions from local minima. The convergence criteria used for CMDA, DATER and DATEReig were those originally proposed for CMDA and DATER [26], [29].

C. Visualisation

The projection matrices found by the supervised methods function as dimension-reducing filters that maximise the class-discriminative information in the filtered data. However, such filters are not suited for visualisation in order to interpret a model [75]. Instead, the interesting spatial properties of the estimated sources consist of how their activity is expressed on the scalp. This can be derived from the filters by pre-multiplying the data covariance matrix of electrodes onto the filter (projection) matrix if sources can be assumed to be uncorrelated. Similarly, we pre-multiplied the data covariance of temporal samples onto the temporal filter matrices to visualise the time courses of the sources. Since the MDA models with Tucker structure and BDCA are rotationally invariant, they do not have straight-forward interpretations, except in the one-component case.

On the other hand, each column in a projection matrix can only interact with one column from projection matrices for the other modes when using the PARAFAC structure. Also, we empirically observed that the PARAFAC formulations of MDA objectives were not invariant to rotations via random orthogonal matrices, making their interpretation more intuitive. For these reasons, we limit visualisations to one-component Tucker models and PARAFAC-structure MDA models when visualising more than one component.

V. RESULTS

A. Objective function values

Figure 1 shows the objective function values obtained by CMDA, DATER, DATEReig, and our proposed manifold optimisation of the scatter-ratio objective with Tucker structure, which is also the objective function considered in the proof of the iterates of CMDA forming an asymptotically bounded sequence [29]. Objective function values for the trace of matrix ratio objective are also shown since this is optimised by DATEReig [31]. CMDA, DATEReig, and the manifold methods share the same constraints on the projection matrices and are hence directly comparable. Each iteration for DATER, DATEReig, and CMDA corresponds to an update of the projection matrix for one of the modes.
Figure 1. Objective function values for the methods which aim to optimise this. Scatter ratio objective function (2) values are shown as full lines while the matrix ratio objective (4) is shown as dashed lines. Top: Stekelenburg&Vroomen data for the CV fold with subject 5 left out. Bottom: subject B from the BCI data.

Each iteration for the manifold optimisation corresponds to one update in all modes since all modes are optimised at once in this approach.

The top of Figure 1 shows the optimisation for the CV fold with subject 5 left out in the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data. Although the evolution of objective function values over iterations differs to some extent between the leave-one-subject-out CV folds, they all look similar to the example shown here, which was chosen randomly. The bottom part of the figure shows the optimisation for CV fold number 1 for subject B. This is similar to the other CV folds, including those for subject A.

For one component, CMDA, DATEReig, and DATER obtain their optimum almost instantly, while the manifold methods are slower to reach this value. For the other component numbers, ManTDA and ManTDA_sr attain the highest objective function values, followed by CMDA and DATEReig. However, we see that the convergence of CMDA and DATEReig is not monotone as it increases rapidly to begin with, followed by a decline before stabilising. The alternation between optimising the two modes is also seen between each iteration in the beginning of the optimisation. Although more difficult to see, DATER also exhibits these characteristics, first reaching one objective function value, followed by a decline as well between each iteration. This shows that CMDA, DATEReig, and DATER do not optimise the scatter-ratio objective consistently when alternating between modes.

B. Cross-validated classification performance

In this section, we show the classification performance quantified by the area under receiver operating curve (AUC). Figure 2 shows the AUC when evaluating on training data for Stekelenburg&Vroomen data (top) and for the two BCI subjects (A in the middle and B at the bottom). When evaluating on training data, we expect all methods to improve when more components are added. This is indeed the case for all methods. On all the training data, ManTDA is the best-performing MDA method, followed by CMDA and DATER. The three other manifold approaches have slightly lower performances than CMDA, DATEReig, and DATER while the two BDCA methods outperform all the MDA methods. The two manifold methods with the PARAFAC structure (ManPDA and ManPDA_sr) do not show any substantial performance improvements for component numbers higher than one.

On the Stekelenburg&Vroomen training data, ManTDA, BDCA and BDCA_Tucker outperform the other methods, even obtaining perfect classification performances (AUC value of one) whereas the other MDA methods, except DGTD, are very close to these best performances. On the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data, the PARAFAC-structure and Tucker-structure formulations of the objective functions have very similar performances but the PARAFAC-structure versions of MDA do not improve to perfection, as BDCA does for the largest component numbers. The performances are nearly identical, and low, for the unsupervised PARAFAC and Tucker models, even when allowed a large number of components. The Tucker2 method, which projects each trial into a lower dimensional space analogously to the MDA methods, performs substantially better than the other unsupervised methods, even outperforming DGTD.

On the BCI training data, the two BDCA methods also outperform ManTDA. Here, the performance of BDCA is substantially higher than all other methods. With 25 components, BDCA again obtains AUC values of one, for both BCI subjects. On the BCI data, we observe some performance differences between ManPDA and ManTDA, with ManTDA performing best. For subject A, Tucker2 again outperforms DGTD while it is on the same (low) level as PARAFAC and Tucker for subject B.

Figure 3 shows the classification performances obtained when evaluating on test data. Again, the results from the Stekelenburg&Vroomen data are shown in the top of the figure, with BCI subjects A and B in the middle and bottom, respectively. Again, ManPDA and ManPDA_sr do not show any substantial performance improvements for component numbers higher than one. On the test data, the dominance of the BDCA methods observed on the training data disappears.
When evaluating on Stekelenburg&Vroomen test data, ManTDA and the BDCA methods perform worse than the other supervised methods, especially for high component numbers. With five components, they and DGTDA are even outperformed by Tucker2. The other MDA methods still obtain the highest performances, with Tucker, PARAFAC, and PARAFAC2 only obtaining low AUCs until 25 components. At this point, Tucker and PARAFAC approach the MDA performances, but are still outperformed by ManPDA and ManPDA sr. ManTDA sr and ManPDA sr.

On the BCI data, ManTDA and the BDCA methods perform at the same level as all the MDA methods while Tucker and PARAFAC do not reach this level, with any component number. With four and five components (also with three for subject A), DGTDA is somewhat better than the unsupervised methods without coming close to the other supervised methods. While the performances of CMDA, DATER, and ManTDA are slightly better, all the MDA methods perform at similar levels.

C. BCI data letter classification performance

Table I shows average classification rates of letters across the two subjects in the BCI data. The first column gives the classification rates when each row/column was flashed 15 times to spell a character. The second column shows the results for 5 flashes. The average classification rates obtained by the five teams with highest performances in the competition are also shown, reproduced from the competition website2. We see that DATERReig obtains the best performance, closely followed by CMDA, DATER and ManTDA. We observe only small differences between PARAFAC and Tucker versions of otherwise same models.

D. Model interpretation

We now show the temporal and spatial patterns of several of the fitted models. The components were derived and arranged in no particular order. Since the performances of the unsupervised methods are very low, we focus on visualisations of the supervised methods.

2http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/results/index.html
Figure 4 shows the scalp maps and corresponding temporal signatures extracted by one-component models trained on the same CV folds from the Stekelenburg\&Vroomen data as in Figure 1. In the one-component case, the PARAFAC and Tucker versions of the same objective function are identical, making BDCA and BDCA_Tucker equivalent. Also, the trace of the matrix ratio is the same as the scatter ratio in this case, making all the methods optimised on manifolds equivalent. We included one-component models from each of the set of equivalent models in Figure 4. Except for different scaling in DATER, the components fitted by CMDA, DATER, and ManTDA are identical. This is reflected in the nearly identical logistic regression coefficients (shown above the spatial patterns) found for CMDA and ManTDA. The magnitude of the temporal pattern found by DATER is lower than that in CMDA and ManTDA, which is accounted for by the higher logistic regression coefficient. Since the BDCA model uses the projection into a lower dimensional space directly in the logistic regression model, no extra coefficient is included in this model. Although the spatial and temporal patterns found by BDCA are not identical to those found by the other methods, they are very similar.

The temporal pattern of the component in the one-component model is very similar to the difference wave found by Stekelenburg and Vroomen between the two conditions that we classify (control and non-speech auditory) [70]. The centrally located scalp map is also in good accordance with their analysis of the central Cz electrode [70]. The logistic regression model was trained to predict probabilities for the auditory class. All shown components are well in line with this training since the positive logistic regression coefficients means that centrally located scalp activity with temporal activity like the difference wave in [70] indicates that a trial is from the auditory class.

Figure 5 shows the spatial and temporal patterns corresponding to the extracted filters for supervised MDA PARAFAC-structure models with three components, trained on four of the five CV folds from subject A’s training data. All models extract a waveform similar to the P300 ERP, which is the theoretical foundation of P300 BCI systems. All the three components extracted by ManPDA look almost identical. The component on the right for ManPDA_sr has the same characteristics as the ManPDA components. The logistic regression model for the BCI data was trained to predict the probability of the target class, i.e., the class that should contain the P300 response. The estimated components described above and their logistic regression coefficients are in line with this since the estimates mean that central scalp activity exhibiting the P300-like waveform increase the probability of an observation being from the target class.

The two components shown on the left for ManPDA_sr are more difficult to interpret since their spatial patterns are not smooth and their temporal patterns are very high frequent.

### VI. Discussion

We saw that supervising the feature extraction step resulted in better classification rates. When feature extraction is not supervised, some directions of the data space that contain class-discriminative information but have low variance, and so explain only a small data proportion, may be lost since unsupervised feature extraction includes the data directions that best explain data variance. Even when including a large number of components, the unsupervised methods did not obtain...
competitive classification performances, emphasising the need for supervised feature extraction methods. Although the manifold optimisation approach obtained substantially higher objective function values than existing heuristic optimisation provides, we did not observe large classification performance differences between the supervised methods. With the same number of components, the Tucker and PARAFAC versions of the methods also performed similarly. These results indicate that it is important to use class information when finding the subspaces on which classification is performed, but the exact procedure is not as important. However, the PARAFAC-versions proposed for MDA are attractive due to their interpretability.

Combining feature extraction and learning the classifier in one step by BDCA led to the best performance on training data. However, as was also a problem for the ManTDA method, the performance dropped on Stekelenburg&Vroomen test data, especially with many components. This pattern is a sign of overfitting, both for ManTDA and the BDCA methods. On BCI data, the performance of ManTDA and BDCA did not drop on the test data as these data sets had substantially more trials. The PARAFAC structure constrains the model structure, enforcing natural regularisation. This trait of the PARAFAC structure can also be advantageous. As was originally recommended, regularising these methods would probably improve their performance [20]. Regularisation could be done in an unsupervised manner by using a Tucker2 compression of the temporal and spatial modes before applying the supervised methods. The regularisation originally recommended was a smoothing function [20], making the estimated spatial and temporal filters smoother. Alternatively, such a smoothing constraint could be applied to the patterns to make them resemble expressions of neural activity more. Other regularisation options are also possible. For example, L1 or L2 regularisation could be incorporated in the logistic regression model in the BDCA methods.

For our manifold optimisation, we used conjugate gradient as provided in the ManOpt toolbox [66]. However, more efficient optimisation using newer, more advanced manifold optimisation methods [76], [77] might be beneficial. In order to minimise the amount of pre-processing, we used the raw EEG trial data as input to the compared methods. In view of the lack of pre-processing, the high classification rates are surprising and indicates that the tensor methods are able to extract the temporal, as well as spatial, characteristics of data. Hence these methods might also be useful for extracting neural phenomena without prior knowledge.

VII. CONCLUSION

We set out to investigate whether the performance of Multi-linear Discriminant Analysis (MDA) methods could be improved through rigorous optimisation instead of existing optimisation heuristics. We found that rigorous optimisation does obtain higher objective function values than the existing procedures based on eigenvalue decomposition and the singular value decomposition. This, however, did not lead to better classification performance. Additionally, we wanted to inspect whether it is necessary to use supervised methods when searching for subspaces suitable for classification. Our results showed that supervised feature extraction methods perform substantially better than unsupervised methods. Finally, we also compared PARAFAC- and Tucker formulations of the otherwise same models. We did not observe large differences between these formulations. Hence we can conclude that it is necessary to use available observation labels when performing feature extraction, but the exact optimisation approach is not as important as long as it is supervised. For model interpretation we found that the proposed PARAFAC MDA models are attractive. Our Matlab implementations are available at http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~lffr/publications/indexpub.php.
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APPENDIX A

STATIONARY POINTS

We now show that the stationary points of the trace of matrix ratio objective and ratio of determinants objectives are the same. We do this by finding the derivatives of both objective functions, setting them equal to zero, and solving for the projection matrix $U_{LDA}$.

We find the derivative of the trace of matrix ratios as:

$$\partial Tr((U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1} U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA}) =$$

$$-2 W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}$$

$$\times (U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1})$$

$$+ 2 B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}$$

Setting this equal to zero, we find:

$$0 = -2 W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}$$

$$U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}$$

$$+ 2 B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}$$

$$\Leftrightarrow W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}$$

$$\times (U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})$$

$$= B_{LDA} U_{LDA}.$$

This is the same equality as before, thus the stationary points are equivalent.
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Part VII

Appendices
To concretise the model (3.1), we show a small example where \( \mathcal{X} \) and \( \mathcal{G} \) have dimensions \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \) and \( U^{(1)} \), \( U^{(2)} \), and \( U^{(3)} \) have dimensions \( 2 \times 2 \). From the example in Figure 3.1 we already have \( \mathcal{G}_{(1)} = (\mathcal{G} \times_1 U^{(1)})_{(1)} \). Unmatricising this, we get

\[
\mathcal{G}_{(1):1} = \begin{pmatrix} u^{(1)}_{11} g_{111} + u^{(1)}_{12} g_{211} & u^{(1)}_{11} g_{121} + u^{(1)}_{12} g_{221} \\ u^{(1)}_{21} g_{111} + u^{(1)}_{22} g_{211} & u^{(1)}_{21} g_{121} + u^{(1)}_{22} g_{221} \end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\mathcal{G}_{(1):2} = \begin{pmatrix} u^{(1)}_{11} g_{112} + u^{(1)}_{12} g_{212} & u^{(1)}_{11} g_{122} + u^{(1)}_{12} g_{222} \\ u^{(1)}_{21} g_{112} + u^{(1)}_{22} g_{212} & u^{(1)}_{21} g_{122} + u^{(1)}_{22} g_{222} \end{pmatrix}
\]

The mode-2 multiplication with \( U^{(2)} \) results in \( \mathcal{G} \times_2 U^{(2)} = \mathcal{G}^{(2)} \) with
\[ G^{(2)}_{\cdot:1} = \begin{pmatrix}
  u^{(2)}_{11}g_{111} + u^{(2)}_{12}g_{112} & u^{(2)}_{21}g_{111} + u^{(2)}_{22}g_{112} \\
  u^{(2)}_{11}g_{211} + u^{(2)}_{12}g_{221} & u^{(2)}_{21}g_{211} + u^{(2)}_{22}g_{221}
\end{pmatrix} \]

\[ G^{(2)}_{\cdot:2} = \begin{pmatrix}
  u^{(2)}_{11}g_{112} + u^{(2)}_{12}g_{122} & u^{(2)}_{21}g_{112} + u^{(2)}_{22}g_{122} \\
  u^{(2)}_{11}g_{212} + u^{(2)}_{12}g_{222} & u^{(2)}_{21}g_{212} + u^{(2)}_{22}g_{222}
\end{pmatrix}. \]

The mode-3 multiplication with \( U^{(3)} \) results in \( G^{(3)} \) with

\[ G^{(3)}_{\cdot:1} = \begin{pmatrix}
  u^{(3)}_{11}g_{111} + u^{(3)}_{12}g_{112} & u^{(3)}_{21}g_{112} + u^{(3)}_{22}g_{122} \\
  u^{(3)}_{11}g_{211} + u^{(3)}_{12}g_{212} & u^{(3)}_{21}g_{221} + u^{(3)}_{22}g_{222}
\end{pmatrix} \]

\[ G^{(3)}_{\cdot:2} = \begin{pmatrix}
  u^{(3)}_{21}g_{111} + u^{(3)}_{22}g_{112} & u^{(3)}_{21}g_{121} + u^{(3)}_{22}g_{122} \\
  u^{(3)}_{21}g_{211} + u^{(3)}_{22}g_{212} & u^{(3)}_{21}g_{221} + u^{(3)}_{22}g_{222}
\end{pmatrix}. \]
Using derivatives of the LDA objectives and the Kronecker and Khatri-Rao products, the corresponding MDA objectives’ derivatives can be found using the chain rule. Here, we give the derivatives of some LDA objective functions and the Khatri-Rao and Kronecker products’ derivatives. Additionally, we write up the derivative of the Tucker formulation of the BDCA method. We limit ourselves to the two-matrix case.

For the Kronecker and Khatri-Rao products, we also limit ourselves to giving the derivatives with respect to the first matrix in the products. By changing the order of modes, these derivatives can be applied with respect to any mode. If the derivative with respect to the $p^{th}$ mode projection matrix ($U^{(p)}$) is desired, the order of projection matrices and modes can be changed by switching places of $U^{(1)}$ and $U^{(p)}$ and correspondingly changing the order of modes in observations $X$ (e.g. using \texttt{permute} in Matlab \texttt{(permute(X, [p, 2, \ldots, p-1, 1, p+1, \ldots, P]) )}). For the Kronecker and Khatri-Rao products, the cases with matrices can also easily be extended to more matrices by setting the second projection matrix equal to the product of all the projection matrices that are constant with respect to the one for which the derivative is taken.
G.1 General derivative rules

We will need the following identities in the following:

\[
\frac{\partial \text{Tr}(U^T A U)}{\partial U} = AU + A^T U \\
= (A + A^T)U
\]

(G.1)

For symmetric \( A \) and \( C \):

\[
\frac{\partial \text{Tr}((U^T C U)^{-1} U^T A U)}{\partial U} = -2CU(U^T C U)^{-1} U^T AU(U^T C U)^{-1} \\
+ 2AU(U^T C U)^{-1}
\]

(G.2)

We also need the quotient rule which holds since the product and chain rules hold (Equations (37) and (38), p. 8 Petersen and Pedersen [2012]), from which the quotient rule can be derived. The quotient rule states that, if \( h(X) \neq 0 \), then

\[
\frac{\partial g(X)}{\partial h(X)} = \frac{\frac{g(X)}{h(X)} h(X) - g(X) \frac{h(X)}{h(X)}}{(h(X))^2} = \frac{g(X)}{h(X)} \frac{1}{h(X)} - \frac{g(X)}{h(X)} \frac{h(X)}{h(X)^2} \frac{\partial h(X)}{\partial X_{ij}}.
\]

(G.3)

Kronecker  The derivative of the Kronecker product is Fackler [2005], Vetter [1973]:

\[
\frac{\partial U^{(1)} \otimes U^{(2)}}{\partial U^{(1)}} = (I_{K_1,K_2} \otimes T_{J_1,p})(I_{K_1} \otimes \text{vec}(U^{(2)})2 \otimes I_{J_1}),
\]

where \( I_{J_1} \) is the \( J_1 \times J_1 \) identity matrix, \( I_{K_1,K_2} \) is the identity matrix restricted to \( K_1 \) rows and \( K_2 \) columns and \( T_{J_1,J_2} \) is the permutation matrix such that \( T_{J_1,J_2} \text{vec}(X) = \text{vec}(X^T) \) and the matrices \( U^{(p)} \) have dimensions \( J_p \times K_p \) for \( p = 1, 2 \).

Khatri-Rao We give this as the vectorised version Kolda [2006]:
G.2 Derivatives of LDA objectives

\[
\frac{\partial \text{vec}(\mathbf{U}^{(1)} \odot \mathbf{U}^{(2)})}{\partial \text{vec}(\mathbf{U}^{(1)})} = \mathbf{U}^{(2)} \otimes \mathbf{I},
\]

is the $J_1 \times J_1$ identity matrix and $\mathbf{U}^{(1)}$ has dimensions $J_1 \times K_1$.

G.2 Derivatives of LDA objectives

We get the derivative of the trace of matrix ratios directly from (G.2):

\[
\frac{\partial \text{Tr}(\left( \mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} \right)^{-1} \mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})}{\partial \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}} = -2 \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} \times \mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} + 2 \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1}.
\]

Setting this equal to zero, we find:

\[
0 = -2 \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} \mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} + 2 \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} \iff \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} \mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} = \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}.
\]

Using that the matrices $\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}}$ and $\mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}}$ are real and symmetric, and assume that $\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}}$ is positive-definite, a solution to the Symmetric Generalised Eigenvalue Problem $\mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} = \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} \Lambda$ exists such that $\mathbf{Q}^{\top} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} = \Lambda$ and $\mathbf{Q}^{\top} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} = \mathbf{I}$ [Petschow et al., 2013], where the columns of $\mathbf{Q}$ contain generalised eigenvectors and $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix with the generalised eigenvectors contained in the diagonal. These generalised eigenvectors solve the above equality, as seen by substituting $\mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}}$ with $\mathbf{Q}$:

\[
\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} (\mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}})^{-1} \mathbf{U}^{\top}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} = \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{U}_{\text{LDA}} \iff \\
\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} (\mathbf{Q}^{\top} \mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q})^{-1} \mathbf{Q}^{\top} \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} = \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} \iff \\
\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{I}^{-1} \Lambda = \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} \iff \\
\mathbf{W}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q} \Lambda = \mathbf{B}_{\text{LDA}} \mathbf{Q},
\]

where the above equality is true by the definition of $\mathbf{Q}$ and $\Lambda$. 
Set $g_w(U_{LDA}) = \det (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})$ and $g_b(U_{LDA}) = \det (U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})$.

From Equation (53), p. 9 in Petersen and Pedersen [2012], we have:

$$\frac{\partial g_w(U_{LDA})}{\partial U_{LDA}} = 2 g_w(U_{LDA}) W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}. $$

Then the derivative of the Fisherface criterion, the ratio of determinants of the within- and between-class scatters, in Equation (3.4) is

$$\frac{\partial g_b(U_{LDA})}{\partial U_{LDA}} = \frac{2 g_b(U_{LDA}) B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}}{g_w(U_{LDA})} - \frac{2 g_w(U_{LDA}) W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}}{g_w(U_{LDA})} - W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}. $$

Setting this equal to zero and solving for $U_{LDA}$, we get

$$0 = 2 \frac{g_b(U_{LDA})}{g_w(U_{LDA})} (B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1}) - W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1} \iff W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1} = B_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T B_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1} \iff W_{LDA} U_{LDA} (U_{LDA}^T W_{LDA} U_{LDA})^{-1} = B_{LDA} U_{LDA}. $$

This is the same equality as before, hence this is also solved as the Generalised Eigenvalue Problem $B_{LDA} U_{LDA} = \Lambda W_{LDA} U_{LDA}$.

To calculate the derivative of the scatter ratio objective, we use the quotient rule (G.3) and (G.1):

$$\frac{\partial \frac{\text{tr}(U^T B_{LDA} U)}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)}}{\partial U} = 2 B_{LDA} U \frac{1}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)} - \frac{\text{tr}(U^T B_{LDA} U)}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)^2} \times 2 W_{LDA} U. $$

Setting this equal to zero, we find the optimum as:

$$0 = 2 B_{LDA} U \frac{1}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)} - \frac{\text{tr}(U^T B_{LDA} U)}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)^2} \times 2 W_{LDA} U \iff \frac{\text{tr}(U^T B_{LDA} U)}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)^2} W_{LDA} U = B_{LDA} U \frac{1}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)} \iff \frac{\text{tr}(U^T B_{LDA} U)}{\text{tr}(U^T W_{LDA} U)^2} W_{LDA} U = B_{LDA} U. $$
Due to the term $U^\top B_{LDA} U$, this cannot be solved as a Generalised Eigenvalue Problem.

For the scatter difference objective, we get the following derivative, using (G.1) and that the matrices $W_{LDA}$ and $B_{LDA}$ are symmetric:

$$\frac{\partial \text{tr}(U^\top B_{LDA} U) - \zeta \text{tr}(U^\top W_{LDA} U)}{\partial U} = 2B_{LDA} U - 2\zeta W_{LDA} U.$$

Setting the above derivative equal to zero gives:

$$0 = 2B_{LDA} U - 2\zeta W_{LDA} U \implies \zeta W_{LDA} U = B_{LDA} U,$$

which is a Generalised Eigenvalue Problem if $\zeta$ is a constant.

### G.3 BDCA_Tucker derivatives

The BDCA_Tucker model is the following formulation of the logistic regression log-likelihood:

$$f_{BDCA\_Tucker}(w_0, V, U^{(1)}, U^{(2)}) = \sum_{n=1}^N [y_n(w_0 + \psi(X_n)) - \log(1 + \exp(w_0 + \psi(X_n))],$$

where $\psi(X_n) = \sum_{k_1=1}^{K_1} \sum_{k_2=1}^{K_2} [U^{(1)} \top X_n U^{(2)}]_{k_1,k_2} V_{k_1,k_2}$. We set $V_{k_1,k_2} = 1$ for $k_1 = k_2$ to remove scaling ambiguities between the projection matrices and the matrix of interaction coefficients, $V$.

Following the definitions in Dyrholm et al. [2007], we define:

$$\pi(X_n) = E(y_n = 1) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-(w_0 + \psi(X_n))},$$

where $y_n \in \{0, 1\}$ is the class of the $n^{th}$ trial. The gradient of the log-likelihood is then given by:

$$(G.4)$$
\[
\frac{\partial f_{\text{BDCA-Tucker}}(w_0, V, U^{(1)}, U^{(2)})}{\partial w_0} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} (y_n - \pi(X_n)),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial f_{\text{BDCA-Tucker}}(w_0, V, U^{(1)}, U^{(2)})}{\partial V_{k_1, k_2}} = N \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ y_n [U^{(1)\top} X_n U^{(2)}]_{k_1, k_2} - [U^{(1)\top} X_n U^{(2)}]_{k_1, k_2} \pi(X_n) \right],
\]

\[
\frac{\partial f_{\text{BDCA-Tucker}}(w_0, V, U^{(1)}, U^{(2)})}{\partial U^{(1)}_{\cdot, k_1}} = N \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ (y_n - \pi(X_n)) \sum_{k_2=1}^{K_2} [X_n U^{(2)}]_{\cdot, k_2} V_{k_1, k_2} \right],
\]

and

\[
\frac{\partial f_{\text{BDCA-Tucker}}(w_0, V, U^{(1)}, U^{(2)})}{\partial U^{(2)\top}_{\cdot, k_2}} = N \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ (y_n - \pi(X_n)) \sum_{k_1=1}^{K_1} [U^{(1)\top} X_n]_{k_1, \cdot} V_{k_1, k_2} \right].
\]
Before deciding on the final focus in the paper “Investigating effects of different artefact types on Motor Imagery BCI”, we made some preliminary studies of various regularisation approaches for spatial filters in the CSP objective function. None of these improved significantly on the CSP performance compared to regularisation with the identity matrix. We briefly describe the considered regularisation approaches here.

H.1 Normalisation of scalp maps

There are two obvious ways to determine the normalisation of the scalp maps used for regularisation, and each of these imply different relative weights for the directions of the ICs regularised against.
H.2 Normalisation options

The scalp maps used to regularise could be normalised either by requiring their norm to be one or by scaling them such that their corresponding time series would have norm (or standard deviation) one. Since the data was band-pass filtered each EEG channel had mean zero. This meant that each IC time series also had mean zero since an IC is a linear combination of channels. Hence the norm of an IC time series is equivalent to its standard deviation.

H.3 Implications of normalisation for regularisation

Requiring that all scalp maps have norm one implies that all artefacts are weighted equally in the regularisation if no other weighting scheme of ICs is employed. Conversely, the standardisation of time series to have norm (or standard deviation) one, implies a weighting of ICs according to how active they were during the calibration session from which the ICA decomposition was calculated. Then the directions of more active ICs would be exposed to stronger regularisation. It is not, however, certain that this is desirable since it is only class-discriminative artefact directions that we want to avoid in the spatial filters found by CSP. Artefacts that are very active during the calibration session are likely to be present to a similar extent in both classes, and will thus automatically be ignored in the CSP spatial filters. On the other hand, it is likely that artefacts that are only active infrequently overall are more present in one class compared to the other class. Regularisation is used to help CSP spatial filters avoid such directions of artifactual ICs. Hence it is not clear that the overall activity of an IC, as quantified by the norm or standard deviation of its time series, should be a useful normalisation factor.

We chose to normalise scalp maps to have norm one.

H.3.1 Weighted regularisation against artifactual ICs

By using the probabilities of class membership to weight the regularisation of individual ICs, ICs with more artifactual characteristics should be exposed to stronger regularisation than ICs for which the probability of being neural is higher. Let $q_{\text{art}}$ be the vector of probabilities that each IC considered artifactual belongs to one of the classes defined as artifactual. Let $\text{diag}(q_{\text{art}})$ be a diagonal
matrix with the elements in the diagonal equal to the elements of $q_{\text{art}}$. Again, let $A_{\text{art}}$ be a matrix containing the normalised scalp maps of ICs considered artifactual in its columns. The penalty matrix is then set equal to $(A_{\text{art}} \times \text{diag}(q_{\text{art}})) \times (A_{\text{art}} \times \text{diag}(q_{\text{art}}))^\top$.

H.3.2 Weighted regularisation against all ICs

This scheme is similar to the above, but all ICs are regularised against, weighted by their probability of being artifactual. Hence even ICs that are most likely from the neural class are regularised against, but with a smaller weight. In this case, the penalty matrix is $(A \times \text{diag}(q)) \times (A \times \text{diag}(q))^\top$, where the matrix $A$ contains the normalised scalp maps of all ICs and the vector $q$ contains the probabilities of being artifactual for all ICs.

H.4 Subject-independent regularisation schemes

In the following regularisation schemes, the penalty matrix for a subject is calculated without using the calibration data of that subject. In some of the following regularisation schemes, data from other subjects is used to calculate the penalty matrix. All these regularisation schemes focus on moving away from the space of muscular ICs since the first experiments on the subject-dependent level showed that muscle artefacts are the most problematic artefact class for CSP on motor-imagery data.

H.4.1 Distances of electrodes from centre

Figure H.1 shows the magnitude of penalty on each electrode when using squared Gaussian bell distances from the scalp centre, defined by $(1 - \exp(-(x^2 + y^2)/r))^2$, where $r$ is the radius of the scalp and $x$ and $y$ are the 2-D coordinates of an electrode. By setting the diagonal elements of a diagonal matrix equal to these distances, a subject-independent regularisation scheme was obtained.
Figure H.1: Penalty of electrodes when penalised by squared Gaussian distances from the scalp centre.

H.4.2 Average electrode weights in muscle ICs of other subjects

Figure H.2 shows the magnitude of penalty on each electrode for subject one when penalising each electrode by its average weight in muscle ICs times the probability of that IC being muscular for all other subjects with the same EEG channels. The electrode penalties obtained in this manner were used as the diagonal elements in a diagonal matrix to regularise CSP. Formally, the weights were obtained as shown in Algorithm 2.

H.4.3 Concatenated muscle ICs from other subjects

We also attempted to learn directions of muscular artefacts for one subject from other subjects by constructing the penalty matrix by concatenating column vectors of muscular IC patterns from other subjects with the same EEG channel configuration as the one subject.
Algorithm 2 Find electrode penalties using electrodes’ average weights in muscle IC patterns and return the penalty matrix \( V \).

\[
muscle_{ics} \leftarrow ()
\]

for isubj = subjects with same channels \( \triangleright \) each other subject with the same EEG channels do

for iiic = nmuscle_{ics} \( \triangleright \) each muscle IC of subject isubj do

\[
\text{current\_pattern} \leftarrow A_{isubj}(:, iiic)
\]

\[
muscle_{ics} \leftarrow (muscle_{ics}, current\_pattern) \quad \triangleright \text{concatenate column vectors of patterns of muscle ICs from subject isubj}
\]

end for

end for

\[
w \leftarrow \text{rowMeans}(muscle_{ics}) \quad \triangleright \text{take the row means of the concatenated columns of muscle IC patterns to get the average weights of electrodes in muscle IC patterns.}
\]

\[
V \leftarrow \text{diag}(w) \quad \text{return } V
\]
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